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attachment following judgment obtained
pursuant to state-sponsored terrorism exception
to Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, turns on
foreign state’s actions with respect to
commercial use. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1610(a)(7).

KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative Treatment
Distinguished by Rubin v. Islamic Republic of Iran, N.D.Ill., December
15, 2005

76 F.Supp.2d 16
United States District Court,
District of Columbia.
Stephen M. FLATOW, Plaintiff,
v.
The ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN, The Iranian
Ministry of Information & Security, Ayatollah Ali
Hoseinie Khamenei, Ali Akbar
Hashemi-Rafsanjani, Ali Fallahian-Khuzestani,
and John Does 1-99, Defendants.

3 Cases that cite this headnote

[2]

Parcels of land belonging to foreign state and
formerly used as site of its embassy and as
residences for its diplomatic activities, were not
“used for commercial activity” due to fact that
they were leased by United States pursuant to
Foreign Missions Act after diplomatic relations
were suspended, and thus property was not
subject to attachment to satisfy judgment
obtained against foreign state pursuant to
state-sponsored terrorism exception to Foreign
Sovereign Immunities Act. State Department
Basic Authorities Act of 1956, § 205(c), as
amended, 22 U.S.C.A. § 4305(c); 28 U.S.C.A. §
1610(a)(7).

Civil Action No. 97-396 (RCL).
|
Dec. 10, 1999.
After obtaining judgment against foreign state pursuant to
state-sponsored terrorism exception to Foreign Sovereign
Immunities Act, private litigant levied writs of attachment
upon real estate owned by foreign state and upon two
bank accounts containing funds generated by Department
of State’s lease of real estate. United States intervened,
and moved to quash writs of attachment. The District
Court, Lamberth, J., held that: (1) real estate that was
formerly used as site of embassy and as residences for
diplomatic activities was not “used for commercial
activity” due to fact that they were leased by United
States to third parties after suspension of diplomatic
relations; (2) account that was licensed by Treasury
Department to Office of Foreign Missions for payment of
maintenance and repair expenses relating to real estate
was immune from attachment; and (3) account containing
profits, and interest thereon, generated by leases of real
estate was United States property.
Motion granted.

West Headnotes (7)
[1]

International Law
Extent and effect of immunity
Whether property of foreign state is “used for
commercial activity,” and thus is subject to

International Law
Property of sovereign

10 Cases that cite this headnote

[3]

International Law
Property of sovereign
United States’ assertion of custody over and
maintenance of foreign state’s diplomatic
property pursuant to Foreign Missions Act was
inherently sovereign, not commercial, act, and
thus property was not subject to attachment
following judgment obtained against foreign
state pursuant to state-sponsored terrorism
exception to Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act.
State Department Basic Authorities Act of 1956,
§ 205(c), as amended, 22 U.S.C.A. § 4305(c);
28 U.S.C.A. § 1610(a)(7).
2 Cases that cite this headnote
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[4]

International Law
Property of sovereign
Bank account that was licensed by Treasury
Department to Office of Foreign Missions for
payment of maintenance and repair expenses
relating to real estate belonging to foreign state
and formerly used as site of its embassy and as
residences for its diplomatic activities before
diplomatic relations were suspended was
immune from attachment to satisfy judgment
obtained against foreign state pursuant to
state-sponsored terrorism exception to Foreign
Sovereign Immunities Act, where account
contained funds that were initially held in
foreign state’s diplomatic accounts. State
Department Basic Authorities Act of 1956, §
205(c), as amended, 22 U.S.C.A. § 4305(c); 28
U.S.C.A. § 1610(a)(7).
4 Cases that cite this headnote

[5]

International Law
Property of sovereign
Bank account containing profits, and interest
thereon, generated by leases of Iranian
diplomatic property after suspension of
diplomatic relations between United States and
Iran was not Iranian property regulated by
Iranian Assets Control Regulations, but rather
was United States property, and thus, under
doctrine of sovereign immunity, was immune
from attachment to satisfy judgment obtained
against foreign state pursuant to state-sponsored
terrorism exception to Foreign Sovereign
Immunities Act. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1610(a)(7); 31
C.F.R. § 535.201.

[6]

Private litigant could not attach real property or
bank accounts belonging to foreign state
pursuant to state-sponsored terrorism exception
to Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act after
president had waived requirements of statute in
interest of national security. 28 U.S.C.A. §
1610(f)(1); 31 C.F.R. § 535.311.
Cases that cite this headnote

[7]

International Law
Property of sovereign
Provision of Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act
(FSIA) that allowed attachment of property
belonging to “agency or instrumentality of
foreign state” did not apply to property
belonging to foreign state itself. 28 U.S.C.A. §
1610(b)(2).
Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms
*18 Steven R. Perles, Washington, DC, Thomas Fortune
Fay, Washington, DC, for Plaintiff.
Vincent M. Garvey, Wilma Lewis, Frank W. Hunger,
Phillip D. Bartz, John Niemeyer, Carol Federighi, Sanjay
Bhambhani, U.S. Dept. of Justice, Civil Div.,
Washington, DC, for Defendants.

MEMORANDUM OPINION

7 Cases that cite this headnote

LAMBERTH, District Judge.

International Law
Property of sovereign

This matter concerns yet another attempt by Plaintiff
Stephen Flatow to satisfy the judgment he obtained
almost two years ago against the Islamic Republic of Iran
(“Iran”) for its sponsorship of the terrorist group that
murdered his daughter. Pursuant to the Foreign Sovereign
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Immunities Act, he has levied writs of attachment upon
three parcels of real estate owned by the Islamic Republic
of Iran, including the former Iranian embassy, and two
NationsBank accounts containing funds generated by the
State Department’s lease of these properties. 28 U.S.C.A.
§ 1610(a)(7) & 1610(f)(1)(A) (West Supp.1999). Once
again, however, the United States has intervened to quash
the writs of attachment,1 contending that the properties
and accounts are immune from attachment under the
Foreign Missions Act, 22 U.S.C. §§ 4301-4316 (1999),
the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, 28 U.S.C.A. §§
1609 & 1610 (West Supp.1999), the International
Emergency Economic Powers Act, 50 U.S.C. §§
1701-1702 (1999), the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic
Relations,2 and Article II of the Constitution. U.S.
CONST. ART. II,, § 3, cl. 3 (granting the President the
power “to receive Ambassadors and other public
Ministers). Because the Court finds that these properties
and accounts are immune from attachment under the
Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, the Court hereby
GRANTS the United States’ motion and the July 9, 1998
writs of attachment are hereby QUASHED. Thus, having
found that plaintiff is barred from attaching the properties
and accounts under the Foreign Sovereign Immunities
Act, the Court need not determine whether their
attachment under this Act would run afoul of the
Constitution, the Foreign Missions Act, the International
Emergency Economic Powers Act, or the Vienna
Convention.

I. BACKGROUND
In April 1995, the Shaqaqi faction of the Palestine Islamic
Jihad, a group that is funded exclusively by the Islamic
Republic of Iran (“Iran”), bombed a tourist bus in Gaza,
killing Stephen Flatow’s 20-year-old daughter Alisa. See
Flatow v. The Islamic Republic of Iran, 999 F.Supp. 1,
6-9 (D.D.C.1998). One year later, utilizing a
newly-enacted amendment to the Foreign *19 Sovereign
Immunities Act, Flatow filed a wrongful death action
against Iran, its Ministry of Information & Security and
various high-level government officials. See Civil
Liability for Acts of State Sponsored Terrorism, Pub.L.
No. 104-208, Div. A., Title I § 101(c) [Title V, § 589, 110
Stat. 3009-172], (30 September 1996) reprinted at 28
U.S.C.A. § 1605(a)(7) (West Supp.1999) (creating
jurisdiction over claims against foreign entities who
provide material support for acts of extrajudicial killing,
inter alia ) (commonly called the “Flatow Amendment”);
see also Flatow, 999 F.Supp. at 5. Iran failed to appear.
Accordingly, this Court held an evidentiary hearing and
determined that the plaintiff had “establishe[d] his claim
or right to relief by evidence ... satisfactory to the Court.”
28 U.S.C.A. § 1608(e) (West Supp.1999); Flatow, 999

F.Supp. at 5. Based upon the evidence presented at this
hearing, the Court entered a default judgment against Iran,
finding Iran and the co-defendants jointly and severally
liable for compensatory damages, loss of accretions,
solatium and $225,000,000.00 in punitive damages.
Flatow, 999 F.Supp. at 5. To date, Flatow’s efforts to
satisfy his judgment against Iran have proven
unsuccessful. See, e.g., Flatow v. Islamic Republic of
Iran, 74 F.Supp.2d 18, 20 (D.D.C. 1999) (quashing writ
of attachment against U.S. Treasury funds); Flatow v.
Islamic Republic of Iran, 67 F.Supp.2d 535, 537-38
(D.Md. 1999) (quashing writs of execution against
nonprofit foundation’s property). In the instant matter,
Flatow seeks to attach various parcels of real estate in
Washington, D.C., belonging to Iran. Notably, these
properties include the former Iranian embassy.3 Flatow
also seeks attachment of two NationsBank bank accounts,
which are entitled “Blocked Iranian Diplomatic and
Consular Property Renovation Account c/o Blocked
Assets Administration, U.S. Department of Treasury”
(“First Account”) and “U.S. Department of State, Office
of Foreign Missions, Iranian Renovation Account”
(“Second Account”). The First Account comprises excess
funds and interest generated from the leasing of these
properties to third parties. The Second Account, which
originally contained Iranian diplomatic and consular
accounts, contains funds generated by the leases but used
for maintenance and related expenses.
Despite its public proclamations of support for efforts 4 to
bring state sponsors of terrorism to justice, the Clinton
administration has intervened to forestall plaintiff
Flatow’s ability to satisfy his judgment. See
Determination to Waive Requirements Relating to
Blocked Property of Terrorist-List States, 63 Fed.Reg.
59201 (October 21, 1998) (exercising authority to waive
requirements under § 117(d) and stating that such
requirements “would impede the ability of the President
to conduct foreign policy in the interest of national
security”); *20 see also Flatow, 74 F.Supp.2d at 20
(D.D.C. 1999). In this latest chapter in plaintiff’s ongoing
struggle to hold accountable those responsible for his
daughter’s murder, the United States contends, inter alia,
that the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, the Foreign
Missions Act, the International Emergency Economic
Powers Act, the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic
Relations and Article II of the Constitution bar the
attachment of these properties and accounts. As explained
below, because the Court finds that it lacks jurisdiction
over the properties and accounts under the Foreign
Sovereign Immunities Act, the Court need not reach the
merits of the United States’ other claims.5
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II. DISCUSSION
A. The Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act
The enumerated exceptions to the Foreign Sovereign
Immunities Act (“FSIA”) provide the exclusive source of
subject matter jurisdiction over all civil actions against
foreign states. Argentine Republic v. Amerada Hess
Shipping Corp., 488 U.S. 428, 434-35, 109 S.Ct. 683, 102
L.Ed.2d 818 (1989). Accordingly, the FSIA must be
applied in every action involving a foreign state
defendant. Verlinden B.V. v. Central Bank of Nigeria, 461
U.S. 480, 489, 103 S.Ct. 1962, 76 L.Ed.2d 81 (1983).
Unless one of the FSIA’s exceptions applies, foreign
states enjoy immunity from the jurisdiction of U.S. courts.
28 U.S.C.A. § 1604 (West 1999). Similarly, the property
of a foreign state in the United States is immune from
attachment or execution, unless an exception under
sections 1610 or 1611 provides otherwise. 28 U.S.C.A. §§
1610 & 1611 (West Supp.1999). Section 1610 enumerates
the general exceptions to immunity from attachment or
execution, while Section 1611 specifies particular types of
property that are immune from execution.

*21 B. Attachment under Section 1610(a)(7)
Plaintiff contends that Section 1610(a)(7) of the FSIA
authorizes the attachments here because the properties
and accounts are “used for commercial activity” within
the meaning of the FSIA and the judgment he seeks to
enforce was awarded under Section 1605(a)(7), the
state-sponsored terrorism exception. The United States
does not contest the source of the judgment. Rather, the
United States asserts that the property and accounts at
issue do not meet the threshold requirement of the
exception, i.e., that the property is “used for commercial
activity in the United States.” 28 U.S.C.A. § 1610(a)(7).
Plaintiff maintains that the critical inquiry regarding
commercial use is the nature of the activity, not its
purpose and that the identity of the commercial actor is
immaterial to the inquiry. Thus, he characterizes these
properties and accounts as commercial in nature because
the United States’ leasing of the properties is not an
inherently sovereign action, but one that may be
undertaken by a private actor. Republic of Argentina v.
Weltover, Inc., 504 U.S. 607, 614, 112 S.Ct. 2160, 119
L.Ed.2d 394 (1992) (concluding that, for purposes of the
FSIA’s “commercial activity” exception, “when a foreign
government acts, not as regulator of a market but in the
manner of a private player within it,” the activities are
commercial).
While agreeing that the nature of the activity governs
“commercial activity” analysis, see 28 U.S.C.A. §
1603(d); see also Weltover, 504 U.S. at 614, 112 S.Ct.
2160, the United States asserts that, for purposes of the

FSIA, only the foreign state’s actions are relevant, not
those of the United States. The United States points out
that Iran opposes the leases of its properties. See Islamic
Republic of Iran v. United States, Case Nos. A4/A7/A5
(I:F and III); Dec. 129-A4/A7/A15-FT, at 1-2 (June 23,
1997, Iran-United States Claims Tribunal) (denying Iran’s
request to have leases terminated and noting that leases
were “in order to prevent [the properties] falling into an
irreversible state of disrepair”). In the alternative, the
government argues that, even if a foreign state’s actions
are not critical to the applicability of this provision, the
actions undertaken by the United States in this matter are
sovereign, not commercial, in nature. That is, the
government contends that the United States, through the
State Department’s Office of Foreign Missions, is acting
in its sovereign capacity by taking custody of and leasing
these properties pursuant to its “preserve and protect”
responsibilities under the Foreign Missions Act, as well as
discharging its duties under the Vienna Convention. See
Foreign Missions Act, 22 U.S.C. § 4305(c) (providing
that “[i]f a foreign mission has ceased conducting
diplomatic, consular and other governmental activities in
the United States, and has not designated a protecting
power or other agent ... the Secretary, until the
designation of a protecting power or other agent ... may
preserve and protect any property of that foreign
mission”); see also Vienna Convention on Diplomatic
Relations, Article 45(a), T.I.A.S. 7502, 23 U.S.T. 3227
(1964) (providing that “[i]f diplomatic relations are
broken off between two states ... (a) the receiving state
must, even in the case of armed conflict, respect and
protect the premises of the mission, together with its
property and archives”).
To address whether these properties and accounts are
“used for commercial activity” for purposes of Section
1610(a)(7), the Court begins with the statutory language.
Section 1610(a)(7) provides that
[t]he property in the United States of a foreign state ...
used for a commercial activity in the United States,
shall not be immune from attachment in aid of
execution, or from execution upon a judgment entered
by a court of the United States ... if
the judgment relates to a claim for which the foreign
state is not immune under section 1605(a)(7),
regardless of whether the property is or was involved
*22 with the act upon which the claim is based.
28 U.S.C.A. § 1610(a)(7). By its terms, the threshold
requirement for invoking this provision is that the
property is “used for commercial activity in the United
States.” “Commercial activity” is defined in two instances
under the FSIA. First, the statute generally defines
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“commercial activity” as
either a regular course of
commercial conduct or a particular
commercial transaction or act. The
commercial character of an activity
shall be determined by reference to
the nature of the course of conduct
or particular transaction or act,
rather than by reference to its
purpose.
28 U.S.C.A. § 1603(d) (West 1999). The FSIA also
provides a second, more specific definition, termed
“commercial activity carried on in the United States by a
foreign state,” 28 U.S.C.A. § 1603(e) (West 1999), which
is defined as “commercial activity carried on by such state
and having substantial contact with the United States.” Id.
This more specific definition relates to language found in
one of the FSIA’s enumerated exceptions to jurisdictional
immunity. See 28 U.S.C.A. § 1605(a)(2) (abrogating
foreign state immunity in actions “based upon a
commercial activity carried on in the United States by the
foreign state”).
The Supreme Court has addressed the meaning of
“commercial activity” under the FSIA, albeit in the
context of the so-called “commercial activity exception,”
one of the Act’s enumerated exceptions to jurisdictional
immunity. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1605(a)(2) (West 1999). See
Republic of Argentina v. Weltover, 504 U.S. 607, 611-14,
112 S.Ct. 2160, 119 L.Ed.2d 394 (1992). While the
precise provision at issue in Republic of Argentina v.
Weltover is not implicated here, the Supreme Court’s
construction of the proper scope and meaning of
“commercial activity” under the FSIA guides this Court’s
analysis. In Weltover, the Supreme Court determined that
Argentina’s default on certain currency stabilization
bonds constituted an act “in connection with a
commercial activity” that “had a direct effect in the
United States” sufficient to subject Argentina to suit in
the United States under the FSIA. 28 U.S.C.A. §
1605(a)(2). The Court began its analysis by noting that
the definition of commercial activity provided in the FSIA
“leaves the critical term ‘commercial’ largely undefined.”
Weltover, 504 U.S. at 612, 112 S.Ct. 2160. Drawing upon
the historical background of the FSIA, however, the Court
noted that the statute “largely codifie[d] the so-called
‘restrictive’ theory of foreign sovereign immunity,” which
distinguished actions “arising out of purely commercial
transactions,” Alfred Dunhill of London, Inc. v. Republic
of Cuba, 425 U.S. 682, 703, 96 S.Ct. 1854, 48 L.Ed.2d
301 (1976) from those deriving from “powers peculiar to
sovereigns.” Id. at 704, 96 S.Ct. 1854. Thus, the Court

instructed that “when a foreign government acts, not as a
regulator of a market, but in the manner of a private
player within it, the foreign sovereign’s actions are
commercial within the meaning of the FSIA.” Weltover,
504 U.S. at 614, 112 S.Ct. 2160 (emphasis added). Thus,
to determine whether a foreign state’s actions are
commercial, courts must examine “whether the particular
actions that the foreign state performs (whatever the
motive behind them) are the types of actions by which a
private party engages in trade and traffic or commerce.”
Id. (citing Black’s Law Dictionary 270 (6th ed.1990))
(emphasis added).

1. Real Property
The parties in the instant matter do not dispute that Iran’s
prior use of the real estate was sovereign in nature, not
commercial. Prior to suspending diplomatic relations, the
embassy and residences were used to support Iran’s
diplomatic activities in the United States, an inherently
sovereign activity. See, e.g., S & S Machinery Co. v.
Masinexportimport, 802 F.Supp. 1109, 1111-12
(S.D.N.Y.1992) *23 (mission buildings are not used for
commercial activity and do not fall within FSIA exception
to immunity); City of Englewood v. Socialist People’s
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, 773 F.2d 31, 36-37 (3d
Cir.1985) (stating that use of property as diplomatic
residence “as a matter of law ... is not commercial
activity”); United States v. Arlington County, 702 F.2d
485, 488 (4th Cir.1983); United States v. Arlington
County, 669 F.2d 925, 934-35 (4th Cir.1982) (concluding
that FSIA affords immunity to foreign state’s apartment
building that is used to house diplomatic personnel). As
such, Iran’s prior use of the properties does not render
them commercial for purposes of the FSIA.
[1] [2]

Plaintiff and the United States disagree as to whether
the foreign state’s use of the property for commercial
activity is necessary for Section 1610(a)(7) to apply.
Secondarily, they dispute whether the United States’
custody over and leasing of the properties is sovereign or
commercial in nature. This Court agrees with the United
States that the provision’s applicability turns on the
foreign state’s actions with respect to commercial use.
Not only does the Supreme Court’s interpretation of
“commercial activity” in Weltover specifically refer to the
foreign state’s actions, see Weltover, 504 U.S. at 614, 112
S.Ct. 2160 (stating that “when a foreign government acts,
not as a regulator of a market, but in the manner of a
private player within it, the foreign sovereign’s actions
are commercial within the meaning of the FSIA”)
(emphasis added); see also id. (stating that “whether the
particular actions that the foreign state performs
(whatever the motive behind them) are the types of
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actions by which a private party engages in trade and
traffic or commerce”) (emphasis added), but practicality
dictates such a finding. Among its purposes, the FSIA
was designed to subject foreign states to the laws of the
United States when they choose to engage in private
commercial activity. See Dunhill, 425 U.S. at 704, 96
S.Ct. 1854. To effectuate this purpose, the statute creates
various narrow windows of federal jurisdiction over
foreign states. 28 U.S.C.A. §§ 1605 & 1610. But if the
FSIA could be applied to foreign state property that is
being used by a non-agent third party, it would expand the
class of cases arising under the Act beyond those limited,
enumerated exceptions to immunity prescribed by
Congress, and thus would expose foreign states to far
greater liability than was originally contemplated under
the Act. 28 U.S.C.A. §§ 1605 & 1610.
[3]

Alternatively, even if foreign state action were not
critical to the applicability of the “commercial activity”
attachment exception, the United States’ taking custody
over a foreign state’s properties and maintaining them is
an inherently sovereign, not a commercial act.
Specifically, the United States, acting through the Office
of Foreign Missions, took custody over the properties
pursuant to its “preserve and protect” responsibilities
under the Foreign Missions Act. See Foreign Missions
Act, 22 U.S.C. § 4305(c) (providing that “[i]f a foreign
mission has ceased conducting diplomatic, consular and
other governmental activities in the United States, and has
not designated a protecting power or other agent ... the
Secretary, until the designation of a protecting power or
other agent ... may preserve and protect any property of
that foreign mission”). Put simply, although leasing of
property by a private party might be commercial in
nature, taking custody over diplomatic property under the
authority granted by a federal statute or treaty is decidedly
sovereign in nature. Indeed, such “power[ ][is] peculiar to
sovereigns.” See Dunhill, 425 U.S. at 703, 96 S.Ct. 1854.
Accordingly, because the Court finds that the real
properties at issue do not fall within the definition of
commercial activity under the FSIA, the writ of
attachment may not be enforced against such properties.

*24 2. Bank Accounts
The NationsBank accounts are also immune from
attachment, albeit for somewhat different reasons. To
begin with, the Court finds that the Second Account does
not constitute “property used for commercial activity” for
purposes of Section 1610(a)(7). Rather, the Second
Account was licensed by the Treasury Department to the
Office of Foreign Missions for the payment of
maintenance and repair expenses relating to the real
estate. As outlined above, the United States’ preservation

[4]

and protection of the properties under the Foreign
Missions Act is a sovereign act. Because these funds were
specifically licensed to the Office of Foreign Missions to
enable them to fulfill the United States’ statutory
responsibilities, their use is more properly characterized
as sovereign than commercial.
Alternatively, another factor weighs against enforcing the
attachment against these funds under the “commercial
activity” attachment exception of the FSIA. Significantly,
the Second Account originally contained Iranian
diplomatic assets and was licensed to the Office of
Foreign Missions by the Office of Foreign Assets Control.
It is therefore regulated by the International Emergency
Economic Powers Act and the Iranian Assets Control
Regulations. As such, if the President had not exercised
his authority to waive its requirements, see infra, the plain
terms of Section 1610(f)(1)(A) appear to cover this
account. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1610(f)(1)(A) (authorizing
attachment of property in which financial transactions are
prohibited or regulated by, inter alia, the International
Emergency Economic Powers Act or its regulations).
Thus, if this Court were to construe Section 1610(a)(7) to
permit the attachment of blocked Iranian accounts, this
interpretation would render Section 1610(f)(1)(A)
superfluous. Instead, the Court finds it unlikely that
Congress enacted two separate provisions of the same
statute in order to achieve the same result. That is, if
blocked accounts were already subject to attachment
under Section 1610(a)(7), Congress would have had no
need to enact an entirely new provision, Section
1610(f)(1)(A), to authorize the attachment of these very
same funds.
[5]

Different considerations compel this Court to find that
the funds in the First Account are not subject to
attachment. As noted above, the First Account contains
the profits, and any interest thereon, generated by the
leases of the diplomatic property. And, unlike the Second
Account, the United States does not contend that this
account contains any funds that were initially held in
Iranian diplomatic accounts. Rather, the United States
advances, inter alia, that the First Account may not be
attached because it constitutes Iranian property that is
“blocked” and regulated by the Iranian Assets Control
Regulations. 31 C.F.R. § 535.201. This Court disagrees
with the United States’ characterization of this account as
Iranian property. Instead, the Court finds that the First
Account is more properly characterized as United States
property, which is immune from attachment by virtue of
the doctrine of sovereign immunity. See Buchanan v.
Alexander, 45 U.S. (4 How.) 20, 21, 11 L.Ed. 857 (1846);
Federal Housing Admin. v. Burr, 309 U.S. 242, 243, 60
S.Ct. 488, 84 L.Ed. 724 (1940); see also Neukirchen v.
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Wood County Head Start, Inc., 53 F.3d 809, 811 (7th
Cir.1995); Automatic Sprinkler Corp. v. Darla
Environmental Specialists, 53 F.3d 181, 182 (7th
Cir.1995); State of Arizona v. Bowsher, 935 F.2d 332, 334
(D.C.Cir.1991); Haskins Bros. & Co. v. Morgenthau, 85
F.2d 677, 681 (App.D.C.1936); Flatow, 74 F.Supp.2d at
20. Specifically, the Secretary of State, exercising
discretion delegated by the Foreign Missions Act, 22
U.S.C. § 4305(c), elected to lease these properties to
generate revenue for required repairs and maintenance. If
the United States had not leased these properties, repairs
and maintenance would still have to have been funded by
the United *25 States, most likely from tax revenues in
the Treasury. Moreover, Iran opposed these leases from
their inception. To designate the leased profits as Iranian
property, when Iran would not otherwise have accrued
these monies, accords Iran an undeserved windfall.
Accordingly, because the funds in the First Account do
not constitute Iranian property, they are not subject to the
Iranian Assets Control Regulations. Nor does any
provision of the FSIA apply to such funds. See Flatow, 74
F.Supp.2d at 20-24. Rather, as this Court has explained
previously, see id., because the funds in the First Account
constitute United States property, sovereign immunity
bars their attachment, absent an express waiver of
consent. Cf. Department of the Army v. Blue Fox, Inc.,
525 U.S. 255, 119 S.Ct. 687, 692, 142 L.Ed.2d 718
(1999) (Rehnquist, C.J.) (stating that it “is in accord with
our precedent establishing that sovereign immunity bars
creditors from attaching or garnishing funds in the
Treasury”).

C. Attachment Under Section 1610(f)(1)(A)
Alternatively, plaintiff advances that a second FSIA
provision, Section 1610(f)(1)(A), authorizes the
attachment of the properties and accounts because its
plain terms cover the properties at issue. Section §
1610(f)(1)(A) provides
Notwithstanding
any
other
provision of law, including but not
limited to section 208(f) of the
Foreign Missions Act (22 U.S.C. §
4308(f)), and except as provided in
subparagraph (B), any property
with respect to which financial
transactions are prohibited or
regulated pursuant to section 5(b)
of the Trading with the Enemy Act
(50 U.S.C. § 5(b)), section 620(a)
of the Foreign Assistance Act of
1961 (22 U.S.C. § 2370(a)),
sections 202 and 203 of the

International Emergency Economic
Powers Act (50 U.S.C. §§
1701-1702),
or
any
other
proclamation, order, regulation, or
license issued pursuant thereto,
shall be subject to execution or
attachment in aid of execution of
any judgment relating to a claim for
which a foreign state (including
any agency or instrumentality of
such state) claiming such property
is not immune under section
1605(a)(7).
28 U.S.C.A. § 1610(f)(1)(A) (West Supp.1999).
Specifically, plaintiff asserts that this provision is
applicable because the property and accounts are
regulated by the International Emergency Economic
Powers Act, 50 U.S.C. §§ 1701-02, and the Iranian Assets
Control Regulations, which define property to
include, but not by way of
limitation, money, checks, drafts,
bullion, bank deposits, savings
accounts, debts, indebtedness, ...
any other evidences of title,
ownership or indebtedness, ...
judgments, ... and any other
property, real, personal, or mixed,
tangible or intangible, or interest or
interests therein, present, future or
contingent.
31 C.F.R. § 535.311 (1999) (emphasis added).
While conceding that its plain terms may cover the
properties and accounts at issue, the United States asserts
that this section is unavailable to the plaintiff because the
President has “waive[d] the requirements of this section in
the interest of national security.” See Omnibus
Consolidated
and
Emergency
Supplemental
Appropriations Act of 1999, Pub.L. 105-277, Title I, §
117, 112 Stat. 2681 (October 21, 1998) (“Section 117”)
(adding subsections 1610(f)(1)(A) & (B) and providing
that “[t]he President may waive the requirements of this
section in the interest of national security”); see also
Determination to Waive Requirements Relating to
Blocked Property of Terrorist-List States, 63 Fed.Reg.
59201 (October 21, 1998) (exercising authority to waive
requirements under § 117(d) and stating that such
requirements “would impede the ability of the President
to conduct foreign policy in the interest of national
security”). The United States maintains that the waiver
*26 provision, Section 117(d), covers both paragraphs of
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FSIA Section 1610(f).
Plaintiff opposes this construction and contends Section
117(d) does not extend to Section 1610(f)(1). Instead, he
maintains that Section 117(d) only applies to Section
1610(f)(2) because that provision requires the Secretary
of the Treasury and the Secretary of State to provide
assistance in locating assets. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1610(f)(2)(A)
(West 1999). In short, plaintiff reasons that the national
security waiver provision only applies to Section
1610(f)(2) because it is the only provision of Section 117
that imposes “requirements” per se. To support this
construction, plaintiff urges the Court to look past the
statutory text to the legislative history to the amendment.

Appropriations Act amended Section 1610 of the Foreign
Sovereign Immunities Act by adding subsection (f),
which authorizes attachment and execution in aid of
judgments obtained against state sponsors of terrorism. 28
U.S.C.A. § 1610(f)(1)(A). Section 117(d) amended the
same statute to provide for a Presidential waiver in the
interest of national security.6 See Waiver of Exception to
Immunity from Attachment or Execution, Pub.L.
105-277, Title I, § 117(d), 112 Stat. 2681 (October 21,
1998) (stating that “[t]he President may waive the
requirements of this section ... in the interest of national
security”); see also Historical and Statutory Notes, 28
U.S.C.A. § 1610 (West Supp.1999).
[6]

Whether Section 1610(f)(1)(A) authorizes these
attachments turns on a determination of the proper scope
of the President’s waiver authority under Section 117(d).
Having examined the statutory text, in the context of both
Section 117 and the FSIA, the Court concludes that
plaintiff’s construction of Section 117(d) is refuted by the
plain language of the statute. As such, this Court declines
to accept plaintiff’s invitation to delve into unreliable
legislative history in search of a different meaning. Cf.
Public Citizen v. United States Dept. of Justice, 491 U.S.
440, 472, 109 S.Ct. 2558, 105 L.Ed.2d 377 (1989)
(Kennedy, J. concurring) (“Where it is clear that the
unambiguous language of a statute embraces certain
conduct, and it would not be patently absurd to apply the
statute to such conduct, it does not foster a democratic
exegesis for this Court to rummage through
unauthoritative materials to consult the spirit of the
legislation in order to discover an alternative
interpretation of the statute with which the Court is more
comfortable.)”. Moreover, contrary to plaintiff’s protest
that giving full effect to the waiver provision produces an
absurd-and hence unsanctionable-result, this Court finds
that construing the waiver to cover both paragraphs of
Section 1610(f) does not create a patently absurd result.
Rather, given the deference traditionally afforded the
President in the oft-sensitive area of foreign relations, see,
e.g., Regan v. Wald, 468 U.S. 222, 242, 104 S.Ct. 3026,
82 L.Ed.2d 171 (1984), Congress’ enactment of a waiver
provision to counterbalance its enactment of a
broad-reaching enforcement provision appears entirely
reasonable.
The FSIA amendments at issue here were enacted as part
of an end-of-the-year appropriations package. See
Treasury and General Government Appropriations Act,
1999, as contained in Omnibus Consolidated and
Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act, 1999,
Pub.L. No. 105-277, § 101(h), Title I, § 117(a)-(d)
(October 21, 1998). Specifically, section 117(a) of the

Contrary to plaintiff’s assertions that “requirements”
refers only to Section 1610(f)(2), the Court finds the
language and structure of the amendment dictates a
finding that the waiver applies to the entire Section
1610(f). First, the plain language of Section 1610(f)(1)
imposes certain requirements, to wit, that certain
regulated *27 properties “shall” be subject to execution or
attachment.... 28 U.S.C.A. § 1610(f)(1); see also Lexecon,
Inc. v. Milberg Weiss Bershad Hynes & Lerach, 523 U.S.
26, 118 S.Ct. 956, 961, 140 L.Ed.2d 62 (1998) (noting
that “ ‘shall’ ... normally creates an obligation impervious
to judicial discretion”). Moreover, nothing else in the
waiver provision counsels in favor of giving its language
the unobvious construction plaintiff advances. Quite the
contrary, the Court finds that the language “this section”
plainly covers the entire Section 1610(f), and not just the
second paragraph. Indeed, from a structural standpoint, if
the waiver provision were intended to be restricted only to
Section 1610(f)(2), it would more likely have appeared as
an exception to that subsection, rather than as a separate
provision altogether. In conclusion, because the statutory
text does not bear out the construction plaintiff advances,
the Court finds that the waiver provision applies to both
Section 1610(f)(1) and 1610(f)(2). Moreover, as
Congress’ delegation to the President in this instance is
clear, the President has properly exercised his authority to
waive Section 1610(f). See Dames & Moore v. Regan,
453 U.S. 654, 657, 101 S.Ct. 2972, 69 L.Ed.2d 918
(1981) (stating that “[w]hen the President acts pursuant to
an express or implied authorization from Congress, he
exercises not only his powers but also those delegated by
Congress” and that “[t]hat in such a case, the executive
action ‘would be supported by the strongest of
presumptions and the widest latitude of judicial
interpretation, and the burden of persuasion would rest
heavily upon any who might attack it’ ”). Accordingly,
Section 1610(f)(1) is without operative effect and cannot
authorize the attachments plaintiff seeks.
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4. Attachment under Section 1610(b)(2)
Plaintiff also references Section 1610(b)(2) in support
of the writs of attachment. Section 1610(b)(2) provides
that

attachments under Section 1610(b)(2), the Court finds
such assertions to be without merit.

any property in the United States of an agency or
instrumentality of a foreign state engaged in
commercial activity in the United States shall not be
immune from attachment in aid of execution, or from
execution, upon a judgment entered by a court of the
United States or of a State ..., if

III. CONCLUSION
As this Court has noted previously, see Flatow, 74
F.Supp.2d at 25, the Court regrets that plaintiff’s efforts to
satisfy his judgment against Iran have proven futile.
Indeed, in light of his lack of success thus far, it appears
that plaintiff Flatow’s original judgment against Iran has
come to epitomize the phrase “Pyrrhic victory.” Yet,
unless or until Congress decides to enact a law that
authorizes the attachments *28 plaintiff seeks, this Court
lacks the proper means to assist him with such endeavors.
See, e.g., Bill to Modify the Enforcement of Certain
Anti-Terrorism Judgments, and For Other Purposes,
S.1796, § 1(3)(A), 106th Cong. (1999) (proposed but
rejected bill that would have amended Section 1610(f) of
the FSIA to permit, inter alia, the attachment of foreign
mission property used for nondiplomatic purposes such as
rental property, as well as any rental proceeds).

[7]

the judgment relates to a claim for which the agency
or instrumentality is not immune by virtue of section
1605(a)(2), (3), (5), or (7) or 1605(b) of this chapter,
regardless of whether the property is or was involved
in the act upon which the claim is based.
28 U.S.C.A. § 1610(b)(2) (West 1999) (emphasis added).
Put simply, this provision does not apply in the instant
case. Critically, the assets in question belong to Iran, not
an agent or instrumentality of Iran. Moreover, if Section
1610(b)(2) were construed to apply to foreign states, as
well as their agents or instrumentalities, there would be no
need for Section 1610(a)(7), which specifically refers to
foreign states. Lastly, plaintiff does not maintain that the
United States is acting as Iran’s agent with respect to
these properties, particularly in light of the fact that Iran
opposes the lease of these properties. See Islamic
Republic of Iran v. United States, Case Nos. A4/A7/A5
(I:F and III); Dec. 129-A4/A7/A15-FT, at 1-2 (June 23,
1997, Iran-United States Claims Tribunal). Accordingly,
to the extent that plaintiff claims authority for the

A separate order shall issue this date.

All Citations
76 F.Supp.2d 16

Footnotes
1

The United States appears pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 517, which provides that the United States may appear in any court
in the United States “to attend to the interests of the United States in a suit pending in a court of the United States, or in
a court of a State, or to attend to any other interest of the United States.”

2

The Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, T.I.A.S. 7502, 23 U.S.T. 3227 (1964).

3

These properties are 3003-3005 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008 (the Iranian Embassy and
Chancery and the Iranian Ambassador’s residence until April 8, 1980, when the Department of State took custody);
3410 Garfield Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008 (the residence of the Iranian military attache); and 2954 Upton
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008 (the residence of the Iranian Minister of Cultural Affairs).

4

See, e.g., MEET THE PRESS (NBC Television Broadcast, November 7, 1999) (Interview with White House Chief of
Staff John Podesta) (re-broadcasting February 26, 1996 videotape of President Clinton, where he stated “I am asking
that Congress pass legislation that will provide immediate compensation to the families, something to which they are
entitled under international law, out of Cuba’s blocked assets here in the United States. If Congress passes this
legislation, we can provide the compensation immediately.”); see also President’s Remarks on Signing the
Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996, 32 WEEKLY COMP.PRES.DOC. 717 (April 24, 1996)
(commenting that “[t]his bill strikes a mighty blow against terrorism, and it is fitting that this bill becomes law during
National Crime Victim’s Rights Week, because it stands up for victims in so many important ways” and concluding that
“America will never abide terrorists .... [w]e will not rest until we have brought them all to justice”).
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5

In response to the United States’ contention that the Foreign Missions Act and the Vienna Convention operate as
separate bars to these attachments, plaintiff asserts that the more recently enacted amendments to the FSIA abrogate
the scope of these laws. See 28 U.S.C.A. § 1610(f)(1)(A) (providing for attachment of properties “notwithstanding any
other provision of law” including Section 4308(f) of the Foreign Missions Act); see also NORMAN J. SINGER, 1A
SUTHERLAND ON STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION §§ 22.22, 22.34 (5th ed. 1995 & Supp.1997). But see 28 U.S.C.A.
§ 1609 (“Subject to existing international agreements to which the United States is a party at the time of enactment ...
the property in the United States of a foreign state shall be immune from attachment, arrest and execution....”). Without
deciding the extent to which the recent FSIA amendments amend the Foreign Missions Act or the Vienna Convention,
the Court wishes to note another subsection, one not addressed by the parties, that should be considered in
determining whether the FSIA implicitly repeals portions of the Foreign Missions Act. See 28 U.S.C.A. § 1610(a)(4)(B)
(West 1999) (providing exception to immunity for judgments establishing rights in immovable property, “[p]rovided,
[t]hat such property is not used for purposes of maintaining a diplomatic or consular mission or the residence of the
Chief of such mission”). Notably, Section 1610(a)(4)(B) specifically reserves immunity for mission property where such
property provides the basis for the judgment. By its plain terms, this provision appears to evince Congress’ intent to
render mission property immune from attachment under the FSIA, at least where such property provides the basis for
the judgment. Such a reading may be further supported by reference to Section 1610(b)(2), which authorizes
attachment and execution of certain types of judgments against foreign state agents or instrumentalities, but does not
include the provision that governs actions involving real property, Section 1605(a)(4). See 28 U.S.C.A. § 1610(b)(2)
(authorizing attachments of foreign state agent property that is not immune under section 1605(a)(2), (3), (5), or (7)).
Alternatively, the absence of a similar restriction against attaching mission property in the provision covering judgments
against state-sponsors of terrorism could also demonstrate Congress’ intent to provide for maximum enforcement
against terrorist-list nations, including attachment of mission property. See 28 U.S.C.A. § 1610(a)(7) (providing that
judgments obtained pursuant to the state-sponsored terrorism exception may be enforced against property “regardless
of whether the property is or was involved with the act upon which the claim is based ”) (emphasis added).

6

Section 117(b) was a conforming amendment inserting text into Section 1606 of the FSIA, while Section 117(c)
prescribed the effective date for the amendments. See Pub.L. No. 105-277, § 101(h), Title I, § 117(b) & (c) (October
21, 1998).

End of Document
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT
The District Court (Hon. Katherine B. Forrest, J.) had subject matter
jurisdiction in this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1330, 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and the
Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act (“FSIA”), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1602-1611.

The

District Court entered partial final judgment pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 54(b) on
July 9, 2013. Appellant’s notice of appeal was timely filed on August 1, 2013.
This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1291.
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED
1.

Whether the District Court erred in holding that Appellant Bank

Markazi’s purported admission that it owned the assets at issue in this action
conclusively established Bank Markazi’s ownership of the same even where the
undisputed facts and applicable provisions of law negated any such finding of
ownership.
2.

Whether the District Court erred in holding that the test to determine

immunity under FSIA § 1611(b)(1) and this Court’s holding in NML Capital, Ltd.
v. Banco Central de la República Argentina, 652 F.3d 172 (2d Cir. 2011) is
whether Appellant Bank Markazi generally was “engaged in activities protected
by” that provision of the FSIA, and not whether the specific assets at issue in this
action were used for central banking purposes.

1
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3.

Whether the District Court erred in holding that a statute, 22 U.S.C. §

8772, that explicitly and exclusively targets for adverse treatment assets in which
Appellant Bank Markazi had an interest yet conspicuously avoids any mention of
the Treaty of Amity, Economic Relations and Consular Rights between the United
States and Iran, Aug. 15, 1955, 8 U.S.T. 899, nevertheless abrogates that treaty.
4.

Whether the District Court erred in holding that 22 U.S.C. § 8772 was

not an invalid legislative act of adjudication under Article III of the United States
Constitution notwithstanding the statute’s explicitly stated purpose “to ensure that
Iran is held accountable for paying [Plaintiffs-Appellees’] judgments” in this
action.
5.

Whether the District Court erred in holding that application of 22

U.S.C. § 8772 to award turnover to Plaintiffs-Appellees of assets in which
Appellant Bank Markazi had an interest was not an impermissible taking under the
Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution even where those assets were
not subject to attachment and execution under any provision of law at the time they
were first restrained.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Plaintiffs’ Commencement of Enforcement Proceedings in June 2008
Plaintiffs-Appellees (“Plaintiffs”) are judgment creditors with billions of
dollars in outstanding judgments against the Islamic Republic of Iran (“Iran”).

2
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(SPA-2). In June 2008, one of the Plaintiff groups (the “Peterson Plaintiffs”)
learned that an Iranian entity, namely Appellant Bank Markazi, the Central Bank
of Iran (“Bank Markazi” or the “Bank”), had an interest in approximately $2
billion in security entitlements with respect to certain sovereign and supranational
bonds held in an omnibus account of Clearstream Banking S.A. (“Clearstream”)
with Citibank N.A. (“Citibank”) in New York. (A-Vol.V-1150; A-Vol.V-1386).
At that time, Clearstream’s customer was Banca UBAE SpA (“UBAE”), an Italian
bank. (A-Vol.V-1151-52). UBAE’s customer, in turn, was Bank Markazi. (AVol.V-1183-84). Prior to approximately February 2008, however, Bank Markazi
had maintained a direct customer account with Clearstream. (Id.).
The Peterson Plaintiffs immediately commenced an enforcement proceeding
in the Southern District of New York and served restraining notices on Clearstream
and Citibank. (A-Vol.VI-1480). Following an evidentiary hearing on June 27,
2008 (A-Vol.V-1128-1213), Judge John G. Koeltl, acting as Part I judge, issued an
Order vacating the restraints with respect to two security entitlements with a face
value of $250 million because Bank Markazi had no interest in those assets. (AVol.VI-1502). Judge Koeltl left in place the restraints on the remaining security
entitlements with a face value of $1.753 billion (the “Assets at Issue”). (Id.).

3
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June 2009 Ruling That Clearstream Was Not a Proper Garnishee
In September 2008, Clearstream moved to vacate the restraints. Following
briefing on that motion, the District Court (Jones, J.) held in an Order dated June
23, 2009 that “under the plain meaning of NY UCC § 8-112(c), Clearstream is not
a proper garnishee” such that the Peterson Plaintiffs were not entitled to execute on
the Assets at Issue. (A-Vol.XII-3317-18). However, Judge Jones left the restraints
in place pending a determination of “whether Clearstream is, or could be made, a
proper garnishee” if the Peterson Plaintiffs could establish a proper basis to return
the parties to their pre-February 2008 positions under a fraudulent conveyance
theory.

(A-Vol.XII-3318).

Yet the Peterson Plaintiffs never attempted to

substantiate their fraudulent conveyance allegations, and the District Court never
ruled on the matter.
Plaintiffs’ Commencement of the Turnover Action in June 2010
In June 2010, the Peterson Plaintiffs commenced the underlying action
against Citibank, Clearstream, UBAE and Bank Markazi for turnover of the Assets
at Issue. Shortly after entering an appearance in that action, Bank Markazi in May
2011 moved to dismiss the Peterson Plaintiffs’ claims on grounds of sovereign
immunity under the FSIA.
Again, however, the District Court never ruled on Bank Markazi’s motion.
Instead, the District Court deferred further briefing to allow Citibank to interplead
4
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additional judgment creditors of Iran. (A-Vol.V-1349-54).

Subsequently, in

December 2011, Plaintiffs filed their operative Second Amended Complaint and
Clearstream renewed its motion to vacate the restraints.
Blocking of the Assets Pursuant to the February 2012 Executive Order
On February 5, 2012, President Obama issued Executive Order No. 13599,
77 Fed. Reg. 6659 (the “Executive Order”), pursuant to which “[a]ll property and
interests in property of . . . the Central Bank of Iran” were blocked. 1 Pursuant to
the Executive Order, Citibank immediately blocked the Assets at Issue based on
Bank Markazi’s interest in those assets. (A-Vol.XII-3280-81).
Thereafter, Bank Markazi again moved to dismiss the operative complaint in
March 2012 on grounds of sovereign immunity under the FSIA and pursuant to the
Treaty of Amity between the United States and Iran (the “Treaty of Amity” or the
“Treaty”). 2 Plaintiffs, in turn, moved for partial summary judgment in April 2012,
contending that they were entitled to turnover of the now-blocked Assets at Issue
under § 201 of the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act of 2002 (“TRIA”), Pub. L. No.
107-297, Title II, § 201, 116 Stat. 2337.3

1

Exec. Order No. 13599 is included in the Special Appendix at SPA-128.

2

The Treaty of Amity is included in the Special Appendix at SPA-108.

3

TRIA § 201 is included in the Special Appendix at SPA-124.
5
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Enactment of 22 U.S.C. § 8772 in August 2012
While the parties’ motions were sub judice, Congress in July 2012 enacted a
new provision, 22 U.S.C. § 8772 (“§ 8772”), in response to Plaintiffs’ sustained
lobbying efforts.4 Section 8772 formed part of the Iran Threat Reduction and Syria
Human Rights Act of 2012, which the President signed into law in August 2012.
By its express terms, § 8772 applies exclusively to the Assets at Issue, and its
stated purpose is “to ensure that Iran is held accountable for paying [Plaintiffs’]
judgments” in this action.
Subsequently, the parties engaged in supplemental briefing concerning
whether Plaintiffs were entitled to turnover under § 8772.
February 28, 2013 Order and July 9, 2013 Partial Final Judgment
In an Opinion and Order dated February 28, 2013 (the “February 28 Order”),
the District Court denied Clearstream’s motion to vacate the restraints and Bank
Markazi’s motion to dismiss and granted Plaintiffs’ motion for partial summary
judgment. (SPA-1-75).
In the February 28 Order, the District Court inter alia held: (1) that the
Assets at Issue were subject to turnover pursuant to TRIA § 201 as “assets of”
Bank Markazi (SPA-47); (2) that the Assets at Issue—assuming they could be

4

22 U.S.C. § 8772 is included in the Special Appendix at SPA-104.
6
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deemed “assets of” Bank Markazi—nevertheless were not immune from
attachment and execution under FSIA § 1611(b)(1) as “the property of” a foreign
central bank (SPA-53); (3) that § 8772 abrogated the Treaty of Amity (SPA-5152); (4) that § 8772 was not an invalid legislative act of adjudication under Article
III of the United States Constitution (SPA-65); and (5) that turnover pursuant to §
8772 was not an impermissible taking under the Fifth Amendment to the United
States Constitution (SPA-69).
The District Court’s subsequent July 9, 2013 Order entering partial final
judgment pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 54(b) (the “Partial Final Judgment”)
incorporated the findings and conclusions in the February 28 Order and directed
turnover of the Assets at Issue to an account in the name of a Qualified Settlement
Fund established for Plaintiffs’ benefit. (SPA-76-90).
Bank Markazi timely appealed to this Court from the Partial Final Judgment
by notice of appeal dated August 1, 2013. (A-Vol.IV-1126-27).5

5

Likewise, Clearstream timely appealed from the Partial Final Judgment by
notice of appeal dated August 2, 2013 (Civ No. 10-CV-4518 (KBF), Dkt.
476). Subsequently, however, Clearstream and Plaintiffs entered into a
settlement agreement (id. Dkt. 490) providing that Clearstream would not
pursue its appeal. The District Court so-ordered the settlement agreement on
November 8, 2013 (id. Dkt. 527). On November 13, 2013, this Court
granted Clearstream’s Motion to Withdraw its appeal (13-2961, Dkt. 87).
7
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STATEMENT OF THE FACTS
The Parties
Plaintiffs are judgment creditors purporting to hold outstanding judgments
against Iran.

(SPA-2).

The underlying judgments against Iran were entered

pursuant to the “anti-terrorism” exceptions to immunity enumerated in former
FSIA § 1605(a)(7) (since repealed) and current FSIA § 1605A.
Bank Markazi is the Central Bank of Iran (SPA-4) and is thus a juridically
distinct instrumentality of Iran pursuant to FSIA § 1603(b). Bank Markazi was not
a party to the underlying actions that resulted in Plaintiffs’ judgments against Iran,
nor is Bank Markazi alleged to have played any role in the events that gave rise to
those judgments.
Clearstream is an “international service provider for the financial industry
offering securities settlement and custody-safekeeping services.” (SPA-5). Prior
to approximately February 2008, Bank Markazi maintained a direct customer
account with Clearstream in Luxembourg. (A-Vol.V-1151-52).
UBAE is an Italian Bank and a client of Clearstream. (A-Vol.V-1151). In
approximately February 2008, Bank Markazi’s security entitlements were
transferred from Bank Markazi’s account with Clearstream in Luxembourg to a
new customer account UBAE had opened with Clearstream, also in Luxembourg.
(A-Vol.V-1151-52,83-84).

8
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The Assets at Issue
At the time they were first restrained in June 2008, the Assets at Issue
consisted of Clearstream’s security entitlements vis-à-vis Citibank relating to Bank
Markazi’s investment in certain underlying sovereign and supranational bonds. (AVol.VI-1550-51). In the years since, the underlying bonds have matured in the
ordinary course such that by the time the District Court entered its February 28
Order and subsequent Partial Final Judgment, the Assets at Issue consisted of the
cash resulting from those bond redemptions, along with periodic interest payments
since June 2008. (SPA-76). As of June 4, 2013, the aggregate value of the Assets
at Issue was $1,895,600,513.03. (SPA-83).
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT
The principal issue presented on this appeal concerns the distinction between
Iranian “interests” in financial assets sufficient to trigger their blocking under the
prevailing U.S. sanctions against Iran on the one hand—and actual ownership of
those assets on the other. The District Court’s most fundamental error was to
conflate these two distinct concepts, and its Partial Final Judgment awarding
turnover of the Assets at Issue to Plaintiffs is a direct result of that error.
The District Court held that Plaintiffs were entitled to turnover pursuant to
two statutory provisions—TRIA § 201 and 22 U.S.C. § 8772. Yet by its plain
terms, the first statute, TRIA § 201, applies only to the “blocked assets of” a

9
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“terrorist party.” Repeatedly and consistently, the United States Supreme Court
has instructed that Congress’s “use of the word ‘of’ [in a statute] denotes
ownership.” Bd. of Trustees of Leland Stanford Junior Univ. v. Roche Molecular
Sys., Inc., 131 S.Ct. 2188, 2196 (2011) (quoting Poe v. Seaborn, 282 U.S. 101, 109
(1930)).
TRIA § 201 provided no basis for turnover of the Assets at Issue here
because Bank Markazi did not own those assets. Yet the District Court failed even
to consider whether Bank Markazi could be deemed to own the Assets at Issue
under applicable law, and instead relied solely on the Bank’s purported
“concessions” of beneficial ownership. (SPA-47).
This was error. Plainly, a party cannot become the owner of property it does
not actually own merely by claiming ownership. As this Court has stated, “[i]t
would be quite anomalous to hold” that a party claiming to be a beneficial owner
“is a beneficial owner . . . while an identical [party] who makes no such statement
is not such an owner.” CSX Corp. v. Children’s Inv. Fund Mgmt. (UK) LLP, 654
F.3d 276, 297 n.8 (2d Cir. 2011) (emphasis added).
As Clearstream demonstrated in extensive briefing, which the District Court
failed entirely to consider, Bank Markazi had no cognizable property interest in the
Assets at Issue under Article 8 of the New York Uniform Commercial Code—
period. Indeed, more than three years before the Partial Final Judgment was
10
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entered, the District Court (Jones, J.) unequivocally held in June 2009 that “under
the plain meaning of NY UCC § 8-112(c), Clearstream is not a proper garnishee”
such that Plaintiffs could not reach Bank Markazi’s assets held by Clearstream
(through UBAE) in Luxembourg by restraining Clearstream’s corresponding
assets in New York. (A-Vol.XII-3317) (emphasis added).
Evidently recognizing that the ownership requirement inherent in TRIA §
201 presented an insurmountable hurdle to turnover, Plaintiffs engaged in a
sustained (and ultimately successful) effort to lobby Congress to enact the second
statute at the center of this appeal, 22 U.S.C. § 8772. The overtly stated and
plainly intended purpose of that new legislation was to guarantee turnover of the
Assets at Issue to Plaintiffs.
Section 8772 unequivocally mandates that “the financial assets that are
identified in and the subject of proceedings in the United States District Court for
the Southern District of New York in Peterson et al. v. Islamic Republic of Iran et
al., Case No. 10 Civ. 4518” “shall be subject to execution” by Plaintiffs in this
action. 22 U.S.C. § 8772(a)(1) & (b) (emphasis added).
Yet despite its sole purpose of targeting assets in which Bank Markazi—an
Iranian instrumentality—had an interest, § 8772 makes no reference to the Treaty
of Amity. The Treaty imposes a number of specific obligations on the United
States, and Bank Markazi had squarely raised the Treaty as a bar to turnover under
11
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TRIA § 201 in the District Court months before Congress enacted § 8772. Under
these circumstances, Congress’s conspicuous silence concerning the Treaty in §
8772 cannot be read as a clear statement of congressional intent to abrogate the
multiple Treaty provisions that preclude turnover of the Assets at Issue here.
Should the Court find it necessary to reach the constitutional issues raised on
this appeal, however, § 8772 on its face is the type of statute that impermissibly
“usurp[s] the adjudicative function assigned to the federal courts under Article III”
of the United States Constitution. Axel Johnson Inc. v. Arthur Andersen & Co., 6
F.3d 78, 81 (2d Cir. 1993). Yet the District Court nevertheless deemed § 8772 to
be constitutional, reasoning that the statute was not “self-executing” because it
nominally “left [it] to the Court” to make certain “determinations” prior to
awarding turnover of the Assets at Issue to Plaintiffs. (SPA-65).
Again, this was error. The stated purpose of these required “determinations”
was “to ensure that Iran is held accountable for paying [Plaintiffs’] judgments.”
22 U.S.C. § 8772(a)(2) (emphasis added). A clearer expression of Congressional
intent to determine the outcome of a pending case is hard to imagine. See infra,
Section II.B.
All § 8772 required the District Court to find was that Bank Markazi had a
“beneficial interest” in the Assets at Issue. 22 U.S.C. § 8772(a)(2)(A). Yet the
statute simultaneously directed the District Court to “exclud[e]” from consideration
12
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any property interest of Clearstream—the only party with a direct, legally
cognizable interest in those assets.

See id.

Thus, the outcome of that

“determination” was preordained, as Bank Markazi’s “beneficial interest” in the
Assets at Issue had already been established long before § 8772 was enacted in
August 2012.
Months earlier, the Assets at Issue had been blocked in February 2012
pursuant to the Executive Order’s sweeping language providing that “[a]ll property
and interests in property of . . . the Central Bank of Iran” in the United States are
blocked. Exec. Order No. 13599 § 1(b) (emphasis added). The Assets at Issue
were blocked because Bank Markazi had an interest in those assets—not because
the Bank owned them. Indeed, it is well-established that any “interest” in property
may be subject to blocking; “[t]he interest need not be a legally protected one.”
Holy Land Found. for Relief & Development v. Ashcroft, 333 F.3d 156, 162-63
(D.C. Cir. 2003).
The District Court further erred by holding that turnover pursuant to § 8772
and TRIA § 201 does not constitute a taking in violation of the Fifth Amendment
to the United States Constitution (see Section II.C, infra), and that TRIA § 201
overrides the heightened protection that FSIA § 1611(b)(1) confers on foreign
central bank property (see Section I.B, infra). Finally, the District Court plainly
exceeded its jurisdiction under the FSIA by including a sweeping injunction in its
13
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Partial Final Judgment purporting to preclude Bank Markazi from asserting its
property rights against Clearstream in Luxembourg (see Section III, infra).
For all of these reasons and the additional reasons discussed below, the
District Court’s Partial Final Judgment should be reversed.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
1.

The District Court’s determinations concerning the legal question of

ownership are reviewed de novo. Exp.-Imp. Bank of U.S. v. Asia Pulp & Paper
Co., 609 F.3d 111, 115 (2d Cir. 2010).
2.

The District Court’s interpretation of a statute is reviewed de novo.

Commack Self-Serv. Kosher Meats, Inc. v. Hooker, 680 F.3d 194, 203 (2d Cir.
2012).
3.

The District Court’s determinations concerning sovereign immunity

are reviewed de novo. NML Capital v. Republic of Argentina, F.3d 254, 256-57
(2d Cir. 2012).
4.

The District Court’s interpretation of a treaty is reviewed de novo.

Swarna v. Al-Awadi, 622 F.3d 123, 132 (2d Cir. 2010).
5.

The District Court’s determinations concerning the constitutionality of

a statute are reviewed de novo. Commack Self-Serv., 680 F.3d at 203.
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ARGUMENT
I.

The District Court’s Conclusion That Plaintiffs Were Entitled to
Turnover Under TRIA § 201 Was Reversible Error.
A.

The Assets at Issue Do Not Meet the Statutory Requirements
for Turnover Under TRIA § 201 Because They Are Not “Assets
Of” Bank Markazi.

The District Court’s holding that Plaintiffs were entitled to turnover of the
Assets at Issue pursuant to TRIA § 201(a) (SPA-46) was reversible error. On its
face, that provision provides a basis for turnover only of blocked assets actually
owned by a “terrorist party.” Yet Bank Markazi in no sense owned the Assets at
Issue here—regardless of which source of law (the Uniform Commercial Code or
Luxembourg law) the Court applies to determine ownership.
1.

TRIA § 201 Would Provide a Basis for Turnover of the
Assets at Issue Only if Bank Markazi Actually Owned
Those Assets.

By its plain terms, TRIA § 201(a) permits attachment and execution only
against “the blocked assets of [a] terrorist party (including the blocked assets of
any agency or instrumentality of that terrorist party).” In a number of different
contexts and for over a century, the United States Supreme Court has instructed
that Congress’s “use of the word ‘of’ [in a statute] denotes ownership.” Stanford,
131 S.Ct. at 2196 (quoting Poe, 282 U.S. at 109). 6

6

Accord. Flores-Figueroa v. United States, 556 U.S. 646, 648 (2009)
(holding that identity theft statute imposing criminal sanctions where an
15
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In light of these controlling precedents and the well-established rule of
construction that “statutory analysis necessarily begins with the plain meaning of a
law’s text and, absent ambiguity, will generally end there,”7 the phrase “blocked
assets of” in TRIA § 201(a) unequivocally requires that in order for a particular
blocked asset to come within the statute’s purview, the relevant “terrorist party” (or
its agency or instrumentality) “must actually own it.”

Calderon-Cardona v.

JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., 867 F. Supp. 2d 389, 400 (S.D.N.Y. 2011) (emphasis
in original); accord. Estate of Heiser v. Islamic Republic of Iran, 885 F. Supp. 2d
429, 437-41 (D.D.C. 2012) (“[T]he plain language, as informed by the common
law, strongly indicates that Congress intended to permit terrorist victims to execute
on only the assets ‘of’—or, in other words, ‘belonging to’—the terrorist state
committing the act.”).
Moreover, the United States Government repeatedly has made clear its
position that TRIA § 201(a) requires ownership. See Brief of the United States of
offender “knowingly transfers, possesses, or uses . . . a means of
identification of another person” “requires the Government to show that the
defendant knew that the means of identification at issue belonged to another
person”) (emphasis added); Poe v. Seaborn, 282 U.S. 101, 109 (1930) (use
of the word “of” in statute imposing tax “upon the net income of every
individual” denoted ownership); Ellis v. United States, 206 U.S. 246, 254,
59 (1907) (“the most natural meaning of [the statutory phrase] ‘of the United
States’ [wa]s ‘belonging to the United States’”) (emphasis added).
7

Collazos v. United States, 368 F.3d 190, 196 (2d Cir. 2004) (internal
quotation omitted).
16
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America as Amicus Curiae in Support of Appellees at 3, Calderon-Cardona v.
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., No. 12-75 (2d Cir. Sept. 21, 2012) (Dkt. # 210)
(TRIA § 201(a)’s “plain meaning and case law construing similarly worded
statutes demonstrate” that TRIA § 201(a) “permit[s] attachment only of assets
owned by the terrorist party or its agency or instrumentality—and do[es] not
extend further to permit attachment of any assets blocked under the relevant OFAC
sanctions regulations, which include both property and property interests of the
terrorist party”); Statement of Interest of the United States of America in Response
to Petitioners’ Motion for Immediate Turnover of Funds at 10-11, Rux v. ABN
Amro Bank NV, 08 Civ. 6588 (AKH) (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 12, 2009) (Dkt. # 185)
(same); Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae in Support of the Appellees at
14, Rubin v. Islamic Republic of Iran, No. 11-2144 (1st Cir. June 8, 2012) (same).
Yet contrary to the plain language of TRIA § 201(a) and the authorities cited
above, some district courts have held that any blocked asset—irrespective of
ownership—is available for distribution to a judgment creditor under TRIA §
201(a). See, e.g., Hausler v. JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., 740 F. Supp. 2d 525,
533 (S.D.N.Y. 2010) (“Hausler I”) (finding that TRIA § 201(a) “contemplates
execution . . . against all assets blocked pursuant to [an applicable sanctions
regime]”); Hausler v. JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., 845 F. Supp. 2d 553, 567-68
(S.D.N.Y. 2012) (“Hausler II”) (adhering to prior holding in Hausler I despite the
17
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United States Supreme Court’s intervening decision in Stanford). Thus, a split
exists among district courts in this Circuit concerning the proper interpretation of
TRIA § 201(a).
In any event, however, the question of whether TRIA § 201(a) requires
ownership is presently before another panel of this Court (the “Calderon Panel”),
which almost certainly will resolve that question one way or the other. The district
courts’ conflicting opinions in Calderon and Hausler II have both been appealed to
this Court as Case Nos. 12-75 and 12-1264, respectively. Both appeals are being
considered in tandem and have been fully briefed, and the Calderon Panel heard
oral argument on February 11, 2013 (see Case No. 12-75 and 12-1264, Dkt. # 244).
The Calderon Panel’s decision may be expected in the near future and likely will
bind this Court as well.8
Assuming that the Calderon Panel resolves this critical question of statutory
interpretation in accordance with the plain wording of the statute and finds that
TRIA § 201(a) requires ownership, the District Court’s reliance on that provision

8

See, e.g., Consol. Edison Co. of N.Y., Inc. v. UGI Utilities, Inc., 423 F.3d
90, 101 n.12 (2d Cir. 2005) (“Generally, this court is bound by a decision of
a prior panel unless and until its rationale is overruled, implicitly or
expressly, by the Supreme Court or this court en banc.”) (internal quotation
and citation omitted).
18
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as a basis for turnover was error because Bank Markazi plainly did not own the
Assets at Issue under applicable law.
2.

The Assets at Issue Were Blocked Because Bank
Markazi Had a Beneficial Interest in Those Assets—Not
Because the Bank Owned Them.

The fact that the Assets at Issue were blocked pursuant to the Executive
Order in no way demonstrates that Bank Markazi owned those assets. Instead,
Bank Markazi’s undisputed beneficial interest in the Assets at Issue was sufficient
to trigger their blocking under the Executive Order, which contains sweeping
language providing that “[a]ll property and interests in property of . . . the Central
Bank of Iran” in the United States are blocked.

Exec. Order 13599 § 1(b)

(emphasis added).
Yet “interests” in property and “ownership” are distinct concepts; the former
category is far more expansive than the latter. See Exp.-Imp. Bank, 609 F.3d at
121 (a party’s “lack of ‘ownership’ is not dispositive” of whether that party has an
“interest in” property; it merely “suggests that whatever interests or rights exist, if
any, are limited”). Indeed, the other statute at issue on this appeal—§ 8772—
explicitly recognizes this critical distinction by characterizing the Assets at Issue as
“equal in value to”—and thus distinct from—the “financial asset[s] of Iran” that
the relevant “foreign securities intermediary [i.e., Clearstream] . . . holds abroad.”
22 U.S.C. § 8772(a)(1)(C) (emphasis added).
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For purposes of blocking, “OFAC defines [the term] ‘interest’ as ‘an interest
of any nature whatsoever, direct or indirect,’ and property as any ‘property, real,
personal, or mixed, tangible or intangible, or interest or interests therein, present,
future or contingent.’” Estate of Heiser v. Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi UFJ, N.Y.
Branch, 919 F. Supp. 2d 411, 418 (S.D.N.Y. 2013) (quoting 31 C.F.R. §§ 544.305
& 544.308) (emphasis added).

Applying this expansive definition, “OFAC

block[s] assets based on interests in property and the use to which such property
was put, not based on who own[s] the property in question.” Bank of New York v.
Norilsk Nickel, 14 A.D.3d 140, 147 (1st Dep’t 2004) (emphasis added); accord.
Global Relief Found., Inc. v. O’Neill, 315 F.3d 748, 753 (7th Cir. 2002); Holy
Land Found., 333 F.3d at 162-63.
Consequently, the blocking of the Assets at Issue is not indicative of Bank
Markazi’s ownership of those assets. Instead, it merely reflects the fact that Bank
Markazi had an “interest” in them.
3.

The District Court Never Ruled on the Dispositive Legal
Question of Ownership.

The District Court’s conclusion that “Bank Markazi is the only owner” of
the Assets at Issue (SPA-47) was based solely on a finding that Bank Markazi had
“repeatedly conceded” its purported beneficial ownership of the Assets at Issue,

20
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coupled with an erroneous characterization of Clearstream’s position as being that
Clearstream “ha[d] no legally cognizable interest” in the assets. (SPA-47,49). 9
Yet the District Court ignored that ownership “is a mixed question of law
and fact.” New Windsor Volunteer Ambulance Corps, Inc. v. Meyers, 442 F.3d
101, 111 (2d Cir. 2006). Plainly, a party cannot become the owner of property it
does not actually own merely by claiming ownership. 10
That the District Court characterized Bank Markazi’s ownership as
“beneficial” makes no difference.

Because “beneficial ownership is a legal

question,” Bank Markazi’s assertions of ownership “add nothing to [the Bank]’s
rights” under applicable law. CSX Corp., 654 F.3d at 297 n.8; see id. (“It would be
quite anomalous to hold that a [party] who makes such a remark [asserting
ownership] is a beneficial owner . . . while an identical [party] who makes no such
statement is not such an owner.”); see also Pfizer Inc. v. Teva Pharmaceuticals
9

As the District Court later acknowledged, the court overlooked at least three
instances in which Clearstream had asserted an interest in the Assets at
Issue. (A-Vol.4-1018n.1); see Clearstream’s Consol. Mem. (A-Vol.VI1568,78); Clearstream’s Supp. Mem. (A-XXI-6011).

10

The sole instance in which Bank Markazi asserted its beneficial ownership
of the Assets at Issue was in connection with the Bank’s original May 2011
motion to dismiss Plaintiffs’ then-operative complaint on sovereign
immunity grounds. (A-Vol.V-1253; A-Vol.V-1329). Importantly, however,
the other parties’ filings—including Clearstream’s—were all under seal at
that time and unavailable to Bank Markazi. Consequently, Bank Markazi
expressly reserved its right to amend or supplement its arguments if and
when it gained access to the sealed filings. (A-Vol.V-1230n.3).
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USA, Inc., 803 F. Supp. 2d 409, 425 n.33 (E.D. Va. 2011) (party’s subjective
understanding of the term “beneficial owner” as used in a contract was “entirely
beside the point because the term ‘beneficial owner’ . . . is a legal term for the
court to decide”); New York State Nat’l Org. for Women v. Terry, 159 F.3d 86, 97
n.7 (2d Cir. 1998) (“[J]udicial admissions . . . are statements of fact rather than
legal arguments made to a court.”).
To determine whether Bank Markazi may be deemed the beneficial owner of
the Assets at Issue, the District Court first should have identified “the appropriate
standards for determining beneficial ownership,” which is “a question of law.”
Wilson v. Comm’r, 560 F.2d 687, 690 (5th Cir. 1977).11 Then, the court should
have applied those standards to determine “whether [Bank Markazi] meets them
and qualifies as” the beneficial owner of the Assets at Issue, which is a question of
fact. Id.
The District Court’s failure to undertake either step of the two-step inquiry
necessary to determine beneficial ownership was reversible error. Moreover, as
11

As this Court has stated, “[t]here appears to be no generally accepted or
universal definition of the term ‘beneficial owner.’” CSX Corp., 654 F.3d at
296; see also GAF Corp. v. Milstein, 453 F.2d 709, 715 (2d Cir. 1971)
(describing beneficial ownership as an “amorphous and occasionally
obfuscated concept[]”). One potential “general definition of [the term]
‘beneficial owner,’” however, is that it refers to a person or entity that “has
most to all of the traditional property rights of the owner, except for actual
legal title to the property.” Pfizer, 803 F. Supp. 2d at 425.
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demonstrated in Section II.A.5, infra, the District Court’s reliance on the common
law concept of beneficial ownership was fundamentally flawed in any event
because Article 8 of the U.C.C., not the common law of property, determines the
nature of Bank Markazi’s property interest, if any, in the Assets at Issue.
4.

New York Law Determines Whether Bank Markazi
Owned the Assets at Issue Here.

To determine the question of ownership, the District Court should have
applied New York law in the first instance. “In the absence of a superseding
federal statute or regulation, state law generally governs the nature of any interests
in or rights to property that an entity may have.” Exp.-Imp. Bank, 609 F.3d 117.
The key test is whether a federal statute such as TRIA § 201 “itself creates . . .
property rights” or instead “merely attaches consequences, federally defined, to
rights created under state law.” Id. at 117 (quoting United States v. Craft, 535 U.S.
274, 278 (2002)).
TRIA § 201 plainly falls into the latter category because it does not purport
to create any property rights under federal law. “Nowhere in TRIA is there a
definition of ‘property’ or ‘property ownership,’ or any other indication that the
statute intends to create a special regime of federal property interests or rights.”
Calderon, 867 F. Supp. 2d at 400. Thus, TRIA § 201 “provides no guidance for
determining which blocked assets are ‘of that terrorist party.’”

Id. at 401
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(emphasis added); accord. Peterson v. Islamic Republic of Iran, 938 F. Supp. 2d
93, 96 (D.D.C. 2013) (same).
Consequently, “state law fills an interpretive gap in TRIA by giving
meaning to the phrase ‘of that terrorist party.’” Calderon, 867 F. Supp. 2d at 405.
TRIA § 201 thus leaves “ample room” for the application of New York law to
determine “which subset of ‘blocked assets’ constitutes those that are ‘of that
terrorist party’ and that should therefore be subject to attachment.” Id. at 403.
5.

Under the New York U.C.C., Bank Markazi Did Not
Own the Assets at Issue Even Assuming Arguendo That
the Presence of UBAE as an Additional Securities
Intermediary Could Be Disregarded Under Plaintiffs’
(Unproven) Fraudulent Conveyance Theory.

Had the District Court undertaken the requisite inquiry to determine whether
Bank Markazi can be deemed to have owned the Assets at Issue under applicable
law, it would have found that the answer to that dispositive question is “no.” The
pertinent source of New York law to determine ownership of the security
entitlements first restrained in June 2008 in Clearstream’s omnibus account with
Citibank is Article 8 of the New York Uniform Commercial Code. 12

12

Alternatively, if the question of ownership under TRIA § 201 were
determined by federal common law, as at least one court has held,
application of federal common law likewise would lead to application of the
U.C.C. here. See Estate of Heiser v. Islamic Republic of Iran, 885 F. Supp.
2d at 448 (applying U.C.C. Article 4A to determine ownership of blocked
EFTs in the context of a federal common law analysis); accord. U.S. Amicus
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Under N.Y.C.P.L.R. § 5201(c)(4), therefore, “section 8-112 of the uniform
commercial code . . . govern[ed] the extent to which and the means by which”
Plaintiffs could reach “any interest in”

those security entitlements “by

garnishment, attachment or other legal process” (emphasis added). U.C.C. § 8112(c) provides in pertinent part that “[t]he interest of a debtor in a security
entitlement may be reached by a creditor only by legal process upon the securities
intermediary with whom the debtor’s securities account is maintained” (emphasis
added).
As of June 2008, the “securities intermediary with whom [Bank Markazi]’s
securities account [wa]s maintained” was UBAE—not Clearstream. Consequently,
the District Court (Jones, J.) ruled in June 2009 that “under the plain meaning of
NY UCC § 8-112(c), Clearstream is not a proper garnishee.” (A-Vol.XII-3317)
(emphasis added).
Inserting the names of the relevant parties here, Official Comment to U.C.C.
§ 8-112(c) makes clear that Plaintiffs had no legal recourse against Clearstream
with respect to Bank Markazi’s security entitlements maintained in UBAE’s
customer account with Clearstream in Luxembourg:

Brief in Calderon, at 23, note (even under federal common law, “[t]he
Uniform Commercial Code would presumably constitute a particularly
relevant source” of law).
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If [Bank Markazi] holds securities through [UBAE], and [UBAE] in
turn holds through [Clearstream], [Bank Markazi]’s property interest
is a security entitlement against [UBAE]. Accordingly, [Bank
Markazi]’s creditor cannot reach [Bank Markazi]’s interest by legal
process directed to [Clearstream].
U.C.C. § 8-112 cmt. 3.13 The only issue the June 2009 Order left open was
“whether Clearstream is, or could be made, a proper garnishee,” assuming
arguendo Plaintiffs could show that the transfer from Bank Markazi’s account with
Clearstream to UBAE’s account with Clearstream in February 2008 constituted a
fraudulent conveyance such that a direct customer relationship between Bank
Markazi and Clearstream could be deemed to exist. (A-Vol.XII-3318). Plaintiffs
never even attempted to make that showing.
a.

Bank Markazi’s Property Rights Are Determined
by the New York U.C.C. and Luxembourg Law,
the Law to Which the U.C.C.’s Choice of Law
Provisions Refer.

U.C.C. Article 8 refers to the laws of Luxembourg—the jurisdiction where
Bank Markazi maintained its account with Clearstream (A-Vol.VI-1608-09; AVol.VII-1944,47)—to determine Bank Markazi’s property rights vis-à-vis
Clearstream.

13

“Bank Markazi” has been inserted in place of the term “Debtor,” UBAE in
place of the term “Broker,” and Clearstream in place of the term “Clearing
Corporation” in this quote from U.C.C. § 8-112 cmt. 3. N.Y.U.C.C. § 8-112
is included in the Special Appendix at SPA-148.
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Specifically, U.C.C. § 8-112(b)(2) provides that “[t]he local law of the
securities intermediary’s jurisdiction . . . governs . . . the rights and duties of the
securities intermediary and entitlement holder arising out of a security
entitlement.”

Here, the “law of the securities intermediary’s jurisdiction” is

Luxembourg law pursuant to U.C.C. § 8-112(e)(2), which provides that where “an
agreement between the securities intermediary and its entitlement holder governing
the securities account expressly provides that the agreement is governed by the law
of a particular jurisdiction, that jurisdiction is the securities intermediary’s
jurisdiction.” Clearstream’s General Terms and Conditions expressly provide that
they “shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg.” (A-Vol.VII-1744, Art. 61).
b.

Under Luxembourg Law, Bank Markazi Did Not
Own the Assets at Issue, Consisting of
Clearstream’s Security Entitlements With Citibank
in New York, at the Time They Were First
Restrained in June 2008.

The expert opinion Clearstream proffered in the District Court, consisting of
three memoranda prepared by its Luxembourg counsel, Arendt & Medernach
(“Arendt”), demonstrates that under Luxembourg law, Bank Markazi cannot be
deemed the owner of the assets restrained in Clearstream’s omnibus account with
Citibank in New York (A-Vol.VI-1600; A-Vol.VI-1602; A.Vol.XV-4220). As
Arendt explains, Article 6 of the Luxembourg law of 1 August 2001 on the
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Circulation of Securities and Other Financial Instruments (the “Luxembourg
Securities Act”) provides in pertinent part:
The depositor has a right in rem of an intangible nature, up to the
number of securities and other financial instruments booked to its
account, on the entirety of the securities and other financial
instruments of the same kind deposited with or held in an account by
its depository.
(A-Vol.XV-4221). This “right in rem can only be enforced by the depositor
against its depository.” (Id.).
Arendt further explains that Bank Markazi has “no rights against Citibank
but it can only exercise its rights to the securities against Clearstream.” (AVol.XV-4222).

The fact that Clearstream’s security entitlements vis-à-vis

Citibank were held in Clearstream’s omnibus account in New York does not
change the analysis under Luxembourg law, as Arendt states: “[A] right in rem
can pursuant to Article 6 of the Securities Act only be exercised by the depositor
against its custodian, even if its custodian (here Clearstream) has subdeposited the
Securities with a higher tier intermediary.” (A-Vol.VI-1603).
c.

Application of the U.C.C. Leads to the Same
Result: Bank Markazi Did Not Own the Assets at
Issue at the Time They Were First Restrained.

Application of the U.C.C. leads to the same result: Bank Markazi had no
cognizable property interest in the assets Plaintiffs restrained in New York,
consisting of Clearstream’s security entitlements vis-à-vis Citibank.
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Under U.C.C. Article 8, Clearstream acquired its security entitlements
against Citibank when Citibank credited those assets by book entry to
Clearstream’s omnibus account with Citibank in New York.

Likewise, Bank

Markazi acquired its corresponding security entitlements against Clearstream by
book entry to its customer account with Clearstream in Luxembourg. See U.C.C. §
8-501(b) (“[A] person acquires a security entitlement if a securities intermediary . .
. indicates by book entry that a financial asset has been credited to the person’s
securities account.”); U.C.C. § 8-102(a)(7) (defining an “entitlement holder” as “a
person identified in the records of a securities intermediary as the person having a
security entitlement against the securities intermediary”). 14
A security entitlement represents “a bundle of rights against the securities
intermediary with respect to a security, rather than a direct interest in the
underlying security.”

U.C.C. § 8-110 cmt. 1.15

Consequently, Clearstream

acquired the sole property interest in the security entitlements maintained in its
omnibus account with Citibank in New York, just as Bank Markazi acquired the
sole property interest in the security entitlements maintained in its customer
account with Clearstream in Luxembourg. See Fidelity Partners, Inc. v. First

14

N.Y.U.C.C. § 8-501 is included in the Special Appendix at SPA-151;
N.Y.U.C.C. § 8-102 is included at SPA-132.

15

N.Y.U.C.C. § 8-110 is included in the Special Appendix at SPA-142.
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Trust Co. of N.Y., 58 F. Supp. 2d 52, 54 (S.D.N.Y. 1997) (where Philippine
judgment debtor held a security entitlement through ING Bank of Manila, which in
turn held its interest in the underlying bonds at issue through a securities account in
Brussels, Belgium, court held that “[debtor]’s interest in the bonds is located in the
Philippines, where the debtor resides, and where ING Bank of Manila – upon
whose books the debtor’s interest is represented – is located.”).
U.C.C. § 8-503(c) further confirms the absence of any cognizable property
interest of Bank Markazi in Clearstream’s security entitlements maintained in
Clearstream’s omnibus account with Citibank. That provision makes clear that
“[a]n entitlement holder’s property interest with respect to a particular financial
asset . . . may be enforced against the securities intermediary only by exercise of
the entitlement holder’s rights under Sections 8-505 through 8-508.” U.C.C. § 8503(c) (emphasis added).16
As the Official Comment to § 8-503 explains, “[t]he entitlement holder
cannot assert rights directly against other persons, such as other intermediaries
through whom the intermediary holds the positions.” U.C.C. § 8-503 cmt. 2. This
is so because “[a] security entitlement is not a claim to a specific identifiable

16

N.Y.U.C.C. § 8-503 is included in the Special Appendix at SPA-156.
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thing” but rather “a package of rights and interests that a person has against the
person’s securities intermediary and the property held by the intermediary.” Id.
Hence, “[t]he idea that discrete objects might be traced through the hands of
different persons has no place in the Revised Article 8 rules for the indirect holding
system.”

Id.

For the same reason, common-law property concepts such as

beneficial ownership are fundamentally incompatible with the modern, indirect
holding system for securities under U.C.C. Article 8. See id. (“[T]he incidents of
[an entitlement holder’s] property interest are established by the rules of Article 8,
not by common law property concepts.”) (emphasis added); S.E.C. v. Credit
Bancorp, Ltd., No. 99 CIV. 11395 (RWS), 2000 WL 1752979, at *24 (S.D.N.Y.
Nov. 29, 2000) (“Where, as here, the U.C.C. states specifically that an entitlement
holder's property rights over assets held by its securities intermediary are defined
by the U.C.C. and not by the common law, and specific U.C.C. provisions are
identified as the ‘only’ mechanism for enforcing those rights, then the common law
has been supplanted.”).
d.

Bank Markazi Did Not Become the Owner of the
Cash Credited to Clearstream’s Omnibus Account
With Citibank When the Underlying Bonds
Matured in the Ordinary Course of Business.

The fact that the underlying bonds had matured in the ordinary course by
the time the District Court entered the February 28 Order did not transform Bank
Markazi into the owner of the resulting cash credited to Clearstream’s omnibus
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account with Citibank. Courts do not “permit[] a party to benefit from the tainted
results of an improper attachment.” Calais Shipholding Co. v. Bronwen Energy
Trading Ltd., No. 07 Civ. 10609(PKL), 2009 WL 4277246, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Nov.
24, 2009). Accordingly, where, as here, “there was no property of the defendant
that could have been attached in the first instance,” “[n]o alchemy by the
[garnishee] bank [can] transform[] [property] that cannot be attached into property
of the defendant that can be attached.” Setaf-Segat v. Cameroon Shipping Lines
S.A., No. 09 Civ. 6714(JGK), 2009 WL 4016502, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 16, 2009).
This Court has applied this fundamental principle in at least two cases
involving electronic fund transfers (“EFTs”), which are not attachable under
Shipping Corp. of India v. Jaldhi Overseas Pte Ltd., 585 F.3d 58 (2d Cir. 2009).
Thus, in Scanscot Shipping Services GmbH v. Metales Tracomex LTDA, 617 F.3d
679, 682 (2d Cir. 2010), this Court rejected a creditor’s argument that the
garnishee bank’s transfer of EFTs to a separate suspense account in compliance
with an attachment order “created an attachable interest even where none may have
previously existed.” Accord. India S.S. Co. v. Kobil Petroleum Ltd., 663 F.3d 118,
121 (2d Cir. 2011) (where garnishee bank paid proceeds from EFTs into court
registry in response to an attachment order, creditor could not attach check issued
by court registry, as the check “represented the proceeds of EFTs now deemed to
be beyond the reach of the district court”).
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Bank Markazi in any event cannot be deemed the owner of any cash credited
to Clearstream’s omnibus account with Clearstream. Under Luxembourg law,
Bank Markazi’s property right is limited to a claim against Clearstream for return
of any cash credited to Bank Markazi’s account with Clearstream. Bank Markazi’s
property right does not extend to cash maintained in Clearstream’s omnibus
account with Citibank. (A-Vol.VI-1600-01). Similarly, Bank Markazi’s rights
under the U.C.C. are limited to the right to be paid by Clearstream, its immediate
intermediary, once Clearstream has received a payment or distribution. See U.C.C.
§ 8-505(b).17
Further—and importantly, Clearstream did not operate as a mere passthrough to Bank Markazi when cash was credited to Clearstream’s omnibus
account at Citibank.

Such cash represented a debt that Citibank owed to

Clearstream—not Bank Markazi. See, e.g., Shapiro v. McNeill, 92 N.Y.2d 91, 98
(N.Y. 1998) (noting that there is a “contractual debtor/creditor relationship
between a bank and its depositor”). When Clearstream received a payment into its
cash account with Citibank, Clearstream credited Bank Markazi’s account by book
entry in Luxembourg, but Clearstream did not debit its omnibus account with
Citibank accordingly; instead, the cash in the omnibus account remained available

17

N.Y.U.C.C. § 8-505 is included in the Special Appendix at SPA-161.
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for Clearstream to use as it saw fit—for any transaction on behalf of any of
Clearstream’s customers. (A-Vol.V-1139-40,45,85).
B.

Assuming Arguendo that the Assets at Issue Could Be Deemed
“Assets of” Bank Markazi, the Special Protection FSIA §
1611(b)(1) Extends to “the Property of” a Foreign Central Bank
Overrides TRIA § 201.

Should this Court conclude—contrary to Bank Markazi’s showing above—
that the Assets at Issue may be deemed “assets of” Bank Markazi within the
meaning of TRIA § 201, then those assets necessarily also would constitute “the
property of” a foreign central bank within the meaning of FSIA § 1611(b)(1).18
That provision of the FSIA immunizes from attachment and execution “the
property . . . of a foreign central bank or monetary authority held for its own
account.” 28 U.S.C. § 1611(b)(1).
Consequently, the Assets at Issue presumptively would be immune from
attachment and execution under this Court’s holding in NML Capital, Ltd. v. Banco
Central de la República Argentina, 652 F.3d 172 (2d Cir. 2011). Where, as here,
“funds are held in an account in the name of a central bank or monetary authority,
the funds are presumed to be immune from attachment under § 1611(b)(1).” Id. at
194 (emphasis added). The test for immunity under § 1611(b)(1) is whether the

18

FSIA § 1611 is included in the Special Appendix at SPA-122.
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specific “funds are . . . being used for central banking functions as such functions
are normally understood.” Id. (emphasis added).
To overcome the presumption of immunity, Plaintiffs had the burden of
“demonstrating with specificity” that the Assets at Issue were not being used by
Bank Markazi for central banking functions, such as maintaining and investing the
Bank’s foreign currency reserves. Id.; see id. at 195 (“the accumulation of foreign
exchange reserves” is a “paradigmatic central banking function[]”).

Plaintiffs

never even attempted to meet that burden.
Yet the District Court nevertheless found that the Assets at Issue were not
immune from attachment and execution under FSIA § 1611(b)(1) based on a
finding that Bank Markazi as an entity purportedly “is not entitled to immunity”
because the Executive Order “suggests” that “Bank Markazi is not engaged in
activities protected by § 1611(b).” (SPA-53). This was error.
1.

Plaintiffs Never Even Attempted to Overcome the
Presumption of Immunity Under This Court’s Holding in
NML Capital.

The District Court cited no evidence that the Assets at Issue were used for
anything other than central banking purposes at the time they were first restrained
in June 2008—and no such evidence exists. On the contrary, the record is entirely
consistent with Bank Markazi’s position throughout this litigation that the Assets at
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Issue were used for the classic central banking purpose of investing Bank
Markazi’s currency reserves.
First, the Assets at Issue related to an investment by Bank Markazi in certain
U.S. dollar-denominated bonds “issued by sovereigns like the Republic of Italy or
‘supranationals’ such as the European Investment Bank.” (A-Vol.V-1396). As
Clearstream’s Executive Vice President and Head of Business Management, Mark
Gem, testified during a hearing in the District Court (Koeltl, J.) in June 2008, such
“very high grade securities . . . would all tend to appeal to central banks, for
example, as stores of reserve investments.” (A-Vol.V-1149).
Second, Ali Asghar Massoumi, the Head of Bank Markazi’s Foreign
Exchange Negotiable Securities Section, submitted an affidavit in the District
Court confirming that the Assets at Issue were “examples of the type of bonds in
which Bank Markazi invests part of its reserves.” (A-Vol.V-1330). The purpose
of such investments, Mr. Massoumi explained, is “to instill market confidence, and
promote [the] central bank’s primary objective of price stability.” (Id.).
2.

The Heightened Protection FSIA § 1611(b)(1) Confers
on Central Bank Property Overrides TRIA § 201

Like TRIA § 201, FSIA § 1611(b) contains its own “notwithstanding”
clause. See 28 U.S.C. § 1611(a) & (b) (“the property . . . of a foreign central bank
or monetary authority held for its own account” “shall be immune from attachment
and from execution” “[n]otwithstanding the provisions of [FSIA] section 1610”)
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(emphasis added). Yet the District Court held that TRIA § 201 trumps FSIA §
1611(b)(1) solely on the basis that the former was “enacted well after §1611(b) was
adopted in 1976.”19 (SPA-53).
Two basic principles of statutory construction militate against that result.
First, TRIA § 201 “must be read in the context of the overarching statutory scheme
of the FSIA.” Levin v. Bank of New York, No. 09 CV5900 (RPP), 2011 WL
812032, at *10 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 4, 2011). 20 “Section 1609 [of the FSIA] . . .
provides that where a valid judgment has been entered against a foreign sovereign,
property of that foreign state is immune from attachment and execution except as
provided in the subsequent sections, Sections 1610 and 1611.”

Weinstein v.

Islamic Republic of Iran, 609 F.3d 43, 48 (2d Cir. 2010) (emphasis in original).
TRIA § 201, in turn, is “codified as a note to Section 1610 of the FSIA.” Id.;
accord. Weininger, 462 F. Supp. 2d at 498 (TRIA section 201 “is appended to
[FSIA] § 1610, which provides the sole bases for exceptions to immunity from
execution of property”).
19

Only one other court had previously reached the same conclusion. See
Weininger v. Castro, 462 F. Supp. 2d 457, 499 (S.D.N.Y. 2006).
Importantly, however, none of the other sovereign defendants had appeared
in that case to contest jurisdiction under the FSIA. See id. at 463.

20

See Dodd v. United States, 545 U.S. 353, 370 n.10 (2005) (“Our cases make
clear that when interpreting a particular section of a statute, we look to the
entire statutory scheme rather than simply examining the text at issue.”)
(citation omitted).
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The legislative history of TRIA § 201 “suggests that Congress placed the
‘notwithstanding’ clause in § 201(a) . . . to eliminate the effect of any Presidential
waiver issued under 28 U.S.C. § 1610(f) prior to the date of the TRIA’s
enactment.” Ministry of Defense & Support for the Armed Forces of the Islamic
Republic of Iran v. Elahi, 556 U.S. 366, 386 (2009).

Accordingly, the

“notwithstanding” clause in TRIA § 201(a) was not intended to alter the basic
statutory framework of the FSIA whereby the immunity of central bank property
under § 1611(b)(1) overrides any exception to immunity pursuant to § 1610.
Second, as the more specific provision extending special protection to the
property of a foreign central bank held for its own account, FSIA § 1611(b)(1)
must take precedence over TRIA § 201, which applies generally to the assets of
“any agency or instrumentality” of a “terrorist party.” See Busic v. United States,
446 U.S. 398, 406 (1980) (“[A] more specific statute will be given precedence over
a more general one, regardless of their temporal sequence.”) (emphasis added);
Creque v. Luis, 803 F.2d 92, 94-95 (3d Cir. 1986) (more specific statutory
provision took precedence over more general provision even where the latter was
enacted later in time and purported to apply “notwithstanding any other provision
of law”).
The heightened immunity of central bank property under FSIA § 1611(b)(1)
reflects a Congressional policy determination that central banking assets should
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receive special protection from attachment and execution. See NML Capital, Ltd.
v. Banco Central de la República Argentina, 652 F.3d at 188 (the FSIA does not
treat “foreign central banks . . . as generic ‘agencies and instrumentalities’ of a
foreign state” but rather extends “special protections” to central banks “befitting
the particular sovereign interest in preventing the attachment and execution of
central bank property”) (internal quotation and citation omitted).
C.

Turnover Pursuant to TRIA § 201 Contravenes Both the United
States Supreme Court’s Holding in Plaut and the Treaty of
Amity.

Finally, Bank Markazi submits that turnover of the Assets at Issue to
Plaintiffs pursuant to TRIA § 201 is improper for at least two additional reasons.
Bank Markazi acknowledges that this Court may be constrained under Weinstein to
find that at least some of these additional arguments do not preclude turnover.
However, Bank Markazi must raise these arguments here to preserve them for
further review as appropriate.21
First, Bank Markazi respectfully disagrees with Weinstein’s conclusion that
turnover pursuant to TRIA § 201 is compatible with the United States Supreme
Court’s holding in Plaut v. Spendthrift Farm, Inc., 514 U.S. 211, 219 (1995) that a
statute which “retroactively command[s] the federal courts to reopen final
judgments” violates the separation of powers between the legislative and judicial
21

See, e.g., Tolbert v. Queens College, 242 F.3d 58, 75 (2d Cir. 2001).
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branches of Government under Article III of the United States Constitution. See
Weinstein, 609 F.3d at 50-51. On the contrary, TRIA § 201 retroactively seeks to
impose liability for Plaintiffs’ judgments against Iran on Bank Markazi, which was
not a party to the underlying actions that resulted in those judgments and was never
alleged to have played any role in the events at issue.
Second, turnover pursuant to TRIA § 201 violates multiple provisions of the
Treaty of Amity for many of the same reasons discussed immediately below in
connection with § 8772.

As demonstrated there, this Court is not bound by

Weinstein’s dicta in any event—and the actual holding with respect to the Treaty in
Weinstein pertained to only two of the five Treaty provisions Bank Markazi has
invoked here.
II.

The District Court’s Application of 22 U.S.C. § 8772 to Order
Turnover to Plaintiffs of the Assets at Issue Contravenes the
Treaty of Amity Between the United States and Iran and the
United States Constitution.
A.

Turnover of the Assets at Issue Pursuant to § 8772 Contravenes
the Treaty of Amity Between the United States and Iran.

Evidently recognizing that the ownership requirement inherent in TRIA §
201 precludes turnover of the Assets at Issue under that provision, Plaintiffs
successfully lobbied Congress to enact new, bespoke legislation explicitly targeted
at this action. As demonstrated below, the new provision, § 8772, contravenes
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both the separation of powers under Article III of the United States Constitution
and the Fifth Amendment’s Takings Clause. See infra, Section II.B-C.
Yet this Court need not reach those constitutional issues if it finds that the
Treaty of Amity between the United States and Iran precludes turnover of the
Assets at Issue here. See I.N.S. v. St. Cyr, 533 U.S. 289, 299-300 (2001) (courts
must “construe [a] statute to avoid” constitutional problems whenever “an
alternative interpretation of the statute is ‘fairly possible’”) (internal citation
omitted).
1.

The Generic “Notwithstanding” Clause in § 8772, Which
Conspicuously Fails to Mention the Treaty, Is Not a
Clear Indication of Congressional Intent to Abrogate the
Treaty.

The Treaty of Amity is self-executing, and accordingly has the force and
effect of a legislative enactment. Brzak v. United Nations, 597 F.3d 107, 111 (2d
Cir. 2010) (quoting Medellin v. Texas, 552 U.S. 491, 505-06 (2008)).22 The Treaty
remains in full force and effect. Indeed, courts in the United States continue to
apply the Treaty, and American litigants continue to rely on its provisions for their
own benefit. See, e.g., McKesson Corp. v. Islamic Republic of Iran, 672 F.3d
1066, 1078 (D.C. Cir. 2012) (“We hold that the Treaty of Amity, construed under
22

See McKesson Corp. v. Islamic Republic of Iran, 539 F.3d 485, 488 (D.C.
Cir. 2008) (“The Treaty of Amity, like other treaties of its kind, is selfexecuting.”).
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Iranian law, provides [the American plaintiff] with a private right of action against
the government of Iran.”).
The United States Supreme Court has instructed that “[a] treaty will not be
deemed to have been abrogated or modified by a later statute unless such purpose
on the part of Congress has been clearly expressed.” Trans World Airlines, Inc. v.
Franklin Mint Corp., 466 U.S. 243, 252 (1984) (internal quotation and citation
omitted). Section 8772 contains no such expression of a clear Congressional intent
to abrogate the Treaty.
Yet the District Court relied on Weinstein, 609 F.3d 43, to hold that the
phrase “notwithstanding any other provision of law” in § 8772(a)(1) “evinces clear
Congressional intent to abrogate treaty language inconsistent with . . . § 8772.”
(SPA-52). However, Weinstein addressed a different statute, TRIA § 201, and the
Weinstein Court’s statement that “even assuming, arguendo, that there were a
conflict between [the Treaty and TRIA § 201], the TRIA would have to be read to
abrogate that portion of the Treaty” is classic dicta that cannot bind this Court in
any event. Weinstein, 609 F.3d at 53; see, e.g., Alsol v. Mukasey, 548 F.3d 207,
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217 (2d Cir. 2008) (dicta in a prior opinion “does not control in [subsequent]
proceedings”). 23
Unlike TRIA § 201, § 8772 includes particularized language providing that
it applies “notwithstanding any other provision of law, including any provision of
law relating to sovereign immunity, and preempting any inconsistent provision of
State law[.]” 22 U.S.C. § 8772(a)(1) (emphasis added). Thus, Congress was quite
specific about which “provision[s] of law” it intended to abrogate in § 8772—yet
Congress failed to include any reference whatsoever to the Treaty in § 8772.
This failure is all the more telling given that: (1) § 8772 on its face applies
exclusively to assets in which Bank Markazi—an Iranian instrumentality—had an
interest, and (2) Bank Markazi had previously argued—months before the wording
of § 8772 was finalized—that the Treaty precludes Plaintiffs’ claim under TRIA §
201 in this very same action (A-Vol.XIII-3646-48), a fact that Plaintiffs’ counsel,
who evidently were closely involved in the drafting of § 8772, cannot have
overlooked. See infra, Section II.B.3.
Accordingly, the rationale that “Congress is not required to investigate the
array of international agreements that arguably provide some protection that it
23

See Indep. U.S. Tanker Owners Comm. v. Skinner, 884 F.2d 587, 595 (D.C.
Cir. 1989) (the phrase “even assuming arguendo” in a court’s opinion is
indicative of dicta); Calderon, 867 F. Supp. 2d at 405 (characterizing the
quoted language in Weinstein as dicta).
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wishes to annul and then assemble a check-list reciting each one” 24 plainly does
not apply to § 8772. On the contrary, the conspicuous omission of any reference to
the Treaty in § 8772 despite its obvious relevance to the very issues the statute
purports to determine suggests that Congress in fact was reluctant to abrogate the
Treaty. See United States v. Palestine Liberation Org., 695 F. Supp. 1456, 1468
(S.D.N.Y. 1988) (Congress’s failure to reference a plainly pertinent treaty in a
statute even where the relevant treaty provisions “had been raised repeatedly” prior
to the statute’s enactment “reflects equivocation and avoidance” rather than a clear
statement of Congressional intent).
2.

Turnover of the Assets at Issue Based on the District
Court’s Erroneous Reading of § 8772 as Abrogating the
Binding Treaty of Amity Contravenes Multiple
Provisions of the Treaty.

The District Court not only rejected Bank Markazi’s showing that the
“notwithstanding” clause in § 8772 cannot be deemed a clear indication of
Congressional intent to abrogate the Treaty of Amity, it further relied on Weinstein
to find that all of “the Treaty of Amity provisions cited by Bank Markazi are
inapposite.” (SPA-51).
This was error. The District Court overlooked that Weinstein dealt with only
two of the five Treaty provisions relied on by Bank Markazi—and it did so in the
24

Havana Club Holding, S.A. v. Galleon S.A., 203 F.3d 116, 124 (2d Cir.
2000).
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context of a different statute, namely TRIA § 201. See Weinstein, 609 F.3d at 53
(discussing Articles III.1 and IV.2 of the Treaty). Weinstein did not so much as
mention—much less find “inapposite”—the remaining three provisions upon
which Bank Markazi relies (Articles III.2, IV.1 and V.1).
The Treaty imposes a number of specific obligations on the United States.
In particular, the Treaty requires the United States: first, to refrain from “applying
unreasonable or discriminatory measures that would impair the[] legally acquired
rights and interests” of Iranian “nationals and companies,” and from subjecting the
acquisition or disposal of property by Iranian “nationals and companies” to
treatment “less favorable than that accorded nationals and companies of any third
country” (Art. IV.1 and V.1); second, “at all times [to] accord fair and equitable
treatment to nationals and companies” of Iran and “to their property and
enterprises” (Art. IV.1); third, to afford “[n]ationals and companies” of Iran
“freedom of access to the courts of justice and administrative agencies” in the
United States (Art. III.2); fourth, to refrain from taking the property of Iranian
“nationals and companies,” “except for a public purpose” and upon “prompt
payment of just compensation” (Art. IV.2); and fifth, to recognize the “judicial
status” of “[c]ompanies constituted under the applicable laws and regulations” of
Iran (Art. III.1).
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The District Court’s Partial Final Judgment pursuant to § 8772 contravenes
each of the Treaty provisions just cited. First, turnover of the Assets at Issue
pursuant to § 8772 violates Articles IV.1 and V.1 by targeting Bank Markazi for
adverse treatment while expressly excluding even other “terrorist parties” from
comparable treatment. See 22 U.S.C. § 8772(c) (“Nothing in this section shall be
construed . . . to affect the availability, or lack thereof, of a right to satisfy a
judgment in any other action against a terrorist party in any proceedings other than
[these] proceedings.”). 25
Second, turnover pursuant to § 8772 similarly contravenes Art. IV.1 of the
Treaty. A state may breach its obligation to accord fair and equitable treatment
when its individualized legislative or regulatory decision-making is primarily
driven by political considerations. Azurix Corp. v. Republic of Argentina, ICSID
Case No. ARB/07/12, Award, ¶¶ 373-75 (July 14, 2006) (A-Vol.XXI-5966-67);
see also Landgraf v. USI Film Prods., 511 U.S. 244, 266 (1994).
Third, Congress’s attempt to determine virtually every issue in this action by
way of retroactive legislation cannot be reconciled with Article III.2 of the Treaty.

25

Notably, the original draft of the provision that ultimately became § 8772
would have applied to the property of any “terrorist party.” (A-Vol.XIX5548-55). Yet all references to a “terrorist party” or “terrorist parties” in the
draft provision were later removed and replaced with references only to
“Iran.” (A-Vol.XIX-5559-61).
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While § 8772 may not formally constrain Bank Markazi’s “access to the courts,” it
leaves virtually nothing for the courts to decide, thereby rendering such access
illusory.
Fourth, for the reasons discussed below with respect to the Fifth
Amendment’s Takings Clause, turnover of the Assets at Issue pursuant to § 8772
violates Art. IV.2 of the Treaty. See infra, Section II.C. In particular, the rule that
“the sovereign may not take the property of A for the sole purpose of transferring it
to another private party B” 26 is equally applicable as a matter of international
law. 27
Fifth—and finally, Congress’s definition of “Iran” in § 8772(d)(3) to
“mean[] the Government of Iran, including the central bank or monetary authority
of that Government,” contravenes Art. III.1 of the Treaty. In this respect, Bank
Markazi respectfully disagrees with the Weinstein Court’s interpretation of
Sumitomo Shoji America Inc. v. Avagliano, 457 U.S. 176 (1982). The “juridical
status” language that is pertinent here was never discussed in Sumitomo. See

26

Kelo v. City of New London, 545 U.S. 469, 477 (2005).

27

See, e.g., U.N. G.A. Res. 1803 (XVII), ¶ 4, U.N. Doc. A/RES/1803 (Dec.
14, 1962) (public purposes that may justify expropriation include “reasons of
public utility, security or the national interest which are recognized as
overriding purely individual or private interests, both domestic and
foreign”) (emphasis added).
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Sumitomo, 457 U.S. at 181-82. Bank Markazi wishes to preserve this issue for
further review as appropriate.28
B.

The District Court’s Conclusion that § 8772 Does Not Violate
the Separation of Powers Under Article III of the United States
Constitution Ignores the Statute’s Expressly Stated Purpose “to
Ensure” Turnover of the Assets at Issue to Plaintiffs.
1.

Standard for Determining the Constitutionality of § 8772
under Article III.

As this Court has explained, the key inquiry in determining whether a statute
such as § 8772 violates the separation of powers between the legislative branch and
the judiciary under Article III of the Constitution is whether the statute “usurp[s]
the adjudicative function assigned to the federal courts under Article III” or instead
28

Were this Court to find that § 8772 abrogates the Treaty as a matter of
domestic U.S. law, § 8772 still would not relieve the United States of its
Treaty obligations to Iran as a matter of international law.
See
RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF U.S. § 115(1)(b)
(1987) (“That a rule of international law or a provision of an international
agreement is superseded as domestic law does not relieve the United States
of its international obligation or of the consequences of a violation of that
obligation.”). Article XXI.2 of the Treaty provides that “any dispute”
concerning “interpretation or application of the present Treaty . . . shall be
submitted to the International Court of Justice.” Accordingly, if the District
Court’s Partial Final Judgment were affirmed following exhaustion of all
opportunities for relief on direct review, Iran (on behalf of Bank Markazi)
would have a cause of action against the United States before the
International Court of Justice (“ICJ”) for violation of the Treaty and the law
of nations. However, exhaustion of Bank Markazi’s domestic remedies in
the United States is a precondition to any such claim under the “wellestablished rule of customary international law” that “local remedies must be
exhausted before international proceedings may be instituted.” Interhandel
(Switzerland v. U.S.), 1959 I.C.J. 6, 1959 WL 2, at *27 (Mar. 21).
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merely “chang[es] the law applicable to pending cases.” Axel Johnson, 6 F.3d at
81; compare Robertson v. Seattle Audubon Soc’y, 503 U.S. 429, 438 (1992)
(statute was constitutional where it “compelled changes in law, not findings or
results under old law”) with United States v. Klein, 80 U.S. 128, 146 (1871)
(Congress may not constitutionally “prescribe rules of decision to the Judicial
Department of the government in cases pending before it[.]”).
In practice, “[t]he conceptual line between a valid legislative change in law
and an invalid legislative act of adjudication is often difficult to draw.” Axel
Johnson, 6 F.3d at 81. “Whether a statute provides only the standard to which
courts must adhere or compels the result that they must reach can be a vexed
question in cases in which, as a practical matter, simple adherence to the ‘new’
standard in effect mandates a particular result.” Benjamin v. Jacobson, 124 F.3d
162, 174 (2d Cir. 1997), vacated on other grounds, 172 F.3d 144 (2d Cir. 1999).
Yet at its core, Article III commands that Congress may not predetermine
the results in any given case.

“Congress cannot tell courts how to decide a

particular case, but it may make rules that affect classes of cases.” Lindh v.
Murphy, 96 F.3d 856, 872 (7th Cir. 1996) (en banc), rev’d on other grounds, 521
U.S. 320 (1997).
The Seventh Circuit in Lindh illustrated this critical distinction with the
following hypothetical: While “Congress cannot say that a court must award Jones
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$35,000 for being run over by a postal truck,” the court explained, Congress may,
for example, “prescribe maximum damages for categories of cases, or provide that
victims of torts by federal employees cannot receive punitive damages,” or
“establish that if the driver was acting within the scope of his employment, the
United States must be substituted as a party and the driver dismissed.”

Id.

(citations omitted, emphasis added). The latter is constitutional; the former is not.
2.

The Article III Violation Inherent in § 8772 Is Evident on
the Face of the Statute.

Section 8772 unequivocally requires that “the financial assets that are
identified in and the subject of proceedings in the United States District Court for
the Southern District of New York in Peterson et al. v. Islamic Republic of Iran et
al., Case No. 10 Civ. 4518” “shall be subject to execution” by Plaintiffs in this
action. 22 U.S.C. § 8772(a)(1) & (b) (emphasis added). On its face, therefore, §
8772 is akin to the hypothetical statute in Lindh providing that the “court must
award Jones $35,000.” Lindh, 96 F.3d at 872. Congress’s overt attempt in § 8772
to determine the outcome of this case plainly “usurp[s] the adjudicative function
assigned to the federal courts under Article III.” Axel Johnson, 6 F.3d at 81.
Yet relying solely on the statute’s formal “structure,” the District Court
nevertheless found § 8772 to be constitutional under Article III, reasoning that §
8772 “does not itself ‘find’ turnover required” and hence “is not a self-executing
congressional resolution of a legal dispute.” (SPA-65) (emphasis added). Instead,
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the District Court found that § 8772 nominally “left [it] to the Court” to make
certain “determinations” prior to awarding turnover of the Assets at Issue to
Plaintiffs. (Id.). That, the District Court held, was all Article III requires.
This was error. Section 8772 nominally required the District Court to make
only two “determinations” “prior to an award turning over” the Assets at Issue to
Plaintiffs: (1) that “Iran” (defined to include Bank Markazi 29) had a “beneficial
interest in” the Assets at Issue; and (2) “that no other person possesses a
constitutionally protected interest in the [Assets at Issue].” 22 U.S.C. § 8772(a)(2).
Yet the stated purpose of these “determinations” was “to ensure that Iran is
held accountable for paying [Plaintiffs’] judgments.”

22 U.S.C. § 8772(a)(2)

(emphasis added). Congress thus made crystal clear its intent to determine the
outcome of this action in Plaintiffs’ favor.
It is axiomatic that “statutory terms are generally interpreted in accordance
with their ordinary meaning.” BP Am. Prod. Co. v. Burton, 549 U.S. 84, 91
(2006). Here, the plain and ordinary meaning of “to ensure” in § 8772(a)(2) is “to
guarantee (a thing) to a person.”

29

Oxford English Dictionary (2d ed. 1989)

See § 8772(d)(3) (“The term ‘Iran’ means the Government of Iran, including
the central bank or monetary authority of that Government and any agency
or instrumentality of that Government.”) (emphasis added).
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(emphasis added); accord., e.g., Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (11th
ed. 2003) (“to ensure” means “[t]o make sure, certain, or safe; guarantee”).
When construing federal statutes, courts in a variety of contexts have
interpreted the phrase “to ensure” in accordance with that plain and ordinary
meaning. See, e.g., Nat’l Petrochemical & Refiners Ass’n v. E.P.A., 630 F.3d 145,
153 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (where statute provided that Environmental Protection
Agency “shall promulgate regulations to ensure that transportation fuel sold or
introduced into commerce in the United States” meets certain standards, court held
that “Congress thus delegated authority to EPA to make certain that” those
standards were met) (first emphasis in original, second emphasis added); United
States v. Ray, 273 F. Supp. 2d 1160, 1165-67 (D. Mont. 2003) (where “Congress
did not define [the phrase] ‘ensure’” in statute establishing judicial reporting
requirements, court held that “[t]o ensure means to guarantee or to warrant”)
(emphasis added); Corey H. v. Bd. of Educ., 995 F. Supp. 900, 913 (N.D. Ill. 1998)
(“by repeatedly using the word ‘ensure,’” Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act “unambiguously require[d] the state ‘to make certain’ that the [Act]’s statutory
requirements are carried out by local school districts”) (quoting Webster’s II New
Riverside University Dictionary 434 (1994)) (emphasis added).
Thus, the stated purpose of the “determinations” required by § 8772 is to
“make certain” or “guarantee” turnover of the Assets at Issue to Plaintiffs. On that
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basis, Congress carefully crafted the two “determinations” § 8772 required the
District Court to make to ensure their resolution in Plaintiffs’ favor.
First, the requisite finding that Bank Markazi had a “beneficial interest” in
the Assets at Issue was predetermined because that fact already had been
established by the time Congress enacted § 8772 into law in July 2012. Indeed, the
Assets at Issue had been blocked several months previously pursuant to the
Executive Order precisely because Bank Markazi had a beneficial interest in them.
See Norilsk Nickel, 14 A.D.3d at 147 (emphasis added) (“OFAC block[s] assets
based on interests in property and the use to which such property was put, not
based on who own[s] the property in question.”); Global Relief Found., 315 F.3d at
753 (for purposes of determining the interests in property that are subject to
blocking, “beneficial rather than legal interests matter”); accord. Holy Land
Found., 333 F.3d at 162-63 (any “interest” in property may be subject to blocking;
“[t]he interest need not be a legally protected one”).
Moreover, § 8772(a)(2)(A) expressly required the District Court to
“exclud[e]” from consideration any “custodial interest of a foreign securities
intermediary or a related intermediary that holds the assets abroad for the benefit of
Iran.” 22 U.S.C. § 8772(a)(2)(A). By commanding the District Court to deem
irrelevant any interest of Clearstream—the only party with a direct, legally
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cognizable interest in the Assets at Issue—the statute guaranteed the outcome of
the District Court’s first “determination” in Plaintiffs’ favor.
Second, the required finding pursuant to § 8772(a)(2)(B) “that no other
person possesses a constitutionally protected interest in the [Assets at Issue] under
the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States” was similarly
predetermined. Once Clearstream’s interest in the Assets at Issue was excluded
from consideration pursuant to § 8772(a)(2)(A), the District Court could not
possibly have found that any other party had a constitutionally protected interest in
those assets.
3.

The Circumstances Surrounding the Enactment of § 8772
Further Underscore Congress’s Intent to Determine the
Outcome of this Action in Plaintiffs’ Favor.

The circumstances surrounding the enactment of § 8772 further confirm the
statute’s explicitly stated purpose of guaranteeing turnover of the Assets at Issue to
Plaintiffs. To cite just one contemporaneous example, a February 2, 2012 press
release issued by Senator Robert Menendez of New Jersey, one of two original
Senate Co-Sponsors of the provision that ultimately became § 8772, stated that the
new provision “makes it so that” Plaintiffs “will be able to attach two billion [sic]
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in Iranian Central Bank assets being held at a New York Bank.” (A-Vol.XIX5574) (emphasis added). Evidently, that was always the Senator’s intent. 30
Moreover, Plaintiffs’ counsel appear to have exercised substantial influence
over the wording of the provision that ultimately became § 8772 throughout the
legislative process. Senator Menendez’s communications director was quoted in a
May 22, 2012 article in the publication Roll Call as stating that the Senator “for
months ha[d] been working with all of the plaintiff groups to ensure that the
approximately $2.5 billion [sic] in Iranian blocked assets located in New York are
available” for distribution to Plaintiffs. (A-Vol.XIX-5557) (emphasis added). The
same article revealed that “lawyers and lobbyists” for various Plaintiff groups were
still “jockeying” over the precise text of the new provision at that time. (AVol.XIX-5556).

30

While an individual legislator’s statement ordinarily is entitled to “limited
weight,” Senator Menendez’s press release is plainly relevant here because
of its “consistency . . . with the general language of the statute itself.” City
of New York v. Beretta U.S.A. Corp., 524 F.3d 384, 404 (2d Cir. 2008).
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C.

Turnover of the Assets at Issue Pursuant to § 8772 Constitutes
an Impermissible Taking under the Fifth Amendment to the
United States Constitution.
1.

Section 8772’s Retroactive Legalization of Plaintiffs’
Improper Restraint of the Assets at Issue Violates the
Takings Clause.

With barely any discussion, the District Court brushed away Bank Markazi’s
showing that § 8772 effects a taking by retroactively legalizing Plaintiffs’ improper
restraint of the Assets at Issue more than three and a half years before they were
blocked in February 2012. 31

(SPA-69).

Yet it is well-established that the

retroactive application of civil statutes may constitute a taking where they “upset
settled transactions.” E. Enterprises v. Apfel, 524 U.S. 498, 501 (1998). The “ban
on retrospective legislation embrace[s] all statutes, which, though operating only
from their passage, affect vested rights and past transactions.” Landgraf, 511 U.S.
at 268 (internal quotation and citation omitted).
Section 8772 is precisely such a statute. While Bank Markazi’s “reasonable
investment-backed expectations” 32 are relevant in this context, the District Court’s
focus on whether Bank Markazi could have had a “reasonable expectation” that its

31

The Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment prohibits the taking of “private
property . . . for public use, without just compensation.” U.S. Const.
Amend. V. See Special Appendix at SPA-103.

32

PruneYard Shopping Center v. Robins, 447 U.S. 74, 83 (1980).
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interests would not be diminished or extinguished after the Assets at Issue were
blocked in February 2012 (SPA-69) was misplaced.
Instead, the relevant point in time to determine Bank Markazi’s reasonable
expectation was June 2008, when the Assets at Issue were first restrained. See,
e.g., Appolo Fuels, Inc. v. United States, 381 F.3d 1338, 1349 (Fed. Cir. 2004)
(considering alleged regulatory taking in light of reasonable expectations at the
time of investment). At that time, Bank Markazi plainly did have a reasonable
expectation that its interests would not be diminished or extinguished because the
Assets at Issue were not subject to attachment or execution under then-existing
law. See supra, Section I.A.5.
2.

Distribution of the Assets at Issue to Plaintiffs Is Not a
Valid Public Purpose Under the Takings Clause.

Under the Takings Clause, § 8772’s stated purpose “to ensure that Iran is
held accountable for paying [Plaintiffs’] judgments” cannot justify the taking of
property in which Bank Markazi had an interest. 22 U.S.C. § 8772(a)(2). Indeed,
“it has long been accepted that the sovereign may not take the property of A for the
sole purpose of transferring it to another private party B.” Kelo v. City of New
London, 545 U.S. 469, 477 (2005). Yet here, the District Court concluded that any
provision that somehow references “the unusual and extraordinary threat”
allegedly posed by Iran ipso facto “does not violate the public use requirement” of
the Takings Clause. (SPA-70).
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This was error. While § 8772 deems turnover of the Assets at Issue to
Plaintiffs to be “in furtherance of the broader goals of this Act to sanction Iran,”
that plainly cannot be deemed the statute’s primary purpose. At most, it is an
incidental or pretextual purpose that cannot cure the Takings Clause violation
inherent in § 8772.

See Kelo, 545 U.S. at 490 (Kennedy, J., concurring)

(“[T]ransfers intended to confer benefits on particular, favored private entities, and
with only incidental or pretextual public benefits, are forbidden by the Public Use
Clause.”) (emphasis added); see generally Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld, 420 U.S.
636, 648 (1975) (“[T]he mere recitation of a benign . . . purpose is not an
automatic shield which protects against any inquiry into the actual purposes
underlying a statutory scheme.”).
III.

The District Court’s Permanent Injunction Precluding Bank
Markazi From Asserting Its Property Rights Against Clearstream
in Luxembourg Is an Impermissible Restraint of Bank Markazi’s
Property Outside the United States.

This Court has made clear that “a district court sitting in Manhattan does not
have the power to attach [a foreign sovereign’s] property in foreign countries.”
EM Ltd. v. Republic of Argentina, 695 F.3d 201, 208 (2d Cir. 2012).33 Equally

33

Accord. Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi, UFJ, Ltd. N.Y. Branch v. Peterson, No.
12 Civ. 4038 (BSJ), 2012 WL 1963382, at *2 n.3 (S.D.N.Y. May 29, 2012);
Elliott Assocs., L.P. v. Banco De La Nación, No. 96 Civ. 7916 (RWS), 2000
WL 1449862, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 29, 2000); Fidelity Partners, Inc. v.
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clearly, this Court has held that under the FSIA, “courts . . . may not grant, by
injunction, relief which they may not provide by attachment.” S&S Mach. Co. v.
Masinexportimport, 706 F.2d 411, 418 (2d Cir. 1983). Indeed, “[t]he FSIA would
become meaningless if courts could eviscerate its protections merely by
denominating their restraints as injunctions against the . . . use of property rather
than as attachments of that property.” Id.
Yet that is precisely what the Partial Final Judgment purports to do here in
the form of a sweeping injunction (the “Injunction”) which—if allowed to stand—
would “permanently restrain[] and enjoin[]” Bank Markazi “from instituting or
prosecuting any claim or pursuing any actions against Clearstream in any
jurisdiction or tribunal arising from or relating to any claim (whether legal or
equitable) to the [Assets at Issue].” (SPA-87 ¶13) (emphasis added).
Bank Markazi objected to the Injunction, but the District Court nevertheless
proceeded to enter the Injunction over Bank Markazi’s objection.34
Yet to the extent the Partial Final Judgment purports to preclude Bank
Markazi from asserting its property rights against Clearstream in Luxembourg, the

Philippine Exp. & Foreign Loan Guarantee Corp., 921 F. Supp. 1113, 1119
(S.D.N.Y. 1996).
34

In response to Bank Markazi’s objection, the District Court modified the
wording of the Injunction only very slightly in a manner that is not pertinent
here.
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District Court plainly exceeded its jurisdiction under the FSIA. Nor did either of
the two other statutes at issue on this appeal, 22 U.S.C. § 8772 and TRIA § 201,
confer jurisdiction on the District Court to adjudicate Bank Markazi’s property
rights outside the United States. On the contrary, § 8772 explicitly recognizes that
the Assets at Issue in New York are distinct from—albeit “equal in value to”—the
“financial asset[s] of Iran” (defined to include Bank Markazi) that the relevant
“foreign securities intermediary [i.e., Clearstream] . . . holds abroad.” 22 U.S.C. §
8772(a)(1)(C) (emphasis added).35
The Injunction was included in the Partial Final Judgment at Clearstream’s
request and reflects its stated concern that “[e]xecuting against Clearstream’s cash
account at Citibank would leave Clearstream without the ability to cover the cash
credited to Bank Markazi’s account, thereby exposing Clearstream to the risk of
turnover of its cash to Plaintiffs while its liability to Bank Markazi remains
unresolved[.]” (A-Vol.XV-4164) (emphasis added).
Yet Clearstream’s continued, potential liability to Bank Markazi is an
unavoidable consequence of Congress’s ill-advised attempt in § 8772 to override

35

To be clear, Bank Markazi is not asking this Court to determine the nature
and extent of Bank Markazi’s rights against Clearstream in Luxembourg.
Instead, the sole question before the Court here is whether the District Court
had jurisdiction to enjoin Bank Markazi from asserting whatever property
rights it may have against Clearstream outside the United States.
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U.C.C. Article 8 and guarantee turnover of the Assets at Issue to Plaintiffs in a
manner that is fundamentally at odds with the modern, indirect holding system for
securities. The District Court lacked authority to shield Clearstream—at Bank
Markazi’s expense—from the inevitable adverse consequences of § 8772 by
enjoining Bank Markazi from exercising its property rights against Clearstream in
Luxembourg. The FSIA, and this Court’s precedents, preclude such relief.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth herein, the District Court’s Partial Final Judgment
should be reversed.
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT1
Plaintiffs have failed to rebut Bank Markazi’s showing that they cannot meet
the requirements for turnover of the Assets at Issue under TRIA § 201 because
Bank Markazi never owned those assets, and that the second statute the district
court relied on, § 8772, was not a valid basis for turnover because it contravenes
the Treaty of Amity as well as the separation of powers under Article III of the
Constitution and the Fifth Amendment’s Takings Clause.
Plaintiffs conflate Bank Markazi’s undisputed “interest” in the Assets at
Issue with the showing of ownership required to satisfy the “assets of” requirement
of TRIA § 201. They also argue that various non-authoritative, purported sources
of federal law should determine whether the Assets at Issue are “assets of” Bank
Markazi—while failing to mention that the D.C. Circuit in Heiser v. Islamic
Republic of Iran, 735 F.3d 934 (D.C. Cir. 2013) recently applied Article 4A of the
U.C.C. as a matter of federal common law to determine the ownership of blocked
EFTs under TRIA § 201. Regardless of whether this Court applies the U.C.C. here
as a matter of state or federal law, the Assets at Issue were not “assets of” Bank
Markazi under U.C.C. Article 8.

1

Unless otherwise defined herein, all defined terms are as defined in Bank
Markazi’s opening brief (Document No. 190-1).
1
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Unlike TRIA § 201, § 8772 contains no requirement of ownership. Yet as
demonstrated in Bank Markazi’s opening brief, § 8772 violates multiple provisions
of the Treaty of Amity. Plaintiffs’ argument that § 8772 is a valid exercise of the
United States’ right to take measures “necessary to protect its essential security
interests” under Article XX.1(d) of the Treaty ignores that the Assets at Issue will
remain blocked in any event until such time as the Government concludes that their
blocking is no longer in the interest of the United States. Turnover of these assets
to Plaintiffs therefore is not “necessary” to protect any “essential security interests”
of the United States within the meaning of the Treaty.
Nor, contrary to Plaintiffs’ assertions, is there anything “ironic” about Bank
Markazi’s showing that § 8772 constitutes an impermissible legislative intrusion
into matters reserved for the judiciary under Article III of the Constitution. The
“principal function” of the separation of powers is to “safeguard against the
encroachment or aggrandizement of one branch [of Government] at the expense of
the other.” Clinton v. City of New York, 524 U.S. 417, 482 (1998) (citation
omitted). In the Article III context, vindication of this core purpose plainly does
not depend on the identity of the litigants in this or any other case.
By commanding the district court to exclude from consideration any interest
of Clearstream—the only party with a legally cognizable interest in the Assets at
Issue—§ 8772 indirectly compelled the court below to find that Bank Markazi
2
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holds “equitable title to, or the beneficial interest in” those assets just as surely as if
the statute had directly commanded the district court to make that finding.
Consequently, § 8772 runs afoul of the controlling Constitutional principle that
Congress may not “prescribe rules of decision to the Judicial Department of the
government in cases pending before it[.]” United States v. Klein, 80 U.S. 128, 146
(1871).
Plaintiffs’ argument that this Court’s opinion in Weinstein precludes Bank
Markazi’s showing under the Takings Clause ignores the troubling retroactivity
concerns that § 8772 presents in this case. The Court’s application of TRIA § 201
in Weinstein raised no such concerns and accordingly is not dispositive of the issue
presented here. Importantly, Plaintiffs do not contest that the appropriate point in
time to determine Bank Markazi’s investment-backed expectations was when the
Assets at Issue were first restrained in June 2008. At that time, Bank Markazi had
no reason to expect that Congress would take the unprecedented step of enacting
legislation mandating the turnover to judgment creditors of Iran of assets held in
connection with the classic central banking purpose of investing foreign currency
reserves.
Finally, irrespective of the Court’s determination of any other issue
presented by this appeal, the extraterritorial Injunction the district court included in
its Partial Final Judgment must be vacated because the district court
3
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unquestionably lacked subject matter jurisdiction to issue it. None of the statutes
at issue in this appeal conferred jurisdiction on the court below to issue the
sweeping Injunction purporting to enjoin Bank Markazi from asserting its property
rights against Clearstream in Luxembourg. Plaintiffs’ argument that Bank Markazi
somehow waived its objection to the Injunction is meritless because an objection to
subject matter jurisdiction can never be waived. Moreover, the only party that
might have had standing to defend the Injunction before this Court—
Clearstream—has opted not to pursue an appeal after entering into a settlement
with Plaintiffs, and Plaintiffs lack standing to defend the Injunction in
Clearstream’s stead.
ARGUMENT
I.

The Assets at Issue Are Not Subject to Execution as “Assets of”
Bank Markazi under TRIA § 201.
A.

TRIA § 201 Requires Actual Ownership; a Mere “Beneficial
Interest” Sufficient to Trigger the Blocking of Assets Does Not
Suffice.

For all of the following reasons, Plaintiffs have failed to rebut Bank
Markazi’s showing that the Bank cannot be deemed the owner of the Assets at
Issue under applicable law (namely Article 8 of the U.C.C. and Luxembourg law).
First, Plaintiffs consistently conflate Bank Markazi’s amorphous “interest” in the
Blocked Assets that triggered their blocking under the Executive Order with the

4
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distinct legal concept of beneficial ownership.2 Yet underlying Plaintiffs’ entire
argument is a fundamental, unanswered question: if Plaintiffs, as they claim, easily
could establish Bank Markazi’s ownership of the Assets at Issue, why then did
they find it necessary to engage in a sustained lobbying effort to persuade Congress
to enact a new, tailor-made statute in § 8772?
As the plain wording of the two provisions makes clear, the answer is that
§ 8772, unlike TRIA § 201, contains no requirement of ownership. While TRIA
§ 201 requires Plaintiffs to demonstrate that the Assets at Issue are “assets of”
Bank Markazi, Bank Markazi’s undisputed “beneficial interest” in those assets
constitutes a sufficient basis for turnover under § 8772. Congress’s use of these
two distinct terms in TRIA § 201 and § 8772 underscores that they are far from
synonymous. Indeed, even where “Congress uses certain language in one part of
the [same] statute and different language in another, the court assumes different
meanings were intended.” Cruz-Miguel v. Holder, 650 F.3d 189, 196 (2d Cir.
2011) (internal quotation and citation omitted, emphasis added).

2

As Plaintiffs acknowledge, a “beneficial owner” may be defined as “a
person or entity that “has most to all of the traditional property rights of the
owner, except for actual legal title to the property.” Pfizer Inc. v. Teva
Pharm. USA, Inc., 803 F. Supp. 2d 409, 425 (E.D. Va. 2011) (emphasis
added).
5
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Second, Plaintiffs mischaracterize Bank Markazi’s position as being “that
the District Court never ruled” that Bank Markazi owned the Assets at Issue. Pls.’
Br. at 45 (emphasis added). That is not what Bank Markazi said; the district court
plainly did so rule. (SPA-47). Yet the district court’s finding of ownership was
not supported by any legal analysis of whether Bank Markazi’s “interest” in the
Assets at Issue rose to the level of ownership under applicable law—a point that
stands unrebutted. See Bank Markazi Br. at 20-23.
Third, Plaintiffs’ attempts to rely on Bank Markazi’s purported “admissions”
of ownership ignore the context in which those statements were made. All of the
statements Plaintiffs cite date back to immediately after the Bank first appeared in
the turnover action in the spring of 2011. See Pls.’ Br. at 42-43. Not only were
those statements made before Bank Markazi was granted access to the sealed, prior
factual and legal submissions in the litigation (including Clearstream’s
submissions3), but the thrust of Bank Markazi’s argument was that the Assets at
Issue related to an investment by Bank Markazi—and therefore were not the
property of Iran, the judgment debtor here.

(A-Vol.V-1259) (“[Plaintiffs’]

Restraining Notices are ineffective because the Restrained Securities are
prima facie the property of a third party, Bank Markazi—not the property of

3

See Bank Markazi Br. at 21 n.10.
6
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the IRI [Islamic Republic of Iran] or MOIS [Iranian Ministry of Information and
Security], the judgment debtors with respect to plaintiffs’ underlying judgment.”).
Those statements plainly could not transform Bank Markazi into the owner of the
Assets at Issue if it did not actually own those assets under applicable law. See
Bank Markazi Br. at 20-22.
Fourth—and finally, Plaintiffs acknowledge that state law determines “the
nature of any interests in or rights to property that an entity may have.” Pls.’ Br. at
34 (quoting Export-Import Bank of U.S. v. Asia Pulp & Paper Co., 609 F.3d 111,
117 (2d Cir. 2010)). Yet they argue that some undefined federal law standard then
“dictates” whether Bank Markazi’s rights with respect to the Assets at Issue rise to
the level of actual ownership under TRIA § 201. See id. Plaintiffs then proceed to
discuss various non-authoritative “potential source[s]” of federal law (including an
anti-money laundering manual, a statement of financial accounting concepts, and
an I.R.S. publication) while ignoring the one authoritative source of law the D.C.
Circuit recently applied as a matter of federal common law to determine ownership
under TRIA § 201—namely the U.C.C. itself.
In an opinion issued only after Bank Markazi filed its opening brief and
which Plaintiffs conspicuously fail to mention, the D.C. Circuit held in Heiser that
Article 4A of the U.C.C. “is a proper federal rule of decision for applying the
ownership requirement[] of [TRIA] § 201” with respect to the electronic funds
7
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transfers (EFTs) at issue in that case. 735 F.3d at 940-41. As the court noted,
“[t]he Uniform Commercial Code is often used as the basis of federal common-law
rules.” Id. at 940. Likewise here, Article 8 of the U.C.C. (and Luxembourg law,
the law to which the U.C.C.’s choice of law provisions refer4) determines whether
the Assets at Issue can be deemed “assets of” Bank Markazi—regardless of
whether this Court opts to apply those provisions as a matter of state law, as some
courts have,5 or instead as a matter of federal common law.
B.

At the Time They Were First Restrained, Bank Markazi Was
Not the Owner of the Assets at Issue Under Article 8 of the
U.C.C.

Plaintiffs’ argument that Bank Markazi may be deemed “the sole beneficial
owner” of the Assets under U.C.C. Article 8 (Pls.’ Br. at 48) is incompatible with
Article 8 of the U.C.C. Plaintiffs disregard that while Bank Markazi had a “pro
rata property interest” in the security entitlements held by Clearstream under
U.C.C. § 8-503(b), that “property interest is an interest held in common by all
entitlement holders who have entitlements to a particular security or other financial
asset.” U.C.C. § 8-503 cmt. 1 (emphasis added). Thus, a security entitlement “is
4

See U.C.C. § 8-110(b). Plaintiffs have not even attempted to rebut Bank
Markazi’s showing that it could not be deemed the owner of the Assets at
Issue under Luxembourg law. Accordingly, Bank Markazi rests on its
opening brief in this respect. See Bank Markazi Br. at 27-28.

5

See Calderon-Cardona v. JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., 867 F. Supp. 2d
389, 405 (S.D.N.Y. 2011).
8
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not a claim to a specific identifiable thing,” but instead is “a package of rights and
interests,” and “the incidents of this property interest are established by the rules of
Article 8, not by common law property concepts.”

U.C.C. § 8-503 cmt. 2

(emphasis added).
Here, Bank Markazi’s rights under Article 8 existed exclusively against
Clearstream—not Citibank. As the Official Comment to U.C.C. § 8-503 again
makes clear: “[T]he entitlement holder can look only to [its] intermediary for
performance of the obligations.

The entitlement holder cannot assert rights

directly against other persons, such as other intermediaries through whom the
intermediary holds the positions[.]”). Id.
Plaintiffs’ argument for turnover under TRIA § 201 thus ignores the basic
principle that “a party seeking to enforce a judgment stand[s] in the shoes of the
judgment debtor in relation to any debt owed him or a property interest he may
own.” Karaha Bodas Co. v. Perusahaan Pertambangan Minyak Dan Gas Bumi
Negara (“Pertamina”), 313 F.3d 70, 83 (2d Cir. 2002) (internal quotation and
citation omitted, alteration in original). In its recent decision in Heiser, the D.C.
Circuit made clear that this “established principle that a judgment creditor cannot
acquire more property rights in a property than those already held by the judgment
debtor” applies with full force to the ownership analysis under TRIA § 201.
Heiser, 735 F.3d at 938 (internal quotation and citation omitted).
9
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Finally, Plaintiffs seek to avoid Bank Markazi’s showing that their restraints
on the Assets at Issue (which then consisted of Clearstream’s security entitlements
vis-à-vis Citibank) in June 2008 were improper to begin with under U.C.C. Article
8 by claiming that the subsequent blocking of those assets nearly four years later
should be deemed to have retroactively cured that defect.

Yet contrary to

Plaintiffs’ assertions, Ministry of Defense & Support for the Armed Forces of the
Islamic Republic of Iran v. Elahi, 556 U.S. 366 (2009) does not support that
proposition. See Pls.’ Br. at 54. The Court in Elahi never addressed the issue of
whether a plaintiff’s improper restraint of property could be cured by subsequent
blocking. Indeed, the Court found it unnecessary to decide whether the asset in
question there—a federal court judgment confirming a foreign arbitral award—was
even blocked at all. See Elahi, 556 U.S. at 379. Instead, the Court decided the
case on the ground that the plaintiff had waived his right to attach the judgment in
any event. See id.
C.

Bank Markazi Did Not Become the Owner of the Resulting
Cash That Would Have Been Credited to Clearstream’s
Omnibus Account Upon Redemption of the Underlying
Securities.

Plaintiffs have failed to rebut Bank Markazi’s showing that the Bank was
not the owner of any cash credited to Clearstream’s omnibus account with Citibank
upon maturity of the underlying bonds to which Clearstream’s security
entitlements vis-à-vis Citibank related. See Bank Markazi Br. at 31-34. Indeed,
10
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Plaintiffs do not contest that any cash credited to Clearstream’s omnibus account
with Citibank was Clearstream’s cash, which it was free to use for any transaction
on behalf of any of its customers. (A-Vol.V-1139-40,45,85).
Accordingly, any cash credited to Clearstream’s omnibus account was
fungible and in no sense belonged to any particular customer of Clearstream’s. See
generally In re Lehman Bros. Holdings Inc., 502 B.R. 376, 381 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y.
2013) (debtor could not “assert[] bankruptcy claims based on [defendant]’s
ongoing possession of debtor property” following defendant’s exercise of a
contractual right of setoff which “transformed [a] once-segregated cash collateral
account into fungible cash that is now indistinguishable from the other cash held
by [defendant] in its coffers”). The cases Plaintiffs rely on are inapposite because
they did not involve such omnibus accounts that financial institutions use to
execute transactions relating to an indefinite number of distinct customers. See EM
Ltd. v. Republic of Argentina, No. 03 Civ. 2507(TPG), 2009 WL 2568433, at *3
(S.D.N.Y. Aug. 18, 2009), aff’d, 389 F. App’x 38 (2d Cir. 2010) (permitting
judgment creditors of Argentina to attach Argentinian entities’ “rights to receive
distributions” directly from a trust account); Weininger v. Castro, 462 F. Supp. 2d
457, 494, 499 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) (allowing judgment creditors of Cuba to execute
against bank accounts specifically “opened for the benefit of, or to hold payments
to or for the account of, various Cuban agencies and instrumentalities”).
11
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D.

The Conflict Between FSIA § 1611(b)(1) and TRIA § 201 Must
Be Resolved in Favor of Protecting Assets Held in Connection
with Core Central Banking Functions.

Plaintiffs have not even attempted to rebut Bank Markazi’s showing that the
record evidence unambiguously supports the Bank’s consistent position throughout
this litigation that the Assets at Issue were held in Clearstream’s omnibus account
with Citibank in connection with an investment by Bank Markazi of its currency
reserves—a classic central banking function within the meaning of FSIA
§ 1611(b)(1) and NML Capital, Ltd. v. Banco Central de la República Argentina,
652 F.3d 172 (2d Cir. 2011). See Bank Markazi Br. at 35-36.
The two additional district court cases Plaintiffs cite in opposition that
addressed the conflict between FSIA § 1611(b)(1) and TRIA § 201 add nothing to
the arguments Bank Markazi previously rebutted in its opening brief. Both Levin
v. Bank of New York Mellon, No. 09 CV 5900(RPP), 2013 WL 5312502 (S.D.N.Y.
Sep. 23, 2013), and Gates v. Syrian Arab Republic, No. 11 C 8715, 2013 WL
1337223 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 29, 2013), relied principally on the “notwithstanding”
clause in TRIA § 201.6 Yet neither court appears to have considered the legislative
history of TRIA § 201 “suggest[ing] that Congress placed the ‘notwithstanding’
clause in § 201(a) . . . to eliminate the effect of any Presidential waiver issued
6

Bank Markazi previously addressed the third case Plaintiffs cite, Weininger,
462 F. Supp. at 499. See Bank Markazi Br. at 37 n.19.
12
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under 28 U.S.C. § 1610(f) prior to the date of the TRIA’s enactment.” Elahi, 556
U.S. at 386. Nor is Senator Harkin’s floor statement dispositive of the meaning of
that “notwithstanding” clause because “[t]he remarks of a single legislator, even
the sponsor, are not controlling in analyzing legislative history.” Chrysler Corp. v.
Brown, 441 U.S. 281, 311 (1979). See Pls.’ Br. at 41.
II.

Turnover of the Assets at Issue Pursuant to § 8772 Contravenes
the Treaty of Amity Between the United States and Iran.
A.

The “Notwithstanding” Clause in § 8772 Does Not Abrogate
the Treaty.

Plaintiffs fail to rebut Bank Markazi’s showing that Congress’s failure to
reference the Treaty of Amity in connection with the “notwithstanding any other
provision of law” clause in § 8772 is indicative of Congressional reluctance to
abrogate the Treaty. See Bank Markazi Br. at 43-44. In particular, Plaintiffs avoid
Bank Markazi’s central argument that unlike the “notwithstanding” clause in TRIA
§ 201, the “notwithstanding” clause in § 8772 includes particularized language
providing that it applies “notwithstanding any other provision of law, including
any provision of law relating to sovereign immunity, and preempting any
inconsistent provision of State law[.]” 22 U.S.C. § 8772(a)(1) (emphasis added).
The conspicuous absence in § 8772 of any reference to the Treaty despite the
statute’s explicit abrogation of these other “provision[s] of law” distinguishes this
case from Weinstein. See generally Green v. City of New York, 465 F.3d 65, 79

13
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(2d Cir. 2006) (“[I]n searching for the meaning Congress intended, we consider the
context in which a particular word occurs because a statutory term ‘gathers
meaning from the words around it.’”) (quoting Jarecki v. G.D. Searle & Co., 367
U.S. 303, 307 (1961)).
Nor have Plaintiffs rebutted Bank Markazi’s showing that the language in
Weinstein the district court relied on—commencing with “even assuming,
arguendo”— is dicta. See Weinstein v. Islamic Republic of Iran, 609 F.3d 43, 53
(2d Cir. 2010); Calderon-Cardona, 867 F. Supp. 2d at 405 (characterizing the
relevant passage in Weinstein as dicta); Blakney v. Winters, No. 04–CV–07912,
2008 WL 4874852, at *8 (N.D. Ill. Aug. 15, 2008) (where “court stated that is [sic]
was ‘assuming arguendo,’ it clearly signaled that portion of its opinion was obiter
dicta and the court was not addressing the merits of Petitioner’s claim”).
B.

Turnover of the Assets at Issue to Plaintiffs Pursuant to § 8772
Is Not “Necessary to Protect [the] Essential Security Interests”
of the United States Within the Meaning of Art. XX.1(d) of the
Treaty.

Plaintiffs contend that § 8772 does not contravene the Treaty of Amity
because the Treaty permits the United States to take measures “necessary to
protect its essential security interests.” Treaty Art. XX.1(d) (emphasis added).
Yet the sole authority Plaintiffs cite for the proposition that turnover to them of the
Assets at Issue is “necessary to protect [the] essential security interests” of the

14
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United States, Paradissiotis v. United States, 304 F.3d 1271, 1274 (Fed. Cir.
2002), does not support Plaintiffs’ argument.
The court in Paradissiotis stated that “actions taken for national security
reasons to freeze the assets of, or prohibit transactions by, foreign entities” are
generally deemed permissible. Paradissiotis, 304 F.3d at 1274 (emphasis added).
Yet the blocking or freezing of the Assets at Issue under the Executive Order is not
at issue in this appeal. Instead, the issue here is whether a statute exclusively
targeting assets in which Bank Markazi had an interest for turnover to Plaintiffs is
“necessary to protect [the] essential security interests” of the United States within
the meaning of Article XX.1(d) of the Treaty. Plaintiffs cite no authority for that
proposition.
On the contrary, the traditional purpose of blocking regimes was to “permit
the President to maintain [the blocked] assets at his disposal” for use “as a
‘bargaining chip’” when “negotiating the resolution of a declared national
emergency.” Dames & Moore v. Regan, 453 U.S. 654, 656 (1981). Yet § 8772
prohibits the President from using the Assets at Issue for any such purpose by
providing that those assets are subject to turnover “whether or not [they are]
subsequently unblocked.” § 8772(a)(1)(B) (emphasis added). As former President
Clinton stated in connection with his waiver of FSIA § 1610(f)(1), an earlier
provision providing for the distribution of blocked assets to judgment creditors,
15
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such provisions affirmatively “impede the ability of the President to conduct
foreign policy in the interest of national security.” Presidential Determination No.
2001-03, 65 Fed. Reg. 66483 (Oct. 28, 2000) (emphasis added).
III.

§ 8772 Constitutes an Invalid Legislative Act of Adjudication
under Article III of the Constitution.

Plaintiffs have failed to rebut Bank Markazi’s showing that § 8772 “usurp[s]
the adjudicative function assigned to the federal courts under Article III.” Axel
Johnson Inc. v. Arthur Andersen & Co., 6 F.3d 78, 81 (2d Cir. 1993). The statute’s
overtly stated and plainly intended purpose is to determine all of the issues in this
litigation in Plaintiffs’ favor. See Bank Markazi Br. at 50-52. That the statute
nominally required the district court to make two formal “determinations” prior to
awarding turnover of the Assets at Issue to Plaintiffs is of no practical (or legal)
significance because Congress carefully crafted the required “determinations” to
guarantee its desired result. See Bank Markazi Br. at 53-54.
Indeed, Plaintiffs tacitly admit that that they can conceive of no plausible
scenario in which they would not have prevailed in the court below given the plain
wording of § 8772 (assuming the statute were deemed to be Constitutional and to
override the Treaty of Amity, as the district court erroneously found). Instead,
their principal argument derives from the unremarkable proposition that “if
Congress changes the law while a case is pending, the courts are obligated to apply
the law as they find it at the time of judgment.” Pls.’ Br. at 11 (quoting Nat’l
16
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Juvenile Law Center, Inc. v. Regnery, 738 F.2d 455, 465 (D.C. Cir. 1984)).
Because Congress in § 8772 changed the law during the pendency of this case,
Plaintiffs contend, no further inquiry into the constitutionality of the statute is
required (or permitted).
Yet the truism that the legislative branch may change existing law as it
deems fit within Constitutional bounds, and that new legislation routinely impacts
pending cases, plainly is not dispositive of the issue presented here. Instead, the
controlling Constitutional principle is that Congress may not “prescribe rules of
decision to the Judicial Department of the government in cases pending before
it[.]” Klein, 80 U.S. at 146. Plaintiffs do not contest this rule, yet they claim that
“[u]nlike Klein, this case involves no Congressional dictate that the courts reach a
particular conclusion.” Pls.’ Br. at 15.
At least implicitly, Plaintiffs thus acknowledge that Congress could not have
Constitutionally required the district court in this case to find that “Iran” (defined
to include Bank Markazi) “holds equitable title to, or a beneficial interest in” the
Assets at Issue.

Indeed, such a provision would be akin to the following,

hypothetical statute the Solicitor General used to illustrate the pertinent
Constitutional issue in Robertson: “If Congress . . . enacted legislation providing
that, ‘In the case of George Jones v. Secretary of Health & Human Services, the
court shall find that George Jones owns a yacht,’ a serious Article III problem
17
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would be presented because Congress, by specifying a factual finding from the
evidentiary record in a particular case, would be invading the court’s adjudicative
function.” Brief for Petitioners at 36 n.35, Robertson v. Seattle Audubon Soc’y,
No. 90-1596 (U.S. Aug. 27, 1991), 1991 WL 521288.
Yet in § 8772, Congress achieved precisely the same result—effectively
compelling the district court to make a factual finding that “Iran” (defined to
include Bank Markazi) holds “equitable title to, or the beneficial interest in” the
Assets at Issue—by commanding it to exclude from consideration any interest of
Clearstream, the only other party that vigorously (and for years) had asserted an
interest in those assets.7

See 22 U.S.C. § 8772(a)(2) (requiring the court to

determine whether “a person other than Iran holds . . . equitable title to, or a
beneficial interest in, the [Assets at Issue] (excluding a custodial interest of a
foreign securities intermediary . . . that holds the assets abroad for the benefit of
Iran)”) (emphasis added).
Under Klein, the fact that Congress in § 8772 opted to “prescribe rules of
decision” indirectly—through careful wording of the required “determinations”
such that there could be only one possible outcome—rather than directly
prescribing such rules of decision is a distinction without a difference. What
7

See Clearstream’s Consol. Mem. (A-Vol.VI-1568,78); Clearstream’s Supp.
Mem. (A-XXI-6011).
18
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matters, instead, is that Congress in § 8772 compelled the district court’s ultimate
determination of the factual and legal issues in this case in Plaintiffs’ favor. That
the district court may have had to go through the motions of “judicial fact-finding
and legal interpretation” (Pls.’ Br. at 16) cannot cure the statute’s Constitutional
infirmity because Congress preordained the result. Cf. United States v. Sioux
Nation of Indians, 448 U.S. 371, 389, 405 (1980) (statute providing for de novo
review by the Court of Claims of an existing judgment was constitutional under
Klein where “Congress made no effort . . . to control the Court of Claims’ ultimate
decision of [the underlying] claim”); accord. Robertson v. Seattle Audubon Soc’y,
503 U.S. 429, 438 (1992) (statute deeming compliance with two new provisions
equivalent to compliance with five provisions under prior law was constitutional
where it contained “nothing . . . that purported to direct any particular findings of
fact or applications of law, old or new, to fact”) (emphasis added);8 Axel Johnson,
6 F.3d at 82 (statute that merely “changed [a] rule of law by establishing a different

8

The Robertson Court expressly declined on procedural grounds to address
whether “a change in law, prospectively applied, would be unconstitutional
if the change swept no more broadly, or little more broadly, than the range
of applications at issue” in a particular case. Id. at 441. In Robertson, this
issue was raised only in an amicus brief but “was neither raised below nor
squarely addressed by the Court of Appeals, nor was it advanced . . . in this
Court.” Id.
19
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limitations period for certain [securities fraud] cases” did not violate separation of
powers).
Finally, Plaintiffs contend that the title of § 8772(a)(2), “Court determination
required,” somehow “underscores the important fact-finding role that Congress
reserved for the courts.” Pls.’ Br. at 12. Yet “the title of a statute and the heading
of a section” are merely “‘tools available for the resolution of a doubt’ about the
meaning of a statute.” Almendarez-Torres v. United States, 523 U.S. 224, 234
(1998) (quoting Bhd. of R.R. Trainmen v. Baltimore & Ohio R. Co., 331 U.S. 519,
528-29 (1947)). Here, no “doubt” or ambiguity exists concerning the meaning of §
8772. Instead, the statutory text makes clear that any token “fact-finding role”
Congress “reserved for the courts” in § 8772 is confined to a just a few carefullycircumscribed questions in order “to ensure that” the courts would arrive at
Congress’s desired result—the turnover of the Assets at Issue to Plaintiffs.
IV.

The Retroactive Application of § 8772 to Award Turnover of the
Assets at Issue Violates the Fifth Amendment’s Takings Clause.

Plaintiffs’ argument that Weinstein “defeats” Bank Markazi’s showing that
the application of § 8772 to award turnover of the Assets at Issue to Plaintiffs
effects a taking ignores the significant retroactivity concerns present in this case
that did not exist in Weinstein. See Pls.’ Br. at 24-25. The Supreme Court has
emphasized that “retroactive statutes raise particular concerns,” including with
respect to the Takings Clause. Landgraf v. USI Film Prods., 511 U.S. 244, 266
20
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(1994). Indeed, the legislature’s “responsivity to political pressures poses a risk
that it may be tempted to use retroactive legislation as a means of retribution
against unpopular groups or individuals.” Id. This concern is heightened in the
case of § 8772 and TRIA § 201, which—as Plaintiffs acknowledge—are designed
not only to facilitate attachment and execution by judgment creditors, but also to
punish the targeted entities.

See Pls.’ Br. at 26-27 (arguing that “punishing

terrorist entities” constitutes a valid public purpose under TRIA § 201) (emphasis
added) (citing Hausler v. JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., 845 F. Supp. 2d 553
(S.D.N.Y. 2012)).9
As demonstrated in Bank Markazi’s opening brief, Plaintiffs’ restraint of the
Assets at Issue here was improper to begin with. See Bank Markazi Br. at 25-26,
56-57. Yet despite Clearstream’s efforts to lift the restraints, litigation in the
district court dragged on for over three and a half years before the Assets at Issue
eventually were blocked in February 2012.10 Once blocked, Plaintiffs successfully

9

This element of punishment distinguishes turnover pursuant to § 8772 and
TRIA § 201 from an ordinary award of compensatory damages, which
typically would not be deemed punitive in nature. See State Farm Mut.
Auto. Ins. Co. v. Campbell, 538 U.S. 408, 416 (2003).

10

Plaintiffs’ attempt to fault Bank Markazi for not independently moving to
vacate the restraints is meritless. See Pls.’ Br. at 31. Plaintiffs did not
commence their turnover action against Bank Markazi until June 2010. (AVol.V-1214-15). When it first appeared in the turnover action in the spring
of 2011, Bank Markazi indicated its understanding that Clearstream’s
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lobbied Congress to enact new legislation retroactively legalizing their restraints
and compelling distribution of the Assets at Issue to them.
Unlike this case, the facts in Weinstein implicated no such retroactivity
concerns. In Weinstein, judgment creditors of Iran sought to attach certain real
property of Bank Melli (a state-owned Iranian bank) in 2007, after Bank Melli’s
assets were blocked in 2005. See Weinstein, 609 F.3d at 46-47.11 The Weinstein
Court specifically relied on the fact that Bank Melli “had clear notice from the
TRIA, enacted five years earlier, that such actions could result in the designation
and blocking of its assets under the TRIA, which could in turn subject them to
attachment.” Id. at 54 (emphasis added). Yet here, Bank Markazi plainly lacked
any comparable notice in 2008 that § 8772—a statute enacted more than four years
later in August 2012—would provide a basis for turnover of the Assets at Issue to
Plaintiffs after those assets were blocked in February 2012.
Plaintiffs gloss over this critical distinction between this case and Weinstein
and ignore the absence of any “set formula” for determining when a particular
motion to vacate the restraints “[wa]s now fully briefed and await[ed] a
decision” by the court below. (A-Vol.V-1229). Under those circumstances,
a further motion by Bank Markazi would have been wholly duplicative of
Clearstream’s existing motion.
11

The district court in Weinstein previously had rejected the judgment
creditors’ attempt to attach other assets of Bank Melli before they were
blocked. See Weinstein v. Islamic Republic of Iran, 299 F. Supp. 2d 63, 76
(E.D.N.Y. 2004).
22
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statute effects a taking in violation of the Takings Clause. Penn Cent. Transp. Co.
v. City of New York, 438 U.S. 104, 124 (1978) (citation omitted). On the contrary,
a Takings Clause analysis requires “ad hoc, factual inquiries into the circumstances
of each particular case.” Connolly v. Pension Benefit Guar. Corp., 475 U.S. 211,
224 (1986).
For at least two reasons, the Penn Central factors12 militate against the
retroactive legalization of Plaintiffs’ restraints here. First, the two Federal Circuit
cases Plaintiffs cite in opposition do not support their argument that “the character
of the government action” at issue here is “unassailable.” Pls.’ Br. at 26 (citation
omitted). Paradissiotis, 304 F.3d at 1272, and Chang v. United States, 859 F.2d
893, 896 (Fed. Cir. 1988), both addressed the freezing or blocking of assets under
applicable U.S. sanctions—not the turnover of assets to judgment creditors.
Hence, those cases provide no support for the application of § 8772 to award the
Assets at Issue to Plaintiffs here.

See discussion in Section II.B, supra, in

connection with the Treaty of Amity.

12

The Penn Central factors are: “(1) the economic impact of the regulation on
the claimant; (2) the extent to which the regulation has interfered with
distinct investment-backed expectations; and (3) the character of the
governmental action.” Connolly, 475 U.S. at 225 (quotations omitted) (citing
Penn Central Transportation Co., 438 U.S. at 124).
23
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Second, Plaintiffs do not (and cannot) contest Bank Markazi’s showing that
the relevant point in time to determine the Bank’s “investment-backed
expectations” was when the Assets at Issue were first restrained in 2008—not after
they were blocked in 2012.13 See Bank Markazi Br. at 56-57. Yet Plaintiffs argue
that Bank Markazi “could not reasonably expect in 2008 that Congress would
permit Iran’s central bank to benefit from American investments indefinitely”
given the existing U.S. restrictions on the processing of payments at that time.
Pls.’ Br. at 28. Yet those existing restrictions were not remotely comparable to
Plaintiffs’ execution against the Assets at Issue that § 8772 authorized years later.
Indeed, the turnover of assets in which a foreign central bank has an interest
relating to an investment of its foreign currency reserves to judgment creditors of
its parent state was (and is) without precedent, and Bank Markazi as of 2008 had
no reason to expect or anticipate the enactment of such legislation. See, e.g.,
Olympic Chartering, S.A. v. Ministry of Indus. & Trade of Jordan, 134 F. Supp. 2d
528, 534 (S.D.N.Y. 2001) (“If the funds at issue are used for central bank functions

13

Instead, Plaintiffs’ position is that Bank Markazi’s expectations as of 2008
became irrelevant once the Assets at Issue were blocked years later in 2012.
See Pls.’ Br. at 31. That argument fails because it is premised on the same
erroneous reading of Elahi previously rebutted above in connection with the
requirement of ownership under TRIA § 201. See discussion supra at p. 10.
24
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as these are normally understood, then they are immune from attachment, even if
used for commercial purposes.”).
V.

Bank Markazi’s Objection That the District Court Lacked
Subject Matter Jurisdiction to Issue its Extraterritorial
Injunction Could Never Be Waived, and Plaintiffs Lack Standing
to Defend That Injunction Before This Court.

Plaintiffs’ assertion that Bank Markazi should be deemed to have waived its
objection to the district court’s sweeping extraterritorial Injunction is quickly
dispensed with because “[s]ubject-matter jurisdiction can never be waived or
forfeited.” Gonzalez v. Thaler, 132 S.Ct. 641, 648 (2012) (an objection based on
lack of subject matter jurisdiction “may be resurrected at any point in the
litigation”). Indeed, Bank Markazi could raise this objection for the first time in
this appeal even if it had never raised it at all in the court below. United States v.
Cotton, 535 U.S. 625, 630 (2002) (“[D]efects in subject-matter jurisdiction require
correction regardless of whether the error was raised in district court.”). This
Court’s review of whether the district court had subject matter jurisdiction to issue
the Injunction is de novo (and not for “abuse of discretion” as Plaintiffs
erroneously contend; see Pls.’ Br. at 11). E.g., Velez v. Sanchez, 693 F.3d 308, 314
(2d Cir. 2012) (“[W]e review questions of subject matter jurisdiction de novo.”)
(internal quotation and citation omitted).
Moreover, Plaintiffs lack Article III standing to contest Bank Markazi’s
showing that the district court had no authority to issue the Injunction purporting to
25
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enjoin Bank Markazi from asserting its property rights against Clearstream in
Luxembourg.

The only party that might have had standing to do so—

Clearstream—has chosen not to pursue an appeal. “To have standing, a litigant
must seek relief for an injury that affects him in a ‘personal and individual way.’”
Hollingsworth v. Perry, 133 S. Ct. 2652, 2662 (2013) (quoting Lujan v. Defenders
of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560 n.1 (1992)).14 Plaintiffs cannot meet this most
elemental requirement of standing here.
Assuming arguendo that this Court were to affirm the district court’s Partial
Final Judgment in every respect other than the Injunction, Plaintiffs would suffer
no injury whatsoever. Their only interest in this appeal concerns their ability to
execute upon the Assets at Issue in New York. Bank Markazi’s ability to assert its
rights against Clearstream in Luxembourg, by contrast, is of no genuine concern to
them. Indeed, the Injunction was included in paragraph 13 of the Partial Final
Judgment solely at Clearstream’s request (A-Vol.IV-1036,38,50) and was not even
part of Plaintiffs’ original proposed judgment (A-Vol.IV-975-76).

As

Clearstream’s counsel indicated at the same hearing Plaintiffs cite in opposition,

14

In Lujan, 504 U.S. 555, the Supreme Court laid out the “irreducible
constitutional minimum of standing” as follows: (1) he or she suffered an
injury in fact that is concrete, particularized, and actual or imminent; (2) the
injury is fairly traceable to the challenged conduct; and (3) the injury is
likely to be redressed by a favorable court decision. Id. at 560-61.
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“what this whole order [i.e., the Partial Final Judgment] relates to” are “the assets
that have been deposited by Citibank into the QSF [i.e., the Qualified Settlement
Fund].” S.D.N.Y. Dkt. # 466 at 21; see also id. at 23 (Clearstream’s counsel
stating that the “funds being deposited by Citibank [are] the funds that are at issue
in this order”). Yet the Injunction does not pertain to those assets, but instead is
directed at Bank Markazi’s property rights vis-à-vis Clearstream in Luxembourg.
Even were the Court to consider them, Plaintiffs’ remaining arguments fail
for the following reasons. First, Plaintiffs do not contest (and thus concede) that
no provision of the FSIA conferred subject matter jurisdiction on the district court
to issue the Injunction purporting to enjoin Bank Markazi from asserting its
property rights against Clearstream outside the United States. See Bank Markazi
Br. at 58-59.
Second, Plaintiffs’ argument that the incorporation of the U.C.C.’s definition
of “financial asset” in § 8772(d)(2) somehow conferred subject matter jurisdiction
to issue the Injunction ignores the important statutory proviso “[a]s context
requires.” See U.C.C. § 8-102(a)(9)(ii) (“As context requires, the term [“financial
asset”] means either the interest itself or the means by which a person’s claim to it
is evidenced, including . . . a security entitlement.”) (emphasis added). Yet the
only “context” in which § 8772 refers to Bank Markazi’s security entitlements visà-vis Clearstream is to distinguish them from the Assets at Issue held in New York.
27
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See 22 U.S.C. § 8772(a)(1)(C) (recognizing that the Assets at Issue are “equal in
value to”—yet distinct from—the “financial asset[s] of Iran” (defined to include
Bank Markazi) that the relevant “foreign securities intermediary [i.e., Clearstream]
. . . holds abroad.”) (emphasis added). Plainly, therefore, the statute does not treat
the Assets at Issue and Bank Markazi’s security entitlements vis-à-vis Clearstream
as “one and the same” as Plaintiffs erroneously contend. See Pls.’ Br. at 63.
Third, § 8772’s purported “purpose of sanctioning Iran” (Pls.’ Br. at 62)
cannot create subject matter jurisdiction where none otherwise exists. “[C]ourts
are not to infer a grant of jurisdiction absent a clear legislative mandate.”
Pressroom Unions-Printers League Income Sec. Fund v. Cont’l Assurance Co.,
700 F.2d 889, 892 (2d Cir. 1983) (declining to construe a statute “as sub silentio
conferring jurisdiction”). § 8772 contains no such “clear legislative mandate.”
Fourth, it is a “longstanding principle of American law that legislation of
Congress, unless a contrary intent appears, is meant to apply only within the
territorial jurisdiction of the United States.” Morrison v. Nat’l Australia Bank Ltd.,
561 U.S. 247, 130 S.Ct. 2869, 2873 (2010) (quoting EEOC v. Arabian Am. Oil
Co., 499 U.S. 244, 248 (1991)). No such intent appears in the text of § 8772.
Consequently, where, as here, “a statute gives no clear indication of an
extraterritorial application, it has none.” Id.
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Fifth—and finally, Plaintiffs’ argument that the district court had inherent
authority to issue the Injunction as a means of protecting its discharge of
Clearstream fails because the Injunction does not meet the requirement that
“resolution of the case before the enjoining court [must be] dispositive of the action
to be enjoined.” China Trade & Dev. Corp. v. M.V. Choong Yong, 837 F.2d 33, 35
(2d Cir. 1987) (emphasis added). Plainly, the district court’s award of the Assets at
Issue to the Qualified Settlement Fund established for Plaintiffs’ benefit is not
“dispositive of” Bank Markazi’s rights against Clearstream in Luxembourg.
Moreover, this Court in China Trade cautioned that “an anti-foreign-suit injunction
should be used sparingly and should be granted only with care and great restraint.”
Id. at 36 (internal citation and quotations omitted).
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CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth herein, the District Court’s Partial Final Judgment
should be reversed.
Dated:

New York, New York
February 18, 2014
Respectfully Submitted,
/s/ David M. Lindsey
David M. Lindsey
Andreas A. Frischknecht
CHAFFETZ LINDSEY LLP
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New York, NY 10017
Tel. (212) 257-6960
Fax (212) 257-6950
d.lindsey@chaffetzlindsey.com
www.chaffetzlindsey.com
Attorneys for Appellant Bank Markazi
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
The decision appealed from should be affirmed because the assets sought by
the plaintiffs-appellants are in Luxembourg, not New York. As a result, turnover
is not an available remedy in the case, and the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act
does not allow for attachment of property of a sovereign, or an agency or
instrumentality of a sovereign, located outside the United States.
This brief is submitted on behalf of defendant-appellee Bank Markazi
(“Bank Markazi”), the Central Bank of Iran, in opposition to the appeal of
plaintiffs-appellants (collectively, the “Petersons”)1 from the final judgment of the
United States District Court for the Southern District of New York (Hon. Katherine
B. Forrest) (the “District Court”) entered on February 27, 2015 (the “Judgment”).
(SPA 24.) As more fully set forth in the Opinion and Order of the District Court
dated February 19, 2015 (the “Decision”), the Judgment, among other things,
granted Bank Markazi’s motion, pursuant to Rule 12(b)(1) of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure, to dismiss the Petersons’ Amended Complaint dated April 25,
2014 (the “Amended Complaint”) due to a lack of subject matter jurisdiction over
Bank Markazi because the assets the Petersons seek to obtain are not located in the
1

A complete list of the parties who comprise the Petersons is at CA 679-681
and CA 734-748. Citations to the Confidential Joint Appendix are to “(CA __.);”
citations to the Joint Appendix are to “(JA __.);” citations to the Special Appendix
are to “(SPA __.);” and citations to the Main Brief for Plaintiffs-Appellants dated
June 1, 2015 are to “(Petersons’ Br. __.).”
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United States. Peterson v. Islamic Republic of Iran, No. 13 Civ. 9195, 2015 WL
731221, at *10 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 20, 2015). (SPA 21-22.)
The Petersons hold unsatisfied default judgments against the Islamic
Republic of Iran and the Iranian Ministry of Information and Security. (CA 67071). Bank Markazi is not alleged to have been involved in any manner whatsoever
in the alleged acts giving rise to the default judgments. The Petersons initiated the
instant action in the District Court to try to obtain the turnover of certain assets (the
“Luxembourg Assets”), claimed by the Petersons to be beneficially owned by
Bank Markazi, to satisfy part of the default judgments.

(CA 670-71.)

The

Petersons alleged that the Luxembourg Assets are held in Luxembourg by
defendant-appellee Banca UBAE S.p.A. (“UBAE”), an Italian bank, for the benefit
of

Bank

Markazi,

at

defendant-appellee

Clearstream

Banking

S.A.

(“Clearstream”), a Luxembourg bank. (CA 687, 711.)
Because the Luxembourg Assets are located in Luxembourg, any interest
that Bank Markazi has in them is categorically immune from execution under U.S.
law, and the Judgment dismissing the case below for lack of subject-matter
jurisdiction over Bank Markazi should be affirmed in all respects.

2
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COUNTER-STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED
1.

Whether the District Court correctly ruled that it lacked subject matter

jurisdiction over Bank Markazi, the Central Bank of Iran and an instrumentality of
a sovereign state, where the assets the Petersons sought to obtain are located
outside of the United States.
2.

Whether the District Court correctly ruled that a settlement agreement

between the Petersons and UBAE, which also included the “beneficiaries” of
UBAE, released the claims asserted in the Amended Complaint against Bank
Markazi, a beneficiary of UBAE.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
This appeal marks the second time this Court has been called upon to review
a decision by the District Court involving assets allegedly owned by Bank Markazi
that the Petersons have sought in order to satisfy their default judgments. The two
cases are, however, completely different.
A.

Peterson I

The Petersons’ first action was Peterson v. Islamic Republic of Iran, No. 10
Civ. 4518 (KBF) (S.D.N.Y.) (“Peterson I”). There, the Petersons targeted assets
allegedly held in an account at Citibank, N.A. in New York City that, under
ordinary legal principles, would not have been attachable. However, the Petersons
persuaded Congress to enact a statute to dictate a contrary result in that one case:
3
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the Iran Threat Reduction and Syria Human Rights Act of 2012, Pub. L. No. 112158, 126 Stat. 1214, 1258 (codified at 22 U.S.C. § 8772).2 Relying on that statute,
the District Court granted the Petersons’ turnover petition with respect to those
assets. Peterson v. Islamic Republic of Iran, No. 10 Civ. 4518, 2013 WL 1155576,
at *2, 23 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 13, 2013), aff’d, 758 F.3d 185 (2d Cir. 2014).
After the Petersons reached settlements of Peterson I with Clearstream and
UBAE, Bank Markazi appealed the District Court’s decision to this Court, and this
Court affirmed. Peterson v. Islamic Republic of Iran, 758 F. 3d 185 (2d Cir.
2014). The Court acknowledged Bank Markazi’s arguments that the assets at issue
were not “assets of” Bank Markazi, and that, even if they were, they were
protected by central bank immunity. Id. at 189. The Court declined to reach those
issues, however, explaining that “Congress has changed the law governing this
case by enacting 22 U.S.C. § 8772” (id.), and it affirmed the District Court based
solely on the application of that statute to the case. Id.
Bank Markazi then filed a petition for certiorari with the Supreme Court,
Peterson, 758 F.3d 185 (2d Cir. 2014), petition for cert. filed, 83 U.S.L.W 3587
(U.S. Dec. 29, 2014) (No. 14-770), and the Supreme Court requested the Solicitor
General to “file a brief in this case expressing the views of the United States.”
2

The statute applies only to “the financial assets that are identified in and the
subject of proceedings in the United States District Court for the Southern District
of New York in Peterson et al. v. Islamic Republic of Iran et al., Case No. 10 Civ.
4518 (BSG) (GWG) . . . .” 22 U.S.C. § 8772(b).
4
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Bank Markazi v. Peterson, 135 S. Ct. 1753 (2015). The Justice Department filed
its invitation brief on August 19, 2015, and Bank Markazi’s response is due by
September 1, 2015.
Unlike Peterson I, however, the instant case involves no assets in New York,
thus depriving the District Court of subject matter jurisdiction over this case, and
22 U.S.C. § 8772 has no application to this case.
B.

Peterson II

The Petersons commenced this case, Peterson II, in December 2013, seeking
to obtain the turnover of assets different from those involved in Peterson I. (CA
3.) The Petersons allege that the assets involved in this case, i.e., the Luxembourg
Assets, are some $1.6 billion of “proceeds” of security entitlements owned by
Bank Markazi. (CA 671.) These security entitlements arise out of the purchase by
Clearstream – in Clearstream’s own name – of certain bonds in Europe, using
funds supplied by Bank Markazi and many others. (CA 1973, 1975; JA 129.)
The bonds were issued by foreign issuers such as the Kingdom of Sweden
and the European Investment Bank. (CA 701, 752.) Each bond is represented by
a single global note, and Clearstream’s security entitlements in the bonds are held
by Clearstream outside the United States (“Clearstream’s Offshore Security
Entitlements”). (CA 123, 818, 1973.) The investors in the bonds hold their
interests in the bonds through a securities intermediary, i.e., Clearstream in
5
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Luxembourg. (CA 123, 818.) Bank Markazi held its own security entitlements to
those bonds in a Clearstream securities account in the name of Bank Markazi (and
beginning in January, 2008 in the name of UBAE) in Luxembourg. (CA 118,
1975.)
The bonds involved in this case were issued in U.S. dollar denominations
and therefore required the payment of interest and principal to be processed
through a bank in the United States. (CA 805, 818; JA 129) For example, the
prospectus for one of the bonds states:
Beneficial interests in the Global Notes will be shown on, and
transfers thereof will be effected only through, records maintained in
book-entry form by . . . Clearstream, Luxembourg. . . . Payments shall
be made in U.S. dollars by cheque drawn on a bank in New York City
and mailed to the holder. . . . Each of the persons in the records of . . .
Clearstream, Luxembourg . . . as the holder of a Note represented by a
Global Note must look solely to . . . Clearstream, Luxembourg . . . for
his share of each payment made by H.M. Treasury to the holder of
such Global Note and in relation to all other rights arising under the
Global Note . . . .
(CA 819.)
C.

The JPMorgan Account

Clearstream acts as a securities intermediary in Luxembourg for its
customers, but it does not act as a securities intermediary in the United States, nor
does it have a bank branch in the United States.

(CA 1973.)

Clearstream

therefore uses (and has for more than 25 years) a cash operating account (the

6
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“JPMorgan Account”) at defendant-appellee JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A.
(“JPMorgan”) in New York for the various types of U.S. dollar payments that are
made to Clearstream. (CA 1863, 1973.) Included among such payments to
Clearstream were the payments of principal and interest on Clearstream’s
Offshore Security Entitlements. (CA 1863, 1973.)
The JPMorgan Account is in the name of Clearstream. (CA 1973, 2537.)
No security entitlements are held in that account, and no assets of any customer of
Clearstream’s are held, or have ever been held, in that account. (CA 1973, 253739.) Deposits made to the account are credited by JPMorgan to the account, and
the obligations created by such credits to the account are booked as assets of
Clearstream on Clearstream’s balance sheet. (CA 1973). The account is used by
Clearstream to pay Clearstream’s then-current U.S. dollar obligations of whatever
nature, and each business day some $7-9 billion dollars flows into and out of the
JPMorgan Account, without any necessary relationship between the source of the
deposits made to the account and the uses to which the deposits are put. (CA
1973).
When Clearstream receives a payment in the JPMorgan Account that relates
to Clearstream’s own security entitlements in Luxembourg, such as Clearstream’s
Offshore Security Entitlements, Clearstream credits the account(s) of any
Clearstream customer(s) in Luxembourg holding a security entitlement(s) against
7
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Clearstream relating to the corresponding security. (CA 1974, 1864.) No transfer
of cash is made from the JPMorgan Account to any customer account at
Clearstream in Luxembourg. (CA 1974, 1864.) Clearstream simply makes a
simultaneous book entry on its records in Luxembourg. (CA 1974, 2375; JA 93.)
D.

The Payments Made by the Issuers
of the Bonds Are Not in the United States

Between March 2008 and October 2012, the issuers of the bonds here at
issue made principal and interest payments on the bonds owned by Clearstream to
Clearstream’s JPMorgan Account. (CA 1864, 2540; JA 129.) Upon Clearstream’s
receipt in the JPMorgan Account of the various credits for those bond payments,
Clearstream was obligated to, and did, credit the customer accounts in
Luxembourg for the appropriate corresponding security entitlements held by
Clearstream’s customer(s) in Luxembourg. (CA 806, 820, 1974, 2375; JA 129.)
The Petersons allege that Bank Markazi held, in its security account at
Clearstream in Luxembourg, security entitlements corresponding to some of
Clearstream’s Offshore Security Entitlements, and that Bank Markazi transferred
such securities, or their proceeds, to a UBAE account at Clearstream in
Luxembourg. (CA 679, 683-84, 812). The Petersons further allege that when
payments were received in the JPMorgan Account in connection with
Clearstream’s Offshore Security Entitlements, JPMorgan was obligated to

8
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Clearstream, Clearstream was obligated to UBAE, and UBAE was obligated to
Bank Markazi.

(CA 726).

And the Petersons repeatedly acknowledge that

Clearstream credited all such obligations to a blocked account in Luxembourg, in
the name of UBAE, from which UBAE may not make any withdrawals:
Beginning in June, 2008, Clearstream opened a sundry blocked
account number 13675 [in Luxembourg; the “Sundry Account”] to
which Clearstream diverted and credited payments of interest and
redemptions on the bonds in the amounts and on the dates set forth in
the schedule annexed hereto as Exhibit D. Since June, 2008,
Clearstream has not credited any of these amounts to the
UBAE/Markazi Account [in Luxembourg], and UBAE and Markazi
have no access to the funds held in [the blocked, Sundry A]ccount
number 13675.
(CA 686.)
As a result, and as shown below, the Petersons have repeatedly asserted that
the assets at issue in this case are located in Luxembourg:
x
[T]he bonds constituting the [assets here at issue] have matured
and Clearstream continues to hold a credit representing their cash
proceeds frozen in [the Sundry Account in Luxembourg], having a
balance of $[1.6 billion] as of May 31, 2013.
(CA 687 (emphasis added).)
x
By the time that [the Petersons] served their restraining notices
and caused the First Execution to be served in June 2008, the
UBAE/Markazi Account that [Iran, Bank Markazi, and UBAE] agreed
to establish at Clearstream held . . . the Remaining Assets that [Iran,
Bank Markazi, and UBAE] transferred into that account from
Markazi’s own Clearstream account in February 2008.
(CA 711 (emphasis added).)
9
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x
We didn’t know at the time that they had . . . take[n] an asset
that was here in the U.S. and ship[ped] it abroad.”
(JA 103 (emphasis added).)
x
But the reality is . . . they took this money and received it into
this [JPMorgan A]ccount 60 times for $1.67 billion and they sent it
abroad.
(JA 104 (emphasis added).)
x
They took these 60 payments . . . and they let them leave the
jurisdiction.
(JA 104-5 (emphasis added).)
x
When the 60 payments for $1.68 billion came through the
largest bank in the country . . . [t]hey shipped it abroad. (JA 110.)
(Emphasis added.)
The District Court agreed that the Luxembourg Assets are in Luxembourg:
x
Thereafter, Clearstream credited the 13675 account [i.e., the
Sundry Account, which is in Luxembourg] with proceeds relating to
the Remaining Bonds—totaling $1,683,184,679.47 as of May 2013.
Peterson, 2015 WL 731221, at *3. (SPA 7.)
x
[JPMorgan, “JPM”] received proceeds relating to the
Remaining Bonds, which it credited to a Clearstream account at JPM.
Whether it should have or should not have, Clearstream in turn
credited amounts attributable to the Remaining Bonds to the
UBAE/Bank Markazi account in Luxembourg.
Id. at *6. (Emphasis added) (SPA 14.)
x
The facts in this regard are quite clear: whatever account UBAE
maintains for Bank Markazi is in Luxembourg. Thus, any Remaining

10
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Assets which it may possess or as to which it has rights or an interest,
are in Luxembourg.
Id. at *9. (Emphasis added) (SPA 21.)
x
Bank Markazi . . . does not maintain the assets that plaintiffs
seek in the United States. The evidence in the record is clear that any
assets in which Bank Markazi has an interest, and which are at issue
in this action, are in Luxembourg.
Id. (Emphasis added) (SPA 21.)
E.

The JPMorgan Account Holds No
Assets Belonging to Bank Markazi

Clearstream’s JPMorgan Account today holds no assets that are the property
of Bank Markazi, even if one assumes (wrongly) that the bond proceeds credited to
that account were owned by Bank Markazi. (CA 1975, 1865, 2540.) Those
proceeds have long since left the JPMorgan Account and are no longer maintained
at JPMorgan. (CA 1865, 2540.) Instead the credits for those proceeds reside in
Luxembourg, as admitted by the Petersons in their above assertions.
That the payments made to the JPMorgan Account by the issuers of the
bonds are no longer in that account is also demonstrated by the fact that the
balance in that account started and ended most business days at or near $0 during
the period in which the principal and interest payments comprising the bonds were
made, and the account even had negative balances on various days during and after
the end of that period. (CA 1973-74, 1865, 2540.) The proceeds of the bonds

11
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were thus transferred out of the account, usually on or immediately after the days
on which payments of the proceeds of the bonds were received. (CA 1865, 2540.)
Those bond proceeds are all currently maintained by Clearstream in the blocked
Sundry Account in Luxembourg. (CA 1976, 1865.)
In this regard, the District Court correctly found that:
x

[A]pproximately $1.4 billion in proceeds relating to the
Remaining Bonds was paid to JPM and JPM in turn credited that
amount to Clearstream. Approximately $104 million was later also
transferred in the same manner.

Peterson, 2015 WL 731221, at *2. (SPA 5.)
x
Since the Remaining Assets are no longer in this district,
turnover is not an available remedy.
Id. at *4. (Emphasis added) (SPA 9.)
x
The JPM records are clear that whatever happened to the
proceeds, they are gone.
Id. at *6. (Emphasis added) (SPA 14.)
x
JPM has proffered records which make it clear that it has no
assets in which Bank Markazi has an interest. . . . Indeed, in their
complaint, plaintiffs acknowledge this fact in all practical respects by
referring to the fact that Clearstream credited the 13675 account [in
Luxembourg] with the Remaining Assets.
Id. at 10. (SPA 22.)
x
As matters stand now, there is simply nothing for JPM to turn
over.
Id. (Emphasis added)
12
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F.

Bank Markazi Had No Property Interest
in Assets in the JPMorgan Account

Despite the Petersons’ various assertions to the contrary, Bank Markazi did
not contend in this action that it “owns the Bond Proceeds”3 (Petersons’ Br. at 16)
or “beneficially owned the Bond Proceeds” (Petersons’ Br. at 44). In fact, what
Bank Markazi asserted below was that “only Clearstream has or had a property
interest in the JPMorgan [A]ccount” (Mem. of Law in Supp. of Bank Markazi’s
Mot. to Dismiss the Am. Compl., dated August 29, 2014, at 4, Peterson v. Islamic
Republic of Iran, No. 13 Civ. 9195) and “Bank Markazi is not the owner of the
funds in Clearstream’s account at JPMorgan.” Id. at 12, n.9.
The Petersons’ above assertions about Bank Markazi refer to statements
made by and on behalf of the Bank in Peterson I, not this case, Peterson II. The
assets at issue in Peterson I were alleged to be credits in an account of
Clearstream’s at Citibank in New York City that had been restrained as a result of
a restraining notice served on Citibank. See Peterson v. Islamic Republic of Iran,
No. 10 Civ. 4518, 2013 WL 1155576, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 13, 2013), aff’d, 758
F.3d 185 (2d Cir. 2014). Bank Markazi, in an early motion to dismiss Peterson I –
based on the assets of an agency or instrumentality of a sovereign being immune

3

The “Bond Proceeds” are defined by the Petersons as the $1.68 billion of
interest and principal paid by the issuers of Clearstream’s bonds in Peterson II to
Clearstream’s JPMorgan Account. (Petersons’ Br. at 1, 10.)
13
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from attachment – contended that the restrained assets in Clearstream’s account at
Citibank belonged to Bank Markazi.4 This was an imprecise analysis of the legal
relationships among the parties in Peterson I which was clarified in a latter
memorandum Clearstream submitted in Peterson I. (Clearstream Banking, S.A.’s
Consolidated Mem. of Law in Supp. of its Renewed Mot. to Vacate Restraints,
Peterson v. Islamic Republic of Iran, No. 10 Civ. 4518 (BSJ) (S.D.N. Y. Dec. 22,
2011), filed under seal.)
Clearstream demonstrated in Peterson I that Bank Markazi’s rights in its
security entitlements in Luxembourg simply do not extend to Clearstream’s
account with Citibank, and that the rights in Clearstream’s account are
Clearstream’s, not Bank Markazi’s. Bank Markazi’s rights and entitlements are
instead located, not in New York, but in Luxembourg where Bank Markazi’s
securities account with Clearstream is located.

Id. at 6-7.

Bank Markazi

subsequently agreed with and adopted this more precise analysis in Peterson I,
noting:
Both under New York law (including Article 8 of the UCC) and
Luxembourg law, no property interest of Bank Markazi exists in the
United States. And Bank Markazi’s property interest in Luxembourg
is not attachable in any event under the FSIA, which contains no
4

See Def. Bank Markazi’s Mem. of Law in Supp. of its Mot. to Dismiss the
Am. Compl. for Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction, at, e.g., 1, Peterson v. Islamic
Republic of Iran, No. 10 Civ. 4518, (BSJ) (S.D.N.Y. May 11, 2011), filed under
seal; and an affidavit of Bank Markazi personnel submitted in Peterson I, included
in an appendix to this appeal at CA 422-32.
14
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exception to immunity for the property of a sovereign party located
outside the United States.
(Def. Bank Markazi’s Mem. of Law in Supp. of its Mot. to Dismiss the Second
Am. Compl., at 11-12, Peterson v. Islamic Republic of Iran, No. 10 Civ. 4518
(BSJ) (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 15, 2012), filed under seal (emphasis in original).)
Resolution of the issue, however, is unnecessary on the Appeal because, as
the Petersons acknowledge, and as the District Court found, the funds the
Petersons seek in this case are not in the United States:
The evidence in the record is clear that any assets in which Bank
Markazi has an interest, and which are at issue in this action, are in
Luxembourg.
Peterson, 2015 WL 731221, at *9. (SPA 21.). The District Court thus lacked
subject matter jurisdiction over Bank Markazi.
G.

The District Court’s Decision Below

By its Decision and Judgment, the District Court, among other things,
granted Bank Markazi’s motion to dismiss the Amended Complaint for two
distinct reasons: (i) the court lacked jurisdiction over a lawsuit involving assets
located abroad in which an agency or instrumentality of a sovereign is claimed to
have an interest, and (ii) the Petersons released Bank Markazi from the causes of
actions asserted by the Petersons pursuant to a settlement agreement (the “UBAE

15
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Settlement Agreement”) between UBAE and the Petersons. Peterson, 2015 WL
731221, at *10. (SPA 21.)
The District Court held, that because it was not disputed that Bank Markazi
is the Central Bank of Iran, the “Court’s subject-matter jurisdiction must be found
within the FSIA,” and “the FSIA does not allow for attachment of property outside
the United States.”

Id.

As noted, the District Court also made the factual

determination that the Luxembourg Assets were located in Luxembourg:
Bank Markazi . . . does not maintain the assets that plaintiffs seek in
the United States. The evidence in the record is clear that any assets
in which Bank Markazi has an interest, and which are at issue in this
action, are in Luxembourg.
Id. The District Court then correctly held that it lacked subject matter jurisdiction
over Bank Markazi and that it may “not entertain the instant claims against Bank
Markazi.” Id. at *10. (SPA 22.)
The District Court also held that the UBAE Settlement Agreement between
the Petersons and UBAE released Bank Markazi from the claims asserted against
Bank Markazi below. Id. at *10. (SPA 21.) Specifically, the District Court cited
the UBAE Settlement which provides that the Petersons release:
UBAE and all of its past, present, and future . . . beneficiaries . . .
from any and all liability, claims, causes of action, suits, judgments,
costs, expenses, attorneys’ fees, or other incidental or consequential
damages of any kind, whether known or unknown, arising out of or
related to the Plaintiffs’ Direct Claims against UBAE, except for the
obligations stated in this Settlement Agreement.
16
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Id. at *9. (SPA 19.) The District Court noted there “is no dispute” that Bank
Markazi is a “beneficiary” of UBAE:
Plaintiffs have made that assertion repeatedly. (See, e.g., Am. Compl.
¶ 12 (“UBAE’s sole value was its willingness to serve as a front for
Markazi.”); id. ¶ 33 (“UBAE opened [the UBAE/Markazi Account]
exclusively for Markazi’s benefit and at the direction of Markazi and
Iran.”).)
Id. Therefore, the court held, “the release encompasses Bank Markazi to the same
extent that it does UBAE.” Id.
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT
The Petersons seek to obtain the Luxembourg Assets in order to execute on
default judgments they obtained against the Islamic Republic of Iran and the
Iranian Ministry of Information and Security.

The Petersons allege that the

Luxembourg Assets are held by UBAE, an Italian bank, for the benefit of Bank
Markazi, at Clearstream in Luxembourg. The Luxembourg Assets are thus not in
New York – they are in Luxembourg – and they are therefore immune from
execution under U.S. law.
Even if the Luxembourg Assets were located in the United States, in
Clearstream’s cash account at JPMorgan, and not in Luxembourg, they would still
not be attachable. This is because the Luxembourg Assets would not be assets of
Bank Markazi, they instead would belong to Clearstream.

17
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In addition, Bank Markazi is the Central Bank of Iran and enjoys all of the
benefits that the Foreign Sovereign Immunity Act grants to foreign sovereigns, and
their agencies, instrumentalities, and central banks. As such, Bank Markazi is
immune from suit in this matter.5
STANDARD OF REVIEW ON APPEAL
This Court reviews the dismissal of a complaint for lack of subject matter
jurisdiction pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(1) de novo and any factual findings
for clear error. Scherman v. New York State Banking Dep’t, 443 F. App’x 600, 601
(2d Cir. 2011); Makarova v. United States, 201 F.3d 110, 113 (2d Cir. 2000).

5

As noted, supra at 16-17, the District Court also held that the UBAE
Settlement Agreement released Bank Markazi from the claims asserted against it.
Peterson, 2015 WL 731221, at *9. (SPA 19.) The Petersons dispute this
determination, citing specific language of the UBAE Settlement Agreement.
(Petersons’ Br. at 23-24.)
The UBAE Settlement Agreement, and all documents that reference that
agreement, were filed under seal in Peterson II and this Appeal, apparently
pursuant to the terms of a confidentiality agreement between UBAE and the
Petersons. As a result, all references to the UBAE Settlement Agreement and its
related documents were redacted in the documents served on Bank Markazi,
Clearstream and JPMorgan in Peterson II and this Appeal.
Despite good-faith efforts this summer, Bank Markazi has not been able to
reach an agreement that would allow it or its counsel to have access to the UBAE
Settlement Agreement and related documents. Accordingly, Bank Markazi is not
able to comment on the Petersons’ contention that the language of the UBAE
Settlement Agreement precludes a release of Bank Markazi as announced by Judge
Forrest below – other than to say that we strongly doubt Judge Forrest overlooked
the language of the UBAE Settlement Agreement relied on by the Petersons.
18
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A claim must be dismissed for lack of subject matter jurisdiction under Fed.
R. Civ. P. Rule 12(b)(1) “when the district court lacks the statutory or
constitutional power to adjudicate it.” E.g., Makarova v. United States, 201 F .3d
110, 113 (2d Cir. 2000). The Petersons bear the burden of establishing that subject
matter jurisdiction exists in this action by a preponderance of the evidence. Moser
v. Pollin, 294 F.3d 335, 339 (2d Cir. 2002). “When subject matter jurisdiction is
challenged, [courts] are free to consider materials extrinsic to the complaint.” Id.;
see also Mortimer Off Shore Servs., Ltd. v. Fed. Republic of Germany, 615 F.3d
97, 105 (2d Cir. 2010) (“Under the FSIA, in the context of a Rule 12(b)(1) motion
based on factual insufficiency, a court may look beyond the pleadings, to the
evidence properly before it, and assess the substance of the allegations to
determine whether one of the exceptions to the FSIA’s general exclusion of
jurisdiction over foreign sovereigns applies.” (internal quotation marks omitted)).
A factual finding constitutes clear error only “when although there is
evidence to support it, the reviewing court on the entire evidence is left with the
definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed.” Zervos v. Verizon
New York, Inc., 252 F.3d 163, 168 (2d Cir. 2001) (internal quotations omitted).
Under the “clear error standard” this Court “may not reverse a finding even though
convinced that had [it] been sitting as the trier of fact [it] would have weighed the
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evidence differently.” Oscar Gruss & Son, Inc. v. Hollander, 337 F.3d 186, 193
(2d Cir. 2003) (internal quotations omitted).

ARGUMENT
I.

THE DISTRICT COURT LACKED SUBJECT MATTER
JURISDICTION OVER THE ACTION INVOLVING BANK MARKAZI
A.

There is No FSIA Exception to Immunity
for Property Located Abroad

Prior to enactment of the FSIA in 1976, the traditional view of courts in the
United States was that the property of foreign states was absolutely immune from
execution. See, e.g., Stephens v. Nat’l Distillers and Chem. Corp., 69 F.3d 1226,
1233–34 (2d Cir. 1995). The FSIA preserves this immunity presumption, albeit
with certain specific statutory exceptions. For example, 28 U.S.C. § 1609 provides
that “the property in the United States of a foreign state shall be immune from
attachment arrest and execution except as provided in sections 1610 and 1611 of
this chapter.” As this Court recently noted: “Generally, property of a foreign
sovereign is immune from attachment [with certain exceptions].”

Calderon-

Cardona v. Bank of New York Mellon, 770 F.3d 993, 998 (2d Cir. 2014). In this
way, the “FSIA does not create immunities, but rather creates exceptions to preexisting immunities.” E.g., Fid. Partners, Inc. v. Phil. Exp. and Foreign Loan
Guar. Corp., 921 F. Supp. 1113, 1117 (S.D.N.Y. 1996).
20
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The FSIA, however, “creates no exception to immunity for property outside
the United States.” Fid. Partners, 921 F. Supp. at 1118 (internal quotation marks
and citation omitted). As a result, assets of foreign states located outside the
United States retain their traditional immunity from execution to satisfy judgments
entered in United States courts, and such property is “categorically immune from
execution under the FSIA.” Walters v. Indus. & Commercial Bank of China, Ltd.,
651 F.3d 280, 297 (2d Cir. 2011); EM Ltd. v. Republic of Argentina, 695 F.3d 201,
208 (2d Cir. 2012) (noting that “a district court sitting in Manhattan does not have
the power to attach Argentinian property in foreign countries”); Aurelius Capital
Partners, LP v. Republic of Argentina, 584 F.3d 120, 130 (2d Cir. 2009) (“[T]he
property that is subject to attachment and execution must be ‘property in the
United States of a foreign state’ and must have been ‘used for a commercial
activity’ at the time the writ of attachment or execution is issued.” (emphasis in
original)); Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi, UFJ, Ltd. v. Peterson, No. 12 Civ. 4038,
2012 WL 1963382, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. May 29, 2012) (“[A]ttachment and execution
of property that is appurtenant to a foreign state and that is located outside the
United States would violate the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act.”); Aurelius
Capital Partners, LP v. Republic of Argentina, No. 07 Civ. 2715, 2010 WL
768874, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 5, 2010) (finding foreign sovereign assets located
abroad immune from attachment under the FSIA).
21
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Here, the District Court correctly determined that, because Bank Markazi is
the Central Bank of Iran, “the Court’s subject matter jurisdiction must be found
within the FSIA.” Peterson, 2015 WL 731221, at *10. (SPA 21.) No such
jurisdiction can be found, however, because the Luxembourg Assets are located
outside the United States, in the blocked Sundry Account in Luxembourg, where
they are immune from attachment. (CA 1975-76, 2376-77.) Accordingly, the
District Court correctly held that it lacked subject matter jurisdiction over the
action involving Bank Markazi. Peterson, 2015 WL 731221, at *10. (SPA 21.)
B.

The Exception to Immunity in 28 U.S.C. § 1610 Applies
Only to Sovereign Property Located in the United States

The Petersons’ attempt (Petersons’ Br. at 61-66) to base subject matter
jurisdiction on 28 U.S.C. §§ 1610(a)(7) and 1610(g) is erroneous and must fail.
Section 1610 permits “attachment arrest and execution” of certain sovereign
property, but only certain sovereign property “in the United States.” 28 U.S.C. §
1609; 28 U.S.C. § 1610. Unlike the factual setting of Peterson I, this case does not
involve property “in the United States” nor does 22 U.S.C. § 8772 apply to the
Luxembourg Assets. (See, supra, at 3-6.) Rather, the District Court repeatedly
stated that the Luxembourg Assets are located outside the United States. For
example, the District Court found that:
Bank Markazi . . . does not maintain the assets that plaintiffs seek in
the United States. The evidence in the record is clear that any assets
22
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in which Bank Markazi has an interest, and which are at issue in this
action, are in Luxembourg.
Peterson, 2015 WL 731221, at *10. (SPA 21.) See also, supra at 10-12.
Section 1610(a) is specifically limited to sovereign property that is “in the
United States,” and it has been uniformly interpreted not to extend to any property
outside the United States. E.g., Aurelius Capital Partners, LP v. Republic of
Argentina, 584 F.3d 120, 130 (2d Cir. 2009) (“[S]ection 1610(a) . . . authorizes
execution against property of a foreign state located in the United States only if the
property is used for a commercial activity in the United States.” (internal
quotations omitted)); Aurelius Capital Partners, LP v. Republic of Argentina, No.
07 Civ. 2715, 2010 WL 2925072, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. July 23, 2010) (holding that “the
resolution of the basic issue of situs disposes of the matter” and thus because the
assets were located abroad “they are immune from attachment and execution under
the terms of the FSIA”); Walters v. People’s Republic of China, 672 F. Supp. 2d
573, 574 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) (“[U]nder the FSIA, assets of foreign states located
outside the United States retain their traditional immunity from execution to satisfy
judgments entered in United States courts.” (internal quotation marks and
alterations omitted)).6

6

Similarly, Section 1610(b) – on which the Petersons’ relied in their
Amended Complaint (CA 674-75), although apparently not on this Appeal – is also
expressly limited to property in the United States, and it creates no exception to
immunity for property located elsewhere. See Fid. Partners, 921 F. Supp. at 1119
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Nor does 28 U.S.C. 1610(g) provide the Petersons with any valid basis for
subject matter jurisdiction in this case. Although that subsection is not explicitly
limited to property located “in the United States,” the subsection states that the
sovereign property there involved is “subject to attachment . . . as provided in this
section.” 28 U.S.C. § 1610(g)(1) (emphasis added). The “section” referred to is
Section 1610, which elsewhere requires that attachable sovereign property be “in
the United States.” Section 1610(g) thus incorporates that requirement.
There is no reasonable basis to conclude that Congress intended to depart
from “the long-standing principle that a foreign state’s assets outside the United
States are absolutely immune from execution to satisfy judgments entered in
United States courts . . . .” Fid. Partners, 921 F. Supp. at 1118. To conclude
otherwise would be inconsistent with the presumption against extraterritorial effect
of U.S. statutes, affirmed in Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 133 S. Ct. 1659,
1669 (2013) and Morrison v. Nat’l Australia Bank Ltd., 561 U.S. 247, 259-61,
264-65 (2010).

(holding that 28 U.S.C. § 1610(b) does not extend to property located outside of
the United States); Elliott Assocs., L.P. v. Banco de la Nacion, No. 96 Civ. 7916,
2000 WL 1449862, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 29, 2000) (“Neither party disputes the
fact that the FSIA’s exception to immunity from attachment – whether for foreign
states or their instrumentalities – extends at most to property located ‘in the United
States.’”); accord Autotech Techs. LP v. Integral Research & Dev. Corp., 499 F.3d
737, 750–51 (7th Cir. 2007); Richmark Corp. v. Timber Falling Consultants, 959
F.2d 1468, 1477 (9th Cir.1992) (“[S]ection 1610 does not empower United States
courts to levy on assets located outside the United States”).
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The presumption against extraterritorial effect applies with equal force to the
FSIA. See Autotech Techs. LP v. Integral Research & Dev. Corp., 499 F.3d 737,
750 (7th Cir. 2007) (“The FSIA did not purport to authorize execution against a
foreign sovereign’s property, or that of its instrumentality, wherever that property
is located around the world. We would need some hint from Congress before we
felt justified in adopting such a breathtaking assertion of extraterritorial
jurisdiction.

See, e.g., Small v. United States, 544 U.S. 385, 388–89 (2005)

(noting: ‘the legal presumption that Congress ordinarily intends its statutes to have
domestic, not extraterritorial, application’)).” The text of 28 U.S.C. § 1610(g)
contains no such “hint” that it is intended to be applied extraterritorially.
Consistent with the narrow territorial scope indicated by the text and
legislative history of 28 U.S.C. § 1610(g), courts dealing with 28 U.S.C. § 1610(g)
have uniformly interpreted it to apply only to property located in the United States.
See Gates v. Syrian Arab Republic, 755 F.3d 568, 573 (7th Cir. 2014) (28 U.S.C. §
1610(g) is “a special provision allowing attachment of assets in the United States
belonging to foreign states and their agencies and instrumentalities to execute
judgments based on acts of state-sponsored terrorism.” (emphasis added));
Peterson v. Islamic Republic of Iran, 627 F.3d 1117, 1123 n.2 (9th Cir. 2010)
(Section 1610(g) lets “judgment creditors… reach any U.S. property in which Iran
has any interest.” (emphasis added)); Heiser v. Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi UFJ, 919
25
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F. Supp. 2d 411, 417 (S.D.N.Y. 2013) (28 U.S.C. § 1610(g) “expand[s] the
category of foreign sovereign property that can be attached; judgment creditors can
now reach any U.S. property in which Iran has any interest.” (emphasis added)
(internal quotation marks omitted)).
Because the Luxembourg Assets are not “in the United States,” Section 1610
of the FSIA does not provide the District with subject matter jurisdiction in the
action brought against Bank Markazi.
C.

TRIA Did Not Confer Subject Matter Jurisdiction
On the District Court for the Action Below

The Petersons also erroneously contend (Petersons’ Br. at 35-61) that the
District Court had subject matter jurisdiction under the Terrorism Risk Insurance
Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-297, 116 Stat. 2322 (2002), codified at 28 U.S.C. §
1610 Note (“TRIA”).
Section 201(a) of TRIA provides in relevant part (emphasis added):
Notwithstanding any other provision of law . . . in every case in which
a person has obtained a judgment against a terrorist party on a claim
based upon an act of terrorism, or for which a terrorist party is not
immune under section 1605(a)(7) of title 28, United Stated Code, the
blocked assets of that terrorist party (including the blocked assets of
any agency or instrumentality of that terrorist party) shall be subject to
execution or attachment in aid of execution in order to satisfy such
judgment to the extent of any compensatory damages for which such
terrorist party has been adjudged liable.
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TRIA provides only a very limited exception to the immunity of a
sovereign’s property, i.e., an exception for the “blocked assets of [a] terrorist party
[or its agency or instrumentality]” in the United States.

Here, however, the

Luxembourg Assets are not the assets of Bank Markazi, they are not “blocked
assets,” they are not in the United States, and they are not in the possession or
control of a “United States person” as that phrase is used in TRIA. As a result,
TRIA is inapplicable herein.
TRIA is codified as a note to Section 1610 of the FSIA, which applies only
to property “in the United States.” 28 U.S.C. § 1609. TRIA does not waive the
categorical immunity provided to foreign sovereign assets that are located abroad,
especially assets of a foreign central bank. Nothing in TRIA or the FSIA suggests
that either is intended to apply extraterritorially; therefore, they cannot be
interpreted to do so. Supra, at 23-26.
i

The Luxembourg Assets Were
Never “Assets of” Bank Markazi

Most fundamentally, TRIA does not apply to this case because the amounts
credited to Clearstream’s account at JPMorgan were never the “assets of” Bank
Markazi. The word “of” as used in TRIA requires that assets sought to be attached
must be owned by the terrorist party or its agency or instrumentality. The Supreme
Court has repeatedly observed that the “use of the word ‘of’ denotes ownership.”
E.g., Bd. of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior Univ. v. Roche Molecular Sys.,
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Inc., 563 U.S. 776, 131 S.Ct. 2188, 2196 (2011) (quoting Poe v. Seaborn, 282 U.S.
101, 109 (1930)). See also Stanford, 131 S. Ct. at 2196 (describing Flores–
Figueroa v. United States, 556 U.S. 646, 648, 657 (2009), as treating the phrase
“identification [papers] of another person” as meaning such items belonging to
another person (internal quotation marks omitted)); Ellis v. United States, 206 U.S.
246, 259 (1907) (interpreting the phrase “works of the United States” to mean
“works belonging to the United States” (internal quotation marks omitted)).
Here, the credits in Clearstream’s account at JPMorgan belong solely to
Clearstream.

Bank Markazi has no claim whatsoever to any asset held for

Clearstream by JPMorgan. Because nothing in the JPMorgan Account was ever an
asset of Bank Markazi’s, TRIA cannot be used to attach anything in the Account.

7

The Complaint alleges that the JPMorgan Account is “in the name of
Clearstream” (CA 679), and it goes on to state:
7

This argument is equally applicable to 28 U.S.C. § 1610, which also requires
that for property in the United States to be attachable it must be the property “of” a
foreign state or its agency or instrumentality. 28 U.S.C. § 1610(a); 28 U.S.C. §
1610(b); 28 U.S.C. § 1610(g).
Recently, this Court, in Calderon-Cardona v. Bank of New York Mellon, 770
F.3d 993 (2d Cir. 2014) stated that attachment under 28 U.S.C. § 1610(g) turns on,
among other things, whether the blocked asset is the “property of” a foreign state
or its agency instrumentality. 770 F.3d at 1000. The Court then reasoned that, in
the context of a blocked electronic funds transfer (“EFT”), the only entity with a
property interest in the EFT is the entity that immediately passed the EFT to the
bank where it was blocked. Id. The Court held that unless the foreign state or its
agency or instrumentality was the entity that immediately passed the EFT to the
bank where it resides, the EFT was not the “property of” the foreign state or its
agency or instrumentality. Id.
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In accordance with the terms of the bonds, electronic funds
transfer payment instructions given by the issuers of the bonds or
their agents named Clearstream as the payment beneficiary, because
Clearstream was the named holder of the notes or bonds on the
books of the issuer and/or its agent making the payment. As required
by the terms of the bonds, such U.S. dollar payment instructions
named Clearstream ‘s correspondent bank in the United States, JP
Morgan, as the payment beneficiary’s bank.
(CA 685 (emphasis added).)
This Court reasoned in Calderon-Cardona, with respect to 28 U.S.C. §
1610(g):
In short, Congress provided that “property” of a foreign state [in
the United States] is subject to execution, and absent any
indication that Congress intended a special definition of the term,
“property” interests are ordinarily those created and defined by
state law.
770 F.3d at 1001. Applying that to this case, one must look to New York State
banking law to determine who has “property” or “assets” in the JPMorgan
Account. That issue is well-settled: “[A] bank account . . . consists of nothing
more or less than a promise to pay, from the bank to the depositor.” Citizens
Bank of Md. v. Strumpf, 516 U.S. 16, 21 (1995); see also Bank of Marin v.
England, 385 U.S. 99, l 0 l (1966). JPMorgan’s promise is to pay Clearstream
and no one else.

See NML Capital, Ltd. v. Banco Cent. de la Republica

Argentina, 652 F.3d 172, 192 (2d Cir. 2011) (“[T]he best, if not the only, way in
which the possession of a chose in action – such as a bank account – can be
shown, is by showing in whose name the account stands, for the person in
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whose name the account stands has absolute control of it and that is all
possession of a chose in action can mean.” (citation omitted)) and (“[u]nder
fundamental banking law principles, a positive balance in a bank account reflects a
debt from the bank to the depositor and no one else.” (internal quotations and
corrections omitted)); Aurora Maritime Co. v. Abdullah Mohamed Fahem & Co.,
890 F. Supp. 322, 328 n.3 (S.D.N.Y. 1995), aff’d, 85 F.3d 44 (2d Cir. 1996) (“[A]
bank account is presumed to be a general account, which means that title to the
money belongs to the bank. In such circumstances, the depositor and the bank
enter into a creditor-debtor relationship.” (citations omitted)); see also Allied
Maritime. Inc. v. Descatrade SA, No. 09 Civ. 3684, 2009 WL 4884160, at *3
(S.D.N.Y. Dec. 16, 2009) aff’d, 620 F.3d 70 (2d Cir. 2010) (finding that a bank
only owes performance to the entity with which it has a contractual
relationship).
See also Middle E. Banking Co. v. State St. Bank Int’l, 821 F.2d 897, 901
(2d Cir. 1987) (“It is well established under New York law that the relationship
between a bank and its customer for whose account funds have been deposited is
that of debtor and creditor, with all the legal implications that relationship
connotes.” (internal quotations omitted)); In re Lehman Bros. Holdings Inc., 404
B.R. 752, 758 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2009) (The deposit of cash into a bank account
creates a debtor-creditor relationship between the bank (as debtor) and the
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depositor (as creditor), at which time the depositor ‘parts with title to the funds in
exchange for a debt owed to him by the bank.’” (quoting In re Bennett Funding
Grp., Inc., 146 F.3d 136, 139 (2d Cir. 1998)).
Accordingly, there is no basis for the credits that were in the JPMorgan
Account to be considered “assets of” of Bank Markazi.

Rather, the account

merely reflects an indebtedness of JPMorgan to Clearstream, and neither Bank
Markazi nor any other entity that may have a claim against Clearstream has a claim
to the assets while they remain in the Account. E.g., Clackamas Gastroenterology
Associates, P. C. v. Wells, 538 U.S. 440, 447 (2003) (“A positive balance in a bank
account reflects a debt from the bank to the depositor’ and no one else.” (internal
quotation marks and citation omitted) (emphasis added)).
The assets the Petersons seek to attach are not the “assets of” Bank Markazi,
and TRIA is inapplicable to this case.
ii.

The Credits in Clearstream’s Account
at JPMorgan Were Never “Blocked”

TRIA defines a “blocked asset” as “any asset seized or frozen by the United
States” under section 5(b) of the Trading with the Enemy Act… or sections 202
and 203 of the International Emergency Economic Powers Act.”

TRIA, §

201(d)(2)(A). The Luxembourg Assets are not “blocked assets.”
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The Petersons rely on Executive Order 13599, 77 Fed. Reg. 6659 (Feb. 5,
2012) (“E.O. 13599”) to contend that the Luxembourg Assets were “blocked
assets.” (CA 687-88, 691.) They are wrong in so contending.
E.O. 13599 “blocks” – but only as of February 5, 2012 – property and
interests in property of the Government of Iran and any Iranian financial
institutions that:
(i) “are in the United States;”
(2) “hereafter come within the United States;” or
(3) “are or hereafter come within the possession or control of any
United States person, including any foreign branch….”
E. O. 13599, §§ 1(a)-(b). Notably, however, all but approximately $104 million of
the amounts the Petersons seek came into the JPMorgan Account and left prior to
the issuance of E.O. 13599. (CA 809.) Thus, virtually all the Luxembourg Assets
could never be considered to have been “blocked” due to being in the United
States.
Nor is Clearstream a “United States person” as used in TRIA. Section 7(c)
of E.O. 13599 defines a “United States person” as “any United States citizen,
permanent resident alien, entity organized under the laws of the United States or
any jurisdiction within the United States (including foreign branches), or any
person in the United States.” Clearly Clearstream is not, and the Petersons do not
32
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allege otherwise, a United States citizen or permanent resident alien, or a company
organized under the laws of the United States or any U.S. jurisdiction. On the
contrary, the Complaint acknowledges that Clearstream is an international banking
corporation organized under Luxembourg law with operational centers in
Luxembourg, Germany, and Singapore. (CA 678.)
Clearstream’s representative office in New York, which is not a branch, does
not cause Clearstream to be a “United States person” under TRIA. In Bank of
Tokyo-Mitsubishi, UFJ, Ltd. v. Peterson, No. 12 Civ. 4038, 2012 WL 1963382, at
*2 (S.D.N.Y. May 29, 2012), certain Peterson I plaintiffs sought to restrain Iranian
assets held outside of the United States by a Japanese bank, claiming that, under
E.O. 13599, the presence of a branch in the United States was sufficient to make
all branches worldwide “United States persons.” 2012 WL 1963382, at *1. The
court firmly rejected the claim, holding that “[t]he Japanese branches of a Japanese
bank are not United States persons regardless of the existence of a New York
branch of the bank.” Id.; cf United States v. Chalmers, 474 F. Supp. 2d 555, 565
(S.D.N.Y. 2007) (where statute specifically limited application to “United States
persons,” term excluded foreign corporations (citing Crosby v. Nat’l Foreign
Trade Council, 530 U.S. 363, 379 (2000))).
As a result, the Luxembourg Assets are not “blocked” assets under TRIA.
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D.

UCC Article 8 is Inapplicable to this Case

The Petersons claim that Clearstream operates as a securities intermediary in
New York and that UCC Article 8 therefore applies to this case. (Petersons’ Br. at
37-47.)

They are wrong, and the District Court correctly did not credit the

argument. Peterson, 2015 WL 731221, at *10. (SPA 22.)
The Petersons’ argument ignores the fact that even if any assets in
Clearstream’s account at JPMorgan could have been deemed to belong to Bank
Markazi, those assets are long gone. Supra, at 8-12. The Petersons’ contention
also ignores the fact that the underlying bonds at issue were owned by Clearstream,
not Bank Markazi – bought by Clearstream in its own name. (JA 129.) Proceeds
of such bonds unquestionably belong to Clearstream, and no one else. Supra at 2731. Additionally, Clearstream has clearly and repeatedly revealed that it acts as a
securities intermediary only in Luxembourg, and not in New York. (E.g., JA 69.)
Finally, the Petersons do not allege that Clearstream’s account at JPMorgan holds
security entitlements; they allege the account holds only cash proceeds. (CA 679.)
Accordingly, as more fully discussed above, Clearstream and JPMorgan
have a standard depositor/bank relationship, governed only by contract and
banking law and banking regulations, not Article 8 of the New York Uniform
Commercial Code.
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E.

The Luxembourg Assets Are Not
Subject to Attachment Under the CPLR

Because Bank Markazi never had a claim to, or ownership interest in, any
of the credits in the JPMorgan Account, the proceeds of the bonds Clearstream
bought are not, and would not be, subject to execution or attachment even if they
remained in Clearstream’s operating account today.

It is elemental that a

judgment creditor may enforce its judgment only against property of the judgment
debtor or, in this case, an instrumentality of the judgment debtor – that is, Iran or
Markazi.
A legal claim that does not belong to the judgment debtor, or does not exist
at all, cannot be turned over to a judgment creditor.

E.g., M.F. Hickey Co. v.

Port of New York Auth., 23 A.D.2d 739, 739-40, 258 N.Y.S.2d 129, 130 (1st
Dep’t 1965) (stating that “[a] money judgment can only be enforced against a
property right to the extent that the judgment debtor can assign or transfer it
(CPLR 5201 [b]),” and holding that “petitioner’s right to enforce its judgment out
of its debtor’s right to payment from the Authority is limited by the Authority’s
contractual right to withhold payment.”). Because Markazi, as an instrumentality
of the judgment debtor, has no ownership of the funds in the JPMorgan Account,
those funds cannot be subject to execution by the Petersons, as judgment
creditors. Id.
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N.Y. C.P.L.R. §§ 5225 and 5227, under which the Petersons seek to enforce
their judgments against Iran, confirm that principle.

C.P.L.R. § 5225(b) states

that creditors may enforce a judgment only against property “in which the
judgment debtor has an interest,” and C.P.L.R. § 5227 permits a judgment creditor
to bring a special proceeding only against a person “who it is shown is or will
become indebted to the judgment debtor”. Stated differently, “a party seeking to
enforce a judgment ‘stand[s] in the shoes of the judgment debtor’” and “cannot
‘reach . . . assets in which the judgment debtor has no interest.’” Karaha Bodas
Co. v. Perusahaan Pertambangan Minyak Dan Gas Bumi Negara, 313 F.3d 70,
84 (2d Cir. 2002) (quoting Bass v. Bass, 140 A.D.2d 251, 253, 528 N.Y.S.2d 558,
561 (1st Dep’t 1988)).
In short, although JPMorgan had a legal obligation to pay the amount of the
Luxembourg Assets in the JPMorgan Account to Clearstream, and Clearstream
had a legal obligation to pay a corresponding amount to Markazi or UBAE,
JPMorgan neither has nor had an obligation to pay the funds directly to Markazi.
Therefore, the Petersons never had a right to attach obligations that were due to
Clearstream. E.g., EM Ltd. v. Republic of Argentina, 865 F. Supp. 2d 415, 423
(S.D.N.Y. 2012) (vacating attachment orders as to funds held in certain bank
accounts because party upon which attachment orders were served “had no
interest in the funds contained in the accounts” and therefore orders “did not reach
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any funds”); cf. HBL Indus. v. Chase Manhattan Bank (Nat’l Ass’n), 45 B.R. 865,
868 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1985) (holding that party had no “possessory interest” in
funds in a special bank account where party had not been designated a special
recipient of account funds).
F.

Waiver of Immunity Under the
Treaty of Amity Does Not Apply to this Case

The Petersons erroneously contend (Petersons Br. at 60-61) that Iran
explicitly waived any central bank immunity Bank Markazi might otherwise be
entitled to in this action.
The waiver of imunity contained in the Treaty of Amity, Economic
Relations, and Consular Rights Between The United States of America and Iran,
Aug. 15, 1955, 8 U.S.T. 899 (the “Treaty”) applies solely to state-owned business
enterprises doing business in the United States, not to Iran’s agencies or
instrumentalities arguably engaged in a “commercial activity” in the United States
within the meaning of Section 1610 of the FSIA. Because Bank Markazi is not a
business enterprise doing business in the U.S., the Treaty waiver does not apply to
Bank Markazi.
Pursuant to Article XI.4 of the Treaty:
No enterprise of either High Contracting Party, including
corporations, associations, and government agencies and
instrumentalities, which is publicly owned or controlled shall, if it
engages in commercial, industrial, shipping or other business
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activities, within the territories of the other High Contracting Party …
claim . . . immunity from suit, execution of judgment or other liability.
However, the Treaty waiver does not look at the nature of the acts of the
instrumentality, as courts would do under the FSIA.8 Instead, the Treaty waiver
provision looks to the nature and function of the entity in question and applies only
to “enterprises” engaged in “business activity,” not to instrumentalities acting in a
sovereign capacity (such as Bank Markazi), irrespective of the commercial nature
of the acts they engage in while performing their sovereign functions. Victory
Transp. Inc. v. Comisaria Gen. de Abastecimientos y Transportes, 336 F.2d 354,
357-58 (2d Cir. 1964) (“After World War II the United States began to restrict
immunity by negotiating treaties obligating each contracting party to waive its
sovereign immunity for state-controlled enterprises engaged in business activities
within the territory of the other party. Fourteen such treaties were negotiated by
our State Department in the decade 1948 to 1958.”) (emphasis added).
The text of Article XI, Section 4 of the Treaty, refers to “commercial,
industrial, shipping or other business activities.” Thus, the Treaty reaches only
“business activities,” which can be commercial, industrial, or shipping. United
States v. Heicklen, 858 F. Supp. 2d 256, 264-5 (S.D.N.Y. 2012) (“The canon of
8

See NML Capital, Ltd. v. Republic of Argentina, 680 F.3d 254, 258 (2d Cir.
2012) (“To determine the nature of a sovereign’s act, we ask whether the particular
actions that the foreign state performs (whatever the motive behind them) are the
type of actions by which a private party engages in trade and traffic or commerce.”
(internal quotations omitted)).
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construction known as noscitur a sociis (or “it is known by its associates”)
instructs that the meaning of a word may be determined by the words surrounding
it and that courts should avoid ascribing to one word a meaning so broad that it is
inconsistent with its accompanying words, thus giving unintended breadth to the
Acts of Congress”) (internal quotations omitted) (quoting Gustafson v. Alloyd Co.,
513 U.S. 561 (1995)). The text of the Treaty thus makes it clear that “commercial
activity” does not refer to the nature of isolated transactions but to the nature of the
instrumentality’s “business activities.”
Thus, the “commercial activity” provision in the Treaty differs from that in
the FSIA and looks at the nature of the activity of the instrumentality in question,
which must be a business enterprise, conducting business activities in the United
States. 9

Vernon G. Setser, The Immunity Waiver for State-Controlled Business

Enterprises in United States Commercial Treaties, Proc. Am. Soc. Int’l L. 89, 9899 (1961).10 (“Within the context of the Treaty, then, a state-controlled enterprise
of one party is subject to denial of its claim to sovereign immunity only if it is
present by reason of its having an establishment within the other party’s

9

Republic of Argentina v. Weltover, Inc., 504 U.S. 607 (1992) and Peterson
v. Islamic Republic of Iran, No. 10 Civ. 4518, 2013 WL 5538652 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 8,
2013), cited by the Petersons in support of their erroneous assertion that Bank
Markazi engaged in a commercial activity for purposes of the Treaty are wholly in
opposite as they do not in any way involve the Treaty.
10

A copy of this publication is found at CA 2902.
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territories.” (emphasis added)); cf. Gibbons v Udaras na Gaeltachta, 549 F. Supp.
1094 (S.D.N.Y. 1982). See also Chicago Bridge & Iron Co. v. Islamic Republic of
Iran, 506 F. Supp. 981, 984 (N.D. Ill. 1980) (“Judicial opinions and comments of
American treaty draftsmen interpreting identical waiver clauses in thirteen other
Friendship, Commerce and Navigation Treaties have concluded that these clauses
were designed to put American companies in an equal competitive position with
foreign state-owned enterprises expanding their operation into the United
States[.]” (emphasis added)); Berkovitz v. Islamic Republic of Iran, 735 F.2d 329,
333 (9th Cir. 1984) (“[Plaintiffs] have not alleged liability on the part of any
Iranian enterprise doing business in the United States.

The Treaty of Amity

therefore has no application to jurisdiction over their wrongful death action.”);
Foremost-McKesson, Inc. v. Islamic Republic of Iran, 905 F.2d 438, 452 (D.C. Cir.
1990) (The “limited waiver” in the Treaty of Amity “extends only to enterprises
‘doing business’ in the United States[.]”).
Accordingly, even if Bank Markazi’s involvement in a U.S.-dollardenominated bond could properly be deemed “commercial” in nature, the waiver
of immunity under the Treaty would not apply because Bank Markazi did not
conduct a business enterprise in the United States.
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II.

BANK MARKAZI HAS IMMUNITY
FROM SUIT IN THE ACTION BELOW
Because the assets sought by Petersons are not in the United States, the

Court may properly affirm the dismissal of Bank Markazi from the case on that
basis alone. There is no subject matter jurisdiction over Bank Markazi under the
Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act in a case involving the attachment of property
located outside the United States in which a sovereign or its agency or
instrumentality is claimed to have an interest.
Additionally, subject matter jurisdiction over Bank Markazi in the case
below was also lacking as a result of Bank Markazi’s immunity from suit under
the FSIA.
In opposing Bank Markazi’s motion to dismiss in the District Court, the
Petersons stated they do not rely on 28 U.S.C. §§ 1605(a)(2), (5), and (7), and 28
U.S.C. § 1605A as subject matter jurisdictional grounds. (See Pls’ Mem. of Law
in Opp’n to Bank Markazi’s Mot. to Dismiss the Am. Compl., at 11-12, n.9,
Peterson v. Islamic Republic of Iran, No. 13 Civ. 9195 (KBF) (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 19,
2014), filed under seal.) Moreover, these bases are similarly not mentioned in the
Petersons’ principal brief on this Appeal.

Indeed, the Petersons expressly

acknowledge the distinction between suit immunity and immunity from
attachment under the FSIA and argue that the instant action is one for attachment
only and therefore suit immunity has no applicability herein. Id.
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However, because the Petersons’ Amended Complaint cites to 28 U.S.C. §§
1605(a)(2) and (7), and 28 U.S.C. § 1605A as a basis for subject matter
jurisdiction (CA 674), out of an abundance of caution we address the relevant
issues here.
A.

There is no Subject Matter Jurisdiction
Under 28 U.S.C. § 1605(a)(7)/1605A

Pursuant to Section 1604 of the FSIA, “a foreign state shall be immune from
the jurisdiction of the courts of the United States and of the States except as
provided in sections 1605 to 1607 of [the FSIA],” subject to existing treaty
obligations. 28 U.S.C. § 1604. Here, the antiterrorism exceptions codified in
former section 1605(a)(7) and new section 1605A of the FSIA are the primary
basis alleged by the Petersons for supplying an exception to Bank Markazi’s
otherwise absolute immunity from this action. (CA 674-75.)

However, the

factual allegations in the Amended Complaint are facially deficient and cannot
support subject matter jurisdiction under either of those provisions.
Former section 1605(a)(7) of the FSIA provided that a foreign sovereign was
not immune from jurisdiction where a qualifying plaintiff sought money damages
“for personal injury or death that was caused by an act of torture, extrajudicial
killing, aircraft sabotage, hostage taking, or the provision of material support or
resources . . . for such an act[.]” 28 U.S.C. § 1605(a)(7) (now repealed). The
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pertinent wording of new section 1605A, the successor provision to former section
1605(a)(7), is virtually identical.11
Peterson II is not an action for money damages for liability for terroristrelated personal injuries. It is purportedly an action to collect on default judgments
obtained by the Petersons in various actions in the United States District Court for
the District of Columbia (the “Underlying Actions”). (CA 670-71.) The Amended
Complaint does not seek to impose liability on Bank Markazi for the acts giving
rise to the default judgments in the Underlying Actions as required by 28 U.S.C. §
1605(a)(7)/28 U.S.C. § 1605(A). In fact, Bank Markazi was never found to have
had any involvement in the alleged activities that gave rise to the default
judgments. See, e.g., Peterson v. Islamic Republic of Iran, 264 F. Supp. 2d 46
(D.D.C. 2003). Accordingly, the Amended Complaint fails to allege a prima facie
basis for subject matter jurisdiction in this turnover action for the Petersons’ claims
against Bank Markazi under former section 1605(a)(7) or new section 1605A of
the FSIA.
B.

There is no Subject Matter Jurisdiction
Under 28 U.S.C. § 1605(a)(2)

On its face, the Amended Complaint provides no avenue for the commercial
11

New section 1605A provides that a foreign state shall not be immune from
jurisdiction where a qualifying plaintiff seeks money damages for “personal injury
or death that was caused by an act of torture, extrajudicial killing, aircraft sabotage,
hostage taking, or the provision of material support or resources for such an act[.]”
28 U.S.C. § 1605A(a)(1).
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activity exception pursuant to FSIA § 1605(a)(2) to confer jurisdiction over the
Petersons’ claims against Bank Markazi herein. Section 1605(a)(2) establishes a
limited exception to immunity where a plaintiff’s claim is “based upon” one of the
following: (1) “a commercial activity carried on in the United States by the foreign
state;” (2) “an act performed in the United States in connection with a commercial
activity of the foreign state elsewhere;” or (3) “an act outside the territory of the
United States in connection with a commercial activity of the foreign state
elsewhere and that act causes a direct effect in the United States.” 28 U.S.C. §
1605(a)(2).
Here, as more fully set forth below, the Petersons cannot establish
jurisdiction over Bank Markazi under any of the three prongs of § 1605(a)(2).
Bank Markazi did not engage in a commercial activity, the action is not based upon
a commercial activity or an act in connection with a commercial activity, and any
alleged commercial activity had no direct effect in the United States whatsoever.
i.

The Petersons Do Not Allege Bank Markazi
Engaged in a Commercial Activity
For Purposes of 28 U.S.C. § 1605(a)(2)

The Petersons’ only allegation in the Amended Complaint that Bank
Markazi engaged in a commercial activity is that Bank Markazi allegedly
fraudulently conveyed the Luxembourg Assets to UBAE in early 2008. (CA 708.)
However, the “Second Circuit has made very clear that, for purposes of the FSIA, a
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commercial activity must be one in which a private person can engage lawfully.”
In re Terrorist Attacks on Sept. 11, 2001, 349 F. Supp. 2d 765 (S.D.N.Y.) aff'd,
538 F.3d 71 (2d Cir. 2008) (finding money laundering not to be a commercial
activity); De Letelier v. Republic of Chile, 748 F.2d 790, 797 (2d Cir. 1984)
(“alleged kidnapping by a foreign state is not commercial activity under the FSIA
because a private person cannot lawfully engage in that activity.” (internal
quotations omitted)).
Under New York state law, a person is prohibited from engaging in a
fraudulent conveyance. See, e.g., N.Y. Debt. & Cred. Law § 273-a, N.Y. Debt. &
Cred. Law § 276, N.Y. Debt. & Cred. Law § 276-a. Therefore, a fraudulent
conveyance, by definition, could not constitute a “commercial activity” under 28
U.S.C. § 1605(a)(2). Accordingly, Bank Markazi could not have engaged in a
commercial activity under 28 U.S.C. § 1605(a)(2). Nor could an act performed in
the United States in connection with a commercial activity of Bank Markazi have
occurred.
ii.

Any Alleged Commercial Activity
Did Not Occur in the United States

The alleged fraudulent conveyance is also insufficient to support a FSIA §
1605(a)(2) immunity waiver because the alleged commercial activity and all acts
related thereto occurred solely outside the United States. The alleged fraudulent
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conveyance – the transfer of the Luxembourg Assets from Bank Markazi’s account
at Clearstream to UBAE’s account at Clearstream – occurred outside of the United
States. (CA 708.) Both Bank Markazi’s and UBAE’s accounts at Clearstream
were located in Luxembourg.
iii.

This Action is not Based Upon a Commercial Activity

“As a threshold step in assessing plaintiffs’ reliance on the ‘commercial
activity’ exception,” the Court “must identify the act of the foreign sovereign State
that serves as the basis for plaintiffs’ claims.” Garb v. Republic of Poland, 440
F.3d 579, 586 (2d Cir. 2006). The Supreme Court has instructed that the “based
upon” inquiry focuses on “those elements of a claim that, if proven, would entitle a
plaintiff to relief under his theory of the case.” Saudi Arabia v. Nelson, 507 U.S.
349, 357 (1993).
A “mere connection with, or relation to,” to the alleged commercial activity
in the United States is insufficient to satisfy the “based upon” requirement.
Nelson, 507 U.S. at 358. The Petersons must demonstrate “a significant nexus . . .
between the commercial activity in this country” on the one hand and their
“cause[s] of action” on the other. Kensington Int’l Ltd. v. Itoua, 505 F.3d 147, 155
(2d Cir. 2007) (emphasis and alteration in original) (internal citation omitted).
Thus, unless the “gravamen” of the Petersons’ complaint is based upon an alleged
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commercial activity or an act performed in the United States in connection with a
commercial activity, the sovereign’s immunity cannot be lifted. Id. at 155-56.
Here, the gravamen of the Petersons’ action, as described by the Petersons
themselves, is to “enforce judgments for compensatory damages that they secured
against” Iran and MOIS in connection with the 1983 terrorist bombing. (CA 67071.) The action is not based on a commercial activity by Bank Markazi or an act
performed in the United States in connection with a commercial activity of Bank
Markazi. As such, 28 U.S.C. § 1605(a)(2) does nothing to lift Bank Markazi’s
immunity from suit in this action.
iv.

There Was No Direct Effect in the United States
Resulting From the Alleged Fraudulent Conveyance

Even assuming, arguendo, Bank Markazi engaged in the acts alleged to have
constituted the fraudulent conveyance and that such acts constituted a commercial
activity, those acts did not have a direct effect in the United States.
To qualify as “direct” within the meaning of the third prong of FSIA §
1605(a)(2), the effect in the United States of a foreign state’s “act outside the
territory of the United States” must satisfy two requirements. First, in order to be
deemed “direct,” the effect must “follow[] as an immediate consequence” of the
foreign state’s activity. Guirlando v. T.C. Ziraat Bankasi A.S., 602 F.3d 69, 74 (2d
Cir. 2010) (internal quotation and citations omitted). Second, “the [foreign state]’s
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conduct that is alleged to have had a direct effect in the United States must be
legally significant.” Guirlando, 602 F.3d at 77.

The key test is whether the

plaintiff “has suffered harm felt in the United States” as a result of the foreign
state’s conduct. Kensington, 505 F.3d at 158 (emphasis added); accord Guirlando,
602 F.3d at 75 (the “‘legally significant act’ test” determines whether “the direct
impact of a foreign state’s foreign commercial activity was felt ‘in the United
States.’”) (emphasis added).
Here, the alleged fraudulent conveyance of the Luxembourg Assets could
not affect the Petersons in any way. As already noted, the Luxembourg Assets are
located outside the United States and are immune from attachment. As such, the
Petersons could never have attached those assets to satisfy the default judgment
they obtained in the Underlying Actions and which they are seeking to enforce
here. Therefore, not only did Bank Markazi’s alleged transfer of the Luxembourg
Assets not have a direct impact on the Petersons, it had no impact at all.12

12

Moreover, only the “Peterson Judgment Creditors” (as defined in the
Amended Complaint) obtained their judgment prior to the alleged fraudulent
conveyance. (CA 679-81, 708.) The remaining judgment creditors had no claim
to Luxembourg Assets at the time the alleged fraudulent conveyance occurred and
could not have been impacted thereby. Kensington, 505 F.3d at 159 (finding no
subject matter jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1605(a)(2), in part, because the
plaintiff “does not explain how this scheme had the ‘direct effect’ of interfering
with a judgment that did not yet exist.”).
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C.

There is no Subject Matter Jurisdiction
Under 28 U.S.C. § 1605(a)(5)

Section 1605(a)(5) of the FSIA, otherwise known as the “non-commercial
tort exception,”13 provides that a sovereign’s general immunity from suit does not
apply to a claim:
in which money damages are sought against a foreign state for
personal injury or death, or damage to or loss of property, occurring
in the United States and caused by the tortious act or omission of that
foreign state or of any official or employee of that foreign state while
acting within the scope of his office or employment…
28 U.S.C. §1605(a)(5) (emphasis added). As explained in Argentine Republic v.
Amerada Hess Shipping Corp., 488 U.S. 428, 439-40 (1989), “Congress’ primary
purpose in enacting § 1605(a)(5) was to eliminate a foreign state's immunity for
traffic accidents and other torts committed in the United States, for which liability
is imposed under domestic tort law.” Robinson v. Gov’t of Malaysia, 269 F.3d
133, 149 (2d Cir. 2001) (Section 1605(a)(5) encompasses “claims for personal
injury or death, or for damage to or loss of property, caused by the tortious act or
omission of a foreign state.” (Sotomayor, concurring) (emphasis in original)).
This exception to sovereign immunity is wholly inapplicable to the instant
action, as the Amended Complaint is devoid of any allegation of a non-commercial
tort occurring in the United States.

Indeed, the Petersons admitted as much when

13

See Argentine Republic v. Amerada Hess Shipping Corp., 488 U.S. 428, 441
(1989).
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they stated that “the Complaint does not even mention §1605(a)(5).” (Pls’ Mem.
of Law in Opp’n to Bank Markazi’s Mot. to Dismiss the Am. Compl., at 11-12,
n.9, Peterson v. Islamic Republic of Iran, No. 13 Civ. 9195 (KBF) (S.D.N.Y. Sept.
19, 2014), filed under seal.)
D.

The Petersons’ Allegations of Alter Ego and
Fraudulent Conveyance Do Not Confer Jurisdiction

Where, as here, the Amended Complaint fails to allege a viable basis for
subject matter jurisdiction under one of the specific exceptions to immunity
enumerated in the FSIA, an alter ego theory of liability cannot confer subject
matter jurisdiction where none otherwise exists.
In Epperson v. Entertainment Express, Inc., 242 F.3d 100 (2d Cir. 2001),
this Court held that “in this Circuit . . . a distinction for jurisdictional purposes
exists between an action to collect a judgment . . . and an action to establish
liability on the part of a third party[.]” Epperson, 242 F.3d at 104. As the Court
further explained, the practical significance of this distinction is that an action to
collect a judgment “does not require an independent jurisdictional basis,” but an
action to establish liability on the part of a third party “must have its own source of
federal jurisdiction, so that absent an independent basis for federal jurisdiction a
new defendant may not be haled into federal court.” Id. (emphasis added).
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This requirement of an independent basis for federal jurisdiction applies to
“claims of alter ego liability and veil-piercing,” because such claims “raise an
independent controversy with a new party in an effort to shift liability.” Id.; see
also Peacock v. Thomas, 516 U.S. 349, 357 (1996) (“We have never authorized the
exercise of ancillary jurisdiction in a subsequent lawsuit to impose an obligation to
pay an existing federal judgment on a person not already liable for that
judgment.”).14 It is thus clear that the alter ego doctrine cannot confer subject
matter jurisdiction where, as here, the Petersons seek to hale the instrumentality of
a foreign state into federal court on a theory that the instrumentality is liable as the
alter ego of its parent sovereign for a judgment rendered against the sovereign.
Instead, subject matter jurisdiction over Bank Markazi in this action must be
based on one of the specific exceptions to immunity enumerated in the FSIA.
Argentine Republic v. Amerada Hess Shipping Corp., 488 U.S. 428, 443 (1989)
(We hold that the FSIA provides the sole basis for obtaining jurisdiction over a
foreign state in the courts of this country.”); see also Calderon-Cardona v. Bank of
New York Mellon, 770 F.3d 993, 997 (2d Cir. 2014) (“[I]if a defendant is a foreign
state within the meaning of FSIA, that defendant is not subject to the jurisdiction of
the United States Courts unless one of the exceptions in the Act applies.”).
14

Accord, e.g., C.G. Holdings, Inc. v. Rum Jungle, Inc., 582 F. Supp. 2d 385,
388 (E.D.N.Y. 2008) (“[C]ourts in this circuit have found that enforcement of a
judgment against a third party that is predicated on alter-ego and veil-piercing
theories falls outside the ancillary jurisdiction of the court.”).
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In Butler v. Sukhoi Co., 579 F.3d 1307 (11th Cir. 2009), the plaintiffs sought
to enforce a default judgment they had obtained against a state-owned Russian
company in a separate proceeding commenced against Russia and several other
state-owned Russian corporations on the basis that those sovereign defendants
were liable for the underlying judgment “as successors in interest to and/or alteregos” of the judgment debtor. See id. at 1310. The Eleventh Circuit concluded
that dismissal of the complaint was required where the claims against the sovereign
defendants were based solely on an alter ego theory of liability and did not fall
within one of the specific exceptions to immunity enumerated in the FSIA. Id. at
1313.
Accordingly, the Petersons’ alter ego allegations cannot confer subject
matter jurisdiction over the claims against Bank Markazi in the absence of any
applicable exception to Bank Markazi’s immunity from suit under the FSIA.15

15

Here, the Petersons alter ego theory also fails for the additional reason that
Bank Markazi is not alleged to have played any role in the underlying events in
1983. See Alejandre v. Telefonica Larga Distancia de Puerto Rico, Inc., 183 F.3d
1277, 1286-87 (11th Cir. 1999) (rejecting attempt to garnish debts owed to stateowned Cuban telecommunications company to satisfy a judgment under former
section 1605(a)(7) of the FSIA against the Cuban Government and Cuban Air
Force arising from the shooting down of two unarmed civilian aircraft over
international waters where there was no evidence that the Cuban company was
involved in the underlying “grave violation of international law”); General Star
Nat’l Ins. Co. v. Administratia Asigurarilor de Stat, 713 F. Supp. 2d 267, 283
(S.D.N.Y. 2010) (where the instrumentality of a foreign state is alleged to be an
alter ego of its parent sovereign, the instrumentality’s “lack of involvement in the
underlying transaction militates against piercing the corporate veil”).
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Nor can the Petersons manufacture a basis for subject matter jurisdiction by
alleging that Bank Markazi was an alter ego of Iran in relation to the purported
fraudulent conveyance in early 2008. (See, e.g., CA 722.) Under Epperson,
ancillary jurisdiction exists where the judgment creditor asserts that the judgment
debtor itself fraudulently conveyed its own assets to a third party, and where the
judgment creditor therefore does not “seek to hold [third parties] liable for the
existing judgment against [the judgment debtor] as alter egos of [the judgment
debtor] or to pierce the corporate veil of [the judgment debtor].” Epperson, 242
F.3d at 107.16
Here, however, the Petersons’ fraudulent conveyance claims are directed at
Bank Markazi. The Amended Complaint alleges that “Markazi has also engaged
in fraudulent conveyances in violation of New York Debtor and Creditor Law
Sections 273-a and 276, thereby requiring that any veil of separation between
Markazi and [] Iran be pierced.” (CA 720.) The alleged fraudulent conveyance
consisted of the transfer of “the Remaining Assets[] from Markazi’s Clearstream
account to the UBAE/Markazi Account at Clearstream.” (CA 708.) The Petersons
expressly allege that “[a]t all times, Markazi retained the beneficial ownership of

16

Under those circumstances, “[c]ourts have permitted judgment creditors to
pursue, under the ancillary enforcement jurisdiction of the court, the assets of the
judgment debtor even though the assets are found in the hands of a third party.”
Epperson, 242 F.3d at 106 (emphasis added).
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the bonds transferred to the UBAE/Markazi Account and to the proceeds thereof.”
(CA 709.) As established by their own allegations, what the Petersons seek to do
here is precisely what Epperson prohibits them from doing, i.e. to “raise an
independent controversy with a new party in an effort to shift liability.” Epperson,
242 F.3d at 106.
A plaintiff may, of course, assert a claim that an alleged alter ego of the
judgment debtor engaged in a fraudulent conveyance where there is another,
independent basis for subject matter jurisdiction, such as diversity of citizenship in
a case not arising under the FSIA. Cf. JSC Foreign Econ. Ass’n Technostroyexport
v. Int’l Dev. and Trade Servs., Inc., 295 F. Supp. 2d 366, 370 (S.D.N.Y. 2003)
(subject matter jurisdiction existed on diversity grounds). Here, however, because
this turnover action involves an agent or instrumentality of a debtor foreign state,
subject matter jurisdiction either exists under one of the statutory exceptions to
immunity enumerated in the FSIA related to Bank Markazi – or not at all.
Because there are no applicable exceptions to Bank Markazi’s immunity
from suit in this action, the Petersons’ Amended Complaint must be dismissed.
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CONCLUSION
For all of the foregoing reasons, this Court should affirm the District
Court’s dismissal of the Petersons’ Amended Complaint

Dated:

New York, New York
August 31, 2015

Respectfully Submitted,
Jaffe & Asher LLP
By: /s/ Donald F. Luke
Donald F. Luke
Bension D. De Funis
600 Third Avenue, Ninth Floor
New York, New York 10016
Telephone: 212-687-3000
Facsimile: 212-687-9639
Attorneys for Appellee Bank Markazi
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QUESTION PRESENTED

The Iran Threat Reduction and Syria Human
Rights Act of 2012, 22 U.S.C. 8701 et seq., identifies
certain “financial assets” in which the Central Bank of
Iran has a security entitlement and that were the
subject of post-judgment enforcement proceedings in
the United States District Court for the Southern
District of New York at the time the provision was
enacted. 22 U.S.C. 8772(b). The statute makes those
assets “subject to execution or attachment in aid of
execution in order to satisfy” certain terrorismrelated judgments against the Islamic State of Iran,
provided that the assets are (1) “held in the United
States for a foreign securities intermediary doing
business in the United States,” (2) blocked assets, and
(3) “equal in value to a financial asset” held abroad by
the financial securities intermediary on behalf of the
Central Bank of Iran. 22 U.S.C. 8772(a)(1). The question presented is:
Whether 22 U.S.C. 8772 violates the separation of
powers.

(I)
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amends existing law, this case presents no occasion to
resolve any confusion about Klein’s outer bounds.
B. Any International Ramifications Of The Court Of Appeals’ Decision Do Not Warrant This Court’s Review

Petitioner argues (Pet. 25-31) that review is warranted because the court of appeals’ decision has “important international ramifications.” Pet. 25 (capitalization altered). The Second Circuit’s decision does
not have the consequences petitioner attributes to it.
1. Petitioner argues (Pet. 25-27) that Section 8772
violates Article IV.1 of the Treaty of Amity between
the United States and Iran, which requires the parties
to “accord fair and equitable treatment” to each other’s “nationals and companies.” Treaty of Amity art.
IV.1. Petitioner also argues in passing (Pet. 26 n.3)
that the statute violates Article III.1 of the Treaty of
Amity, which requires each state to “recognize[]” the
“juridical status” of “[c]ompanies” of the other state.
Treaty of Amity art. III.1. Contrary to petitioner’s
argument, the Treaty is not implicated here because
petitioner is not a “national” or “compan[y]” within
the meaning of the Treaty.
Petitioner is not a “national” of Iran as that term is
used in the Treaty. The context makes clear that the
term includes only natural persons. For instance,
Article II.2(a) grants a “national[]” the right to travel
and reside at a place of the national’s choice; Article
II.4 grants nationals the right to “humane treatment”
when taken “in[to] custody”; and Article II.1 governs
the right of nationals to “enter and remain in the territories” of the parties. Those provisions make sense
only if they are understood to refer exclusively to
natural persons.
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Nor is petitioner a “compan[y]” within the meaning
of the Treaty. The term “companies” is defined as
“corporations, partnerships, companies and other
associations, whether or not with limited liability and
whether or not for pecuniary profit.” Treaty of Amity
art. III.1. That definition—which does not include any
reference to government agencies and instrumentalities—is not naturally read to include entities like
petitioner. The central bank of Iran is an agency of
the state that carries out sovereign functions. See
The Monetary and Banking Law of July 9, 1972 (Iran),
Arts. 10-11, www.cbi.ir/page/2234.aspx (petitioner is
responsible for, among other things, issuing currency,
formulating regulations pertaining to foreign exchange transactions, and stabilizing the national
currency); Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of
Iran, General Information, www.cbi.ir/page/General
Information.aspx (last visited Aug. 18, 2015); see also
Pet. 7 (“Like other central banks, [petitioner] holds
foreign currency reserves to carry out monetary policies such as maintaining price stability.”). Had the
treaty parties intended provisions guaranteeing fair
treatment to “companies” to apply as well to governmental agencies executing functions on behalf of the
sovereign, they would have expressly so provided.
Other provisions of the Treaty of Amity confirm
that the term “companies” does not include entities
like petitioner. Article XI.4 refers to “government
agencies and instrumentalities” as distinct from “corporations” and “associations.” Treaty of Amity art.
XI.4. And when the Treaty of Amity refers to entities
controlled or owned by the sovereign or to sovereign
agencies or instrumentalities, it does so expressly,
referring to “enterprises owned or controlled by [the]
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Government” or “government agencies and instrumentalities.” Id. arts. XI.1, XI.4.
2. Petitioner’s remaining arguments also lack merit.
Petitioner contends (Pet. 27-29) that Section 8772
“undermines” the President’s ability to conduct foreign affairs because it limits his statutory authority to
dispose of blocked assets. Petitioner does not argue
that Section 8772 unconstitutionally impinges on any
exclusive presidential power. Cf. Zivotofsky v. Kerry,
135 S. Ct. 2076, 2083-2084 (2015). Instead, petitioner
suggests that the President might prefer to dispose of
the blocked assets in some way other than that required by Section 8772. Pet. 28-29. Such speculation
does not militate in favor of this Court’s review of the
Klein question presented by the petition.
Finally, petitioner argues (Pet. 29-31) that the
court of appeals’ decision undermines confidence in
U.S. financial markets and invites retaliation by foreign governments. But Section 8772 is a narrowly
tailored provision that Congress enacted to permit
execution on a terrorism judgment against the assets
beneficially owned by the central bank of a state sponsor of terrorism—assets that were being held in the
United States in violation of U.S. sanctions laws and
regulations. See p. 2, supra. In the view of the United States, the law-abiding members of the international community should not find such legislation
cause for alarm.
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CONCLUSION

The petition for a writ of certiorari should be denied.
Respectfully submitted.
DONALD B. VERRILLI, JR.
Solicitor General
EDWIN S. KNEEDLER
Deputy Solicitor General
GINGER D. ANDERS
Assistant to the Solicitor
General
SHARON SWINGLE
LEWIS S. YELIN
Attorneys
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IMF Members' Quotas and Voting
Power, and IMF Board of
Governors
Last Updated: April 10, 2017

The Board of Governors, the highest decision-making body of the IMF, consists
of one governor and one alternate governor for each member country. The
governor is appointed by the member country and is usually the minister of
finance or the governor of the central bank. All powers of the IMF are vested in
the Board of Governors. The Board of Governors may delegate to the Executive
Board all except certain reserved powers. The Board of Governors normally
meets once a year.
The table below shows quota and voting shares for IMF members. Following the
entry into force of the Board Reform Amendment on January 26, 2016, members
who have consented to their quota increases can pay their quota increases under
the 14th General Review of Quotas. Quota and voting shares will change as
members pay their quota increases. During this process, this table will be
updated regularly (see here for more details on the Quota and Governance
reforms agreed in 2010.)

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V Y Z TOTALS

QUOTA
Member

Millions
of SDRs
Percent
of Total1

Afghanistan, Islamic
Republic of

323.8

VOTES

Governor
Alternate
Number2

Percent
of Total1

Khalilullah Sediq

0.07

0.09

4,702

0.06

2,857

Wahid Nosher
Albania3

139.3

Gent Sejko

0.03
Erjon Luci
Algeria3

1,959.9

Mohamed Loukal

0.41

0.42

21,063

Ammar Hiouani
Angola

740.1
0.16

Augusto de Sousa Archer
Mangueira

0.18

8,865

Valter Filipe Duarte da Silva
Antigua and Barbuda3

20.0

Gaston Browne MP

0.004

0.03

1,664

Whitfield Harris, Jr.
Argentina3

3,187.3

Nicolas Dujovne

0.67

0.66

33,337

Federico Sturzenegger
Armenia3

128.8

Vardan Aramyan

0.03

0.05
Arthur Javadyan

http://www.imf.org/external/np/sec/memdir/members.aspx#I

2,752
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QUOTA
Member

Millions
of SDRs
Percent
of Total1

Iceland3

321.8

VOTES

Governor
Alternate
Number2

Percent
of Total1

Már Guðmundsson

0.07

0.09

4,682

Gudmundur Arnason
India3

13,114.4

Arun Jaitley

2.76

2.64

132,608

Urjit R. Patel
Indonesia3

4,648.4

Agus D.W. Martowardojo

0.98

0.95

47,948

Sri Mulyani Indrawati
Iran, Islamic Republic
of3

3,567.1

Valiollah Seif

0.75

0.74

37,135

Gholamali Kamyab
Iraq

1,663.8

Ali Muhsin Ismail

0.35

0.36

18,102

Hussein Jaber Abdulhameed AL-Khaqani
Ireland 3

3,449.9

Michael Noonan

0.73

0.71

35,963

0.41

20,673

Philip R. Lane
Israel3

1,920.9

Karnit Flug

0.40
Shai Babad
Italy3

15,070.0

Pier Carlo Padoan

3.17

3.02

152,164

Ignazio Visco

QUOTA
Member

Millions
of SDRs
Percent
of Total1

Jamaica3

382.9

VOTES

Governor
Alternate
Number2

Percent
of Total1

Audley Shaw

0.08

0.11

5,293

Brian Wynter
Japan3

30,820.5

Taro Aso

6.48

6.16

309,669

Haruhiko Kuroda
Jordan3

343.1

Omar Malhas

0.07

0.10

4,895

Ziad Fariz

QUOTA
Member

Millions

Governor

http://www.imf.org/external/np/sec/memdir/members.aspx#I

VOTES
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Executive Board and Vice Governors

Deputy Governor

(Member of executive board)

Akbar Komijani (/page/1971.aspx)

(/page/1971.aspx)

Secretary General

(Member of executive board)

Seyed Mahmoud Ahmadi

Vice Governor (Foreign Exchange Affairs)

(Member

of executive board)
Gholamali Kamyab (/page/6322.aspx)

(/page/6322.aspx)

Vice Governor (Administrative & Training Affairs)
(Member of executive board)
Bahman Mesgarha (/page/6738.aspx)

(/page/6738.aspx)
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Executive Board and Vice Governors

Vice Governor (Economic Affairs)

(Member of

executive board)
Peyman Ghorbani (/page/11988.aspx)

(/page/11988.aspx)

Vice Governor (Parliament & Legal Affairs)
Hosein Noghrekar Shirazi

Vice Governor (IT Technology)
Ali Kermanshah

Vice Governor (Banking supervision Affairs)
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Organization
Examine and approve the organization, budget, employment code and internal regulations of
Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran
Examine and comment on the Balance Sheet of Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran in
preparation for the discussions at the General Assembly
Review and approve the regulations drawn up under the provisions of this Act
Comment upon the banking, monetary and credit issues of the country as well as bills concerning
loans, credit guarantees, and on any other issues referred to the Council by the Government
Give consultative views and advice to the Government on banking, monetary and credit issues
which, in the Council's opinion, may bear upon the economic conditions and especially the credit
policy of the country
Comment on any other issues referred to it within the framework of this Act by the Governor of
Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran.
III - The Executive Board
The Executive Board of the Bank shall consist of a Governor, a Deputy Governor, a Secretary
General, and three Vice Governors each with powers and responsibilities as specified in Monetary
and Banking Law of Iran (MBLI).
The Governor of Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran, as the Bank's highest executive
and administrative authority, shall be responsible for all the affairs of the Bank excluding such
responsibilities as have been entrusted to the other organs of the Bank under the provisions of
The Monetary and Banking Law of Iran (MBLI). The Governor of Central Bank of the Islamic
Republic of Iran shall be responsible for the proper conduct of the Bank's affairs and the
implementation of MBLI and the regulations relating thereto. The Governor of Central Bank of
the Islamic Republic of Iran shall represent the Bank before all official bodies, local and foreign,
with the right of attorney. The Governor of Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran shall be
appointed to office by Royal decree for a term of five years upon the recommendation of the
Minister of Finance and the approval of the Council of Ministers and shall be eligible for
reappointment.
The Deputy Governor of the Bank shall be appointed to office by Royal Decree for a term of five
years upon the recommendation of the Governor of Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran,
the agreement of the Minister of Finance and the approval of the Council of Ministers, and shall
be eligible for reappointment. The scope of authority of the Deputy Governor of Central Bank of
the Islamic Republic of Iran shall be determined by the Governor and in the case of the
Governor's absence, resignation, hiatus or death, the Deputy Governor shall wield all the powers
of the Governor.
The Secretary General of the Bank shall be appointed to office upon the recommendation of the
Governor of Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran and the approval of the
General Assembly and shall also be responsible for the Monetary and Credit Council Secretariat.
The Secretary General of the Bank shall send the minutes of the Monetary and Credit Council
meetings to the Ministers of Finance and Economy for their information.
The Vice Governors of the Bank shall be appointed by the Governor of Central Bank of the
Islamic Republic of Iran who shall also determine their duties.

IV - The Note Reserve Control Board
The Note Reserve Control Board shall be composed of:
Two Majlis Deputies nominated by the Majlis
The Governor of Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran
The Prosecutor General
The Treasurer General
The Head of the Government Auditing Tribunal
The Chairman of the Supervisory Board
The Note Reserve Control Board shall be responsible for supervising the proper execution of the
provisions of Article 5 of MBLI through taking delivery of and safeguarding newly-printed bank
notes, keeping records of the assets referred to in Article 5, maintaining inventories for the
Crown Jewels and formulating regulations pertaining to their exhibition and controlling their
transfer in and out of the Bank vaults, and finally supervising the destruction of the notes
withdrawn from circulation.

V - The Supervisory Board
The Supervisory Board shall be composed of a Chairman and four members selected from
amongst qualified auditors or persons well versed in accountancy or banking with not less than
10 years of experience, appointed for two years on the recommendation of the Minister of
Finance and the approval of the General Assembly and eligible for reappointment.
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Organization
The duties of the Supervisory Board shall be as follows:
To audit the annual Balance Sheet of Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran and to prepare
a report thereon for the Annual General Assembly
To audit the detailed lists of assets and liabilities of the Bank and to audit and certify for
publication the summary of its accounts
To inspect the operations of the Bank in order to ensure that they conform with legal
requirements
Legal | Webmaster
Copyright © 2017 Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran
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in United States policy. It first appeared as
Article XXVIII of the Treaty with Taiwan p adopted
at a time when there was considerable reluctance in
the United States to agree to any form of inter
national adjudication likely to involve matters of
domestic policy. This reluctance found direct
expression in the so.-called Connally Amendment
(see 12 Whiteman Digest of International Law 1301),
by which the United States declar�d its intention
not to accept the compulsory jurisdiction of the
International ·court of Justice with respect to
matters which are essentially within the domestic
jurisdiction of the United States as determined by
the United States. Nevertheless, the Senate accepted
the provisions of standard Article XXIV(2} without
controversy even though they are not entirely in
harmony with the Connally Amendment. In considerable
part the Senate was influénced by considerations,
clearly presented during the hearings on th� Treaty
with Tai�an, of the limited nature of the commit
ment. The inherent limitations were outlined in the
following terms: nThe compromissory clause •••
is limited to questions of the interpretation or
application of this treaty; i�ec, it is a special
not a general compromissory clause. It applies to
a treaty on the negotiation of which there is
�oluminous doctimentation indicating the intent
of the parties. This treaty.deals with subjects
which are common to a large number of treaties,
concluded over a long period of time by nearly all
nations. Much of the general subject matter .,. and
in some cases almost identical language � has been
adjudicated in the courts of this and other countries.
The authorities for the interpretation of this treaty
are, therefore, to a considerab1e extent established
and well known. Furthermore t certain important
subjects, notably immigration, traffic in military
supplies, and the 'essential interests of the
country in time of national emergenc�,' are specifically
excepted from the purview of the tre�ty."
Th� standard compromissory clause gained
wide acceptan�e, being omitted f�om only two treaties
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